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“Education is not the learning of facts, but the training of the mind to think.”

Albert Einstein

NATIONAL UNIVERSITY OF IRELAND, GALWAY

Abstract
Insight Centre for Data Analytics
College of Engineering and Informatics
Doctor of Philosophy
Business Capability-centric Management of Services and Process Models
by Wassim Derguech

With the advent of Industry 4.0, more and more companies are actively working on
digitising their assets (i.e., services, processes, etc.) for better control, collaboration,
modularity, analysis, etc. By 2020 more than 80% of companies will have digitised their
business processes and value chains. This creates more services and processes, making
their indexing, discovery, configuration, etc. more challenging. Thus, digitising assets
needs a data model to describe them together with algorithms for indexing, discovery
and configuration.
This thesis details a concept model for describing the business capability of services
and business processes from a functional perspective in terms of what do they achieve
together with related business properties. Furthermore, this work proposes the aggregation, indexing, discovery and configuration of services and business processes using the
concept of business capability.
The first contribution of this thesis is a conceptual model for describing Business Capabilities. The model is implemented as a set of ontologies that can be used for creating
semantic annotations of business process models or services. This model is verified using
ontological evaluation by mapping its constructs with ontology constructs and verifying
there is not an overload or semantic ambiguity. This method has been used for the
assessment of relationships in the entity-relationship model. A feature comparison to
existing models is performed with respect to three requirements: expressiveness, support
for inferencing, use of ontologies and ability to model configuration options. Finally, interviews with domain experts were carried out revealing that the model is simple, easy
to adopt and flexible enough to be extended for user requirements.

The second contribution is an abstraction technique that allows moving from an entire
process model to its functional description by aggregating the business capabilities of
the process elements into a single one. The idea of the algorithm is to traverse the
model from an initial node to a final node. Each intermediate node introduces changes
to the propagated business capability. The propagation steps are validated using formal
semantics of process elements in Petri Nets.
The third contribution of this thesis is to explore the use of Formal Concept Analysis
for providing efficient indexing and discovery of business capabilities described using the
proposed model. This contribution is validated in a real world scenario for indexing
sensor capabilities. A quantitative evaluation is conducted with synthetic sensor capabilities for indexing and discovering 5000 entities. The results show that the indexing
and discovery time are less than 200 ms.
The fourth contribution of this thesis is to reduce the business process modelling effort
when using configurable process models via an algorithm for creating business capabilityannotated configurable business process models that captures configuration options in
terms of business capability features. The merging operation realises a compression rate
of 50% (by computing the number of nodes before and after the merging).
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Chapter 1

Introduction
“The significant problems we have
cannot be solved at the same level of
thinking with which we created them.”
Albert Einstein

1.1

Research Context

From a historical point of view, when people started to live in social groups, ideas of
trading started to appear for exchanging goods and services. This evolved to more
formal structures that we know as modern businesses. Businesses continuously optimise
their products and services to satisfy their customers and increase their profit [44].
Everything that is carried out in business is driven by processes [44], called also business processes. A business process is a set of ordered activities and tasks that, once
completed, achieve the organisation’s goal [238]. They constitute valuable assets for
businesses as they define and document the important activities, services and resources
of an enterprise. The advent of computer systems with automated calculations, algorithms, databases, etc. made their adoption very quick by enterprises for managing their
business processes, services and resources using information systems.
Dumas et al. visualise current information systems in multiple layers as shown in Figure
1.1 [65]. The first layer represents the operating system that manages the hardware and
makes it run. The second layer represents the generic applications that can be found
within multiple departments of the same enterprise. A database management system, a
text editor, or a spreadsheet application are examples of such generic applications. The
third layer represents the domain specific applications such as a call centre application
1
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or human resource management application that are used within specific departments
or enterprises. The fourth layer represents the tailor-made applications that are usually
developed for a particular enterprise.
Operating System
Generic Applications
Domain Specific
Applications
Tailor‐made
Applications

Figure 1.1: Trends in Information Systems [65]

In the sixties, the second and third layers shown in Figure 1.1 did not exist, and therefore,
information systems were built directly on top of the operating systems making their
functionalities very limited [65]. Most enterprise information systems were tailor-made
applications and thus their number was increasing and more and more generic functionalities started to appear leading to a new trend of generic applications [65]. Consequently,
nowadays, thanks to the second and the third layers and with the increasing performance
of operating systems, enterprise information systems are gaining more features aligned
with the design principles of Industry 4.0 [124] such as inter-operability, virtualisation,
decentralisation, real-time data processing, service orientation and modularity [29].
Industry 4.0 came as natural trend joining intelligent analytics and cyber-physical systems brining new thinking of production management and factory transformation [127].
In this trend, appropriate sensor data together with historical data and contextual information constitute a “Big Data” space to serve intelligent analytics tools for conducting
data integration, predictive analytics, data visualisation, etc. Such tools are valuable for
enterprises to define the strategic innovation of their business capabilities and drive the
development of their Information Systems [34, 127]. Within this trend, it is expected
that, in five years, more than 80% of companies will have digitised their business processes and value chains [110]. This creates more services and processes, making their
indexing, discovery, configuration, etc. more challenging. Thus, properly digitising those
assets needs a proper data model to describe them, and proper algorithms for indexing,
discovering and configuring them.
In this context, this thesis aims to propose a concept model for describing what services
and business processes can do from a functional perspective (i.e., business capability):
What do they achieve and what are the related business properties? Furthermore, this
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work proposes the aggregation, indexing, discovery and configuration of services and
business processes using the concept of business capability.
In order to highlight further the importance of the business capability in a corporate
environment, I introduce three motivational scenarios in Section 1.2 that I will use in
the rest of this chapter.

1.2

Motivational Scenarios

In this section I introduce three motivational scenarios that occur with Maria, a business analyst, who has recently joined a large corporate specialized in the management of
seaports (i.e., management of Import and Export procedures, logistics services, etc.) to
work on the verification and quality assurance of the services offered by the corporate.
As a primary mission, Maria needs to review the corporate business processes and their
documentation in order to verify their compliance with the corporate regulations and
guarantee consistency between them. Maria has to report any issues to her direct manager and these issues will be later review by the IT department for further adjustment
of the information system used by this corporate.

1.2.1

Scenario 1: What Do Business Processes Achieve?

At first, Maria needs to understand how business processes work: what tasks each
process goes through? What does each task of the process achieve? What does the
entire process achieve? etc.
Maria has been provided a set of business process models, similar to the one depicted
in Figure 1.2, together with their documentation 1 . From this model, Maria was able to
easily identify partially what this process achieves (i.e., its business capability) as it is
relatively simple. However, what she misses from this model is the business parameters of
each task such as the required documentation, the priority channel conditions, the means
of notification, etc. This information can be found in the long 102 pages documentation
of this process. Furthermore, the situation might be more complicated if Maria has to
deal with more complex processes that involve more than 5 tasks and much more difficult
to visualize. Such models, as the one depicted in Figure 1.3, are called ‘spaghetti’ models
1

This process model depicts the process of cargo examination process at Davao City Seaport in
Philippines using EPC notation. The process has 5 functions represented in rectangles: checking content,
selectivity processing, detailed examination, scan x-ray and release and notification. The flow between
these functions is controlled via the events shown in diamonds. This model is available at http://kjridavao.com/?page=news&siteLanguage=English&address%20link=127&cat=Economics as accessed on
06-06-2014.
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because of their complex structure that require dedicated tools for assisting business
analysts in their management and understanding [58, 224].
Begin

Checking
Content

X

Priority Channel
or Inspection Not
required

X

Release and
Notification

End

Inspection
Required

Selectivity
Processing

X

Green Check

Red Check

Detailed
Examination

X

Scan X‐Ray
Examination

Examination
Done

Detailed
Examination
Done

Figure 1.2: Cargo Examination Process at Davao City Seaport, Philippines

Figure 1.3: An Example of a ‘spaghetti’ Model [224]

Maria needs a solution to help her understand better and quickly both individual tasks
and entire business processes that are running in her corporate. She needs to have a
clear business centric description of what these business processes achieve (i.e., business
capability) without having to refer to a large documentation in order to be able to verify
their compliance with the regulations that are usually described using business terms.

1.2.2

Scenario 2: Discovery of Services and Business Processes

Within the same corporate, Maria is not only in charge of the management of core/operational business processes (i.e., processes that create the core value stream of the
company [238]) but also organizational business processes (i.e., that govern the operation
of the system and support the core processes such as accounting, security, recruitment,
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etc. [238]). Furthermore, operates in various countries. Each country has its own restrictions and requirements that generate multiple variants of operational as well as
organizational processes. All these processes are stored in a large repository that Maria
needs to query in order to select the processes and services that she needs to verify,
understand, test, etc.
The company’s repository of services and business processes is designed by John from
the IT department. John designed this repository in a way that he can easily query
the right process/service using IT capabilities. In his search queries he needs to define
what Inputs, Outputs, Preconditions and Effect (IOPEs) are required by a certain process/service. The problem with this repository is that search queries are very tight to
the actual IT implementations that Maria is not familiar with. Each time that Maria
needs a particular process, she needs the assistance of John to define her search request.
Ideally, Maria would have the possibility to discover the services/processes that she
needs using their business capabilities featuring business terms that she is familiar with.

1.2.3

Scenario 3: Variability Management in Business Processes

As part of the portfolio of the organizational business processes of her corporate, Maria
found two variants of the same process “Approving Travel Requests” that are depicted in
Figure 1.4. Maria decided to merge those variants into a single reference process model
as in essence both achieve the same goal with slight differences. Having a single model
for the same process she guarantees that any future changes in the corporate regulations,
are applied in all the variants.
In this particular situation, Maria was able to merge these models and create a unified
reference model manually because these processes are relatively simple. However, in
the absence of business capabilities in such models, she will be able to create reference
models with variation points from a structural perspective only (i.e., branches of the
model and the orders between the tasks). Understanding and managing these models
will result into challenges similar to Scenario 1.
Furthermore, with more complex business process models such the one shown previously
in Figure 1.3, a manual solution can be costly and error-prone. Indeed, La Rosa et al.
[123] reported that three analysts spent 130 man-hour to manually create about 25% of
a reference model of an insurance process by merging two of its variants. It is obvious
that in these cases, an automation support is highly required.
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Begin

Begin

Create Travel
Request

Create Travel
Request

Travel Request
Created

CHK Request
Automatically

X

Request
Approved
Automatically

Approval by
Manager

Approval
Required by
Manager

CHK Request by
Manager

CHK Request by
Manager

X
TR Approved by
Manager

X
TR Rejected by
Manager

X

Request
Approved by
Manager

Request
Requires
Changes

X

X

Send Notification

Send Notification

End

End

(a) Automatically Approving Travel
Requests (adapted from [195])

Request
Rejected by
Manager

(b) Manually Approving Travel Requests (adapted from [196])

Figure 1.4: Two Business Process Variants from SAP Workflow Scenarios
in Travel Management [197]

1.3

Challenges, Objectives and Requirements

The previously mentioned motivational scenarios were validated and adjusted by a domain expert who works as a project manager in a company specialized in the management of seaports in multiple countries. These scenarios reflect real-world situations with
concrete challenges: the first challenge reflected in all these scenarios is tackling the
description of services and business processes from a business perspective; the second
challenge reflected in scenario 1 is the identification of aggregated business capabilities
for an entire process or composed services; the third challenge reflected in Scenario 2
is the discovery of services and processes using business capabilities; and the fourth
challenge reflected in scenario 3 is tackling the problem of designing reference process
models capturing variation points in terms of business capabilities.
For each of the identified challenges, I set the objectives in this thesis and related requirements:
Challenge 1: Description of services and business processes from a business perspective:
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The first objective of this thesis is to propose a conceptual model for describing
business capabilities with respect to the following requirements:
– Requirement 1: Expressiveness - A business capability modelling language
should be expressive enough to represent the meaning or the action behind
the actual capability. Action’s semantics should be explicitly defined and
not relying on inferences and analysis of its effect. Furthermore, capabilities
should be described independently from their implementations. This requirement was elicited from the following works:Sycara et al. [216], Oaks et al.
[159], Semantic Web Services Models: WSMO [242] and OWL-S [232], and
Semantic Annotation of Invocation Interfaces Models: SA-WSDL [198, 226]
and SA-REST [88].
– Requirement 2: Inferences - Given a set of business capability descriptions,
additional knowledge can be inferred such as identification of relationships
between business capabilities, indexing, etc. Such features can be used to
efficiently discover and compose capabilities. This requirement was elicited
from the following works: Sycara et al. [216], Oaks et al. [159], and Semantic
Web Services Models: WSMO [242] and OWL-S [232].
– Requirement 3: Use of Ontologies - A business capability description language
should support the use of domain and common ontologies for specifying capabilities [216]. This requirement was elicited from the following works:Sycara
et al. [216], Oaks et al. [159], Semantic Web Services Models: WSMO [242]
and OWL-S [232], and Semantic Annotation of Invocation Interfaces Models:
SA-WSDL [198, 226] and SA-REST [88].
Challenge 2: Identification of aggregated business capabilities:
The second objective of this thesis is to define an algorithm for computing the capability of an entire business process model given that all its tasks are annotated with
their business capabilities. For this object, I consider the following requirement:
– Requirement 4: Rich description - The complexity of business process models is one of their biggest obstacles: their size and their complex structure
make their management difficult for human users. Thus, abstraction and
aggregation techniques are required. However, business process abstraction
techniques limit the result of an aggregated process model to an abstract task
described with a single label [72, 172, 179, 208, 209]. A single label is not
sufficient to properly describe a business process [228] that should have a rich
description of its business capability in order to give business experts a meaningful description of what a business process achieves [228]. This requirement
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was elicited from the following works: Paolucci et al. [166] and Vulcu et al.
[228].
Challenge 3: Discovery of services and processes using business capabilities:
The third objective of this thesis is to define a methodology for the discovery of
services or business processes using their business capabilities rather than IT capabilities. The discovery solution should respect consider the following requirements:
– Requirement 5: Ontology based discovery - Searching business capabilities
should rely on concepts from domain ontologies used in the descriptions of
business capabilities without relying on keyword extraction from textual descriptions [159]. Relying on extracting key words from unstructured textual
descriptions can lead to inconsistent results [2]. This requirement was elicited
from the following works: Sycara et al. [216], Oaks et al. [159], and Semantic
Web Services Models: WSMO [242] and OWL-S [232].
– Requirement 6: Time Performance - Searching for a service or a business
process is often relying of reasoning that makes the discovery very slow [153].
A consequent requirement is to propose a solution that is quicker so that it
can be adopted in large repositories of services or business processes. This
requirement was elicited from the following works: Aznag et al. [9], Srinivasan
et al. [211] and Mokhtar et al. [153].
Challenge 4: Designing reference process models capturing variation points in terms
of business capabilities:
The fourth objective of this thesis is to define an algorithm for creating reference
process models capturing the variation points in terms of business capabilities. The
input for this algorithm is a set of process models annotated with business capabilities. The output is a business capability aware reference process model with
configuration facilitates, called also configurable process model [184] where configuration options use business capability terms. The requirements of this algorithm
are as follows:
– Requirement 7: Integration of Business Capabilities - Configurable process
models are generally larger than regular models as they integrate multiple
variants of the same process [123]. This makes their configuration difficult
to handle by business experts [120], thus integrating the business properties
in these models makes their configuration easier for these users [120]. This
requirement was elicited from the following works: La Rosa [116, 119, 120]
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– Requirement 8: Execution Time - The creation of configurable process models can be done by merging multiple variants of the same process. Manual
creation is time consuming task and thus an automatic merging algorithm
should be quick enough to give quick results for business experts. This requirement was elicited from the following works: Gottschalk [89], La Rosa
et al. [120] and Assy et al. [7].
– Requirement 9: Compression Rate - Merging process models should identify
common elements and merge them into a single element [120]. This results
into reduced size of input process elements with a high compression rate if
there is a high similarity between the variants [90]. This requirement was
elicited from the following works: La Rosa et al. [120] and Assy et al. [7].
These challenges, objectives and requirements are summarised in Table 1.1.
Table 1.1: Challenges, Objectives and Requirements

Challenges

Objectives

Description of services and
business processes from a
business perspective

Propose a conceptual
model
for
describing
business capabilities
Define an algorithm for
computing the aggregated
capability of an entire
business process
Define a methodology for
the discovery of services
or business processes using
business capabilities
Define an algorithm for
creating reference process
models capturing the variation points in terms of
business capabilities

Identification of aggregated business capabilities
Discovery of services and
processes using business
capabilities
Designing reference process models capturing
variation points in terms
of business capabilities

Requirements
1- Expressiveness
2- Inferences
3- Use of Ontologies
4- Rich description

5- Ontology based discovery
6- Time performance
7- Integration of Business
Capabilities
8- Execution time
9- Compression Rate

Limits of the current approaches dealing with the mentioned challenges are discussed in
the following sections.

1.4

The Problem of Capability Modelling

In current business process models, the functional perspective (also can be referred
to in the literature as capability, functionality or business function) for each process
activity is limited to its label [152]. A single label is not enough to describe properly
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the capability of a particular process element (i.e., activity, fragment or entire process).
Using labels only prevents stakeholders from easily and quickly understanding business
processes or identifying the differences and commonalities between them in terms of
business properties [151]. When required, stakeholders need to read the business process
documentation in order to find out what a process element does, expressed in terms of
business properties.
Information Systems’ vendors such as IBM, Oracle, or SAP offer together with their
solutions the related documentation that is usually (1) extremely large and (2) combines
various levels of the technical implementation [99]. For example, searching in SAP ERP
documentation requires in depth knowledge of a large and proprietary terminology [99].
Thus, defining capabilities with simple labels or textual descriptions does not fulfil any
of the above mentioned requirements: Expressiveness, Inferences and Use of Ontologies.
The literature proposes various capability description approaches as part of efforts for describing related concepts such as business processes, services and search requests (WSMO
[183], OWL-S [144], SA-WSDL and SA-REST [111, 125]). They primarily describe capabilities either as part of their implementations (i.e, invocation interface) or as part
of other concepts (i.e., services). For all these approaches, the semantics of the action
performed by services is derived through reasoning over its inputs, outputs, preconditions and effects (IOPE). The semantics of the action is not explicitly defined and thus
the first requirement of Expressiveness is not fulfilled, however, they partially fulfil the
Inferences and Use of Ontologies requirements. The main criticism towards these approaches comes from the fact that they mainly focus on modelling IT capabilities rather
than business capabilities.
Oaks et al. [159] explores a frame-based modelling approach for describing service capabilities by using natural language constructs such as the action performed and associated
parameters (i.e., temporal, location, etc.). Even though the action performed is captured in terms of action verbs, the associated business parameters remain as part of the
service inputs, outputs, preconditions and effects (IOPE) which makes the Expressiveness requirement partially fulfilled. As the solution proposed by Oaks et al. does not
go beyond classical IOPE-based capability descriptions, I consider that it has the same
problem of semantic web service solutions and partially fulfils the Inferences requirement. Furthermore, this solution relies on language constructs rather than ontological
concepts, it partially fulfil the Use of Ontologies requirement.
Table 1.2 summarizes contributions related to capability modelling that will be further
detailed in Chapter 2. None of the analysed approaches fulfils the three identified requirements. Even though there are attempts to fulfil them, further efforts are required
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to enhance these solutions. Therefore, the first objective of this thesis is to propose
a conceptual model for describing the functional perspective of activities (referred to
Business Capability) that respects the three identified requirements: expressiveness,
inferences and use-of-ontologies. The proposed model will be implemented as a set of
ontologies that can be used for creating semantic annotations of business process
models or services (independently from their implementations).
Table 1.2: Comparative Analysis of Capability Modelling Approaches

Approach

Examples

Expressiveness

Inferences

Use-ofOntologies

Activity Labels and Textual Descriptions

Major BPM
solutions including IBM,
SAP
and
Oracle

Not Fulfilled:
Labels are not
expressive; Textual Description
very long and
hard to read

Not fulfilled

Not fulfilled

Semantic
Web Services
modelling
approaches

WSMO [183],
OWL-S
[144],
SAWSDL
and
SA-REST
[111, 125]

Not Fulfilled:
Action Semantics
needs extensive
reasoning

Partially
Fulfilled:
Inferences
are used for
composition
only

Oaks
[159]

Partially Fulfilled:
Actions
are
explicitly
captured
but
other parameters
remain as part of
IOPEs

Partially
Fulfilled:
Inferences
are used for
composition
only

Frame-based
Modelling

1.5

et

al.

Partially
Fulfilled:
The use of
ontologies
is
limited
to
IOPE
parameters
Partially
Fulfilled: It
uses language
constructs,
ontology constructs
are
optional

The Problem of Aggregation of Business Capabilities

A business process model can detail various elements: activities, data objects, control
flow, etc. Therefore, not all the stakeholders are interested in all these details; e.g., the
strategic management team is more interested in WHAT is being performed, however,
the technical team is interested in HOW tasks are performed. Consequently, there is
a lot of effort put towards finding the right details that need to be presented to the
involved stakeholders. In this context, Eshuis et al. [72] suggests hiding unwanted process elements while preserving the entire process consistency, whereas Reichert et al.
[179] presents an approach that allows for a customized representation of process models with respect to the user preferences, while Smirnov et al. [208, 209] and Polyvyanyy
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et al. [172] propose to simply reduce the complexity of process models through abstraction techniques. Business process abstraction techniques consist of aggregating several
process elements into a single abstract one [32, 172, 179, 208, 209, 228].
Existing solutions permit the representation of an entire process model at several levels
of abstraction. The entire model can even be abstracted into a single activity with a
description limited to a single label. Figure 1.2 depicts a process model for the examination procedure of an importation process. Using, for example, the approach proposed
by Smirnov et al. [208], this example would be abstracted into one activity that will
be presented by a single label (e.g., “Examination of cargo”). It is obvious that a single label does not carry enough information to adequately describe the semantics of
the functionality of this entire process model and consequently the Rich Description
requirement is not fulfilled. Business experts can refer to the documentation of this
process model to get more detailed information, however, for this simple process with 5
tasks, a documentation of 102 pages is associated that requires a lot of time to read and
understand.
Therefore, the second objective of this thesis is to propose another abstraction technique
that allows moving from an entire process model to its functional description by aggregating all the capabilities of the process activities. The resulting aggregated capability
should feature functional domain properties, not limited to a single label and not overwhelming the reader with a huge documentation.

1.6

The Problem of Capability-centric Indexing and Discovery of Services

Existing discovery techniques for semantic web services (WSMO [183], OWL-S [144], SAWSDL and SA-REST [111, 125]) are difficult as they heavily rely on semantic reasoning
[153]. Consequently, a number of researchers have been investigating more lightweight
discovery approaches. I classify these contributions under two main categories. The first
one is concerned with optimizing the semantic reasoning in order to infer relationships
between concepts in ontologies [145, 212, 217]. The second one is concerned by indexing
the set of service descriptions in order to reduce the search space and the number of
semantic matching operations needed to match service descriptions and search requests
[153].
The main idea of the first category consists of performing the reasoning operations
during the service publishing phase [145, 212, 217]. When a service is introduced to
a service registry, a set of operations are used for pre-computing and storing relevant
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information related to concepts used for describing this service. The main issue here
is that such an approach cannot be applicable in highly dynamic environments where
services are continuously introduced or removed from the service registry. Thus, further
optimizations are required to reach a good Time Performance.
The second category looks into reducing the matchmaking time by minimizing the search
space of service descriptions. This can be achieved by classifying services with respect
to concepts used for their descriptions [61, 109, 246, 247], or maintaining a numerical
encoding index of services [23, 153]. Solutions from this category perform better than
the first one in terms of Time Performance but they have to deal with the complexity
of maintaining the indexing structure.
Table 1.3 summarizes contributions that looked into indexing and discovering services
using their descriptions. These approaches will be further detailed in Chapter 2 with
respect to the two requirements: Ontology base Discovery and Time Performance. Building upon the capability model that I propose in this thesis, I further investigate its use
for effectively enabling the discovery of interconnected capabilities. My research falls
under the second category where I explore the idea of building an indexing structure
based on the concepts used for describing capabilities. Specifically, I propose to use
Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) [80] for indexing services’ capabilities and use this index for their discovery. FCA is a well-known mathematical classification tool used in
various domains that allows the organisation of objects described via a set of attributes
into a Concept Lattice. The main goal of using FCA is to benefit from its well defined
mathematical foundations and predefined indexing and discovery algorithms.
Table 1.3: Comparative Analysis of Capability Indexing and Discovery Approaches

Approach

Ontology Based
Discovery

Time Performance

Perform reasoning operations at publishing
time [145, 212, 217]

Fulfilled: matchmaking
operations use reasoning
over ontological concepts

Not fulfilled: reasoning
operations are costly

Indexing and classifying [23, 61, 109, 153,
246, 247]

Fulfilled:
Indexes are
built from ontological concepts

Partially
Fulfilled:
Maintaining
indexes
is costly and requires
tailor-made solutions

Therefore, the third objective of this thesis is to explore an efficient indexing and discovery of capabilities that are described using the model proposed. The solution, needs to use
ontological concepts for the discovery and performs well in terms of time performance.
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The Problem of Reuse of Business Process Models

In this thesis, I investigate the (re)use of reference process models and more specifically configurable process models. Such models have been introduced by Rosemann and
van der Aalst [184] with the idea of creating a model that integrates multiple business process variants and capturing differences between them via explicit variation
points. Figure 1.4, shows an example of two business process variants that can be
merged into the configurable process models depicted in Figure 1.5. Variation points
represent where differences between variants occur and they constitute configuration
decisions that need to made during the modelling phase in order to derive an individualized model (i.e., a process model). In other words, a configurable business process
model is a reference model that can be tailored by end-users in order to meet their requirements and satisfy their business needs. Figure 1.5 depicts variation points as thick
connectors, the configuration step consists of enabling or disabling incoming or outgoing
arcs of these connectors.
Creating configurable process models is a tedious and time consuming task [123]. Thus,
few attempts were proposed to semi/automatically create configurable models [50, 91,
123] using mining or merging techniques. The proposed solutions mainly focus on the
control flow perspective while ignoring the other business process perspectives.
The second challenge with using configurable models is the configuration step. Indeed,
many companies have specialized in developing standard solutions (similar to configurable models) that can be tailored to individual settings. Therefore, they spend a
huge amount of time in creating their solutions as well as adapting a particular solution
to specific requirements of organizations [41]. In the context of configurable models,
the adaptation/configuration consists of a set of operations for enabling or disabling
several branches of the configurable model. These operations are called model
configurations [184]. La Rosa [116] admits that identifying model configurations
that reflect domain/business requirements is a task that can neither be done by
modelling experts alone nor by domain (business) experts alone. Both of them
have to meet in order to agree and link model configurations to domain requirements.
Having this explicit link between model configurations and domain requirements, La
Rosa [116] proposes to guide the configuration step by making domain experts answer
simple domain-related questions that are mapped to model configurations and applied on
the configurable model. This approach helps guiding the configuration step, however, it
relies mainly on these meetings between modelling and domain experts to continuously
update (manually) the links between configuration options and business requirements. This can be resolved by an early integration of domain requirements
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Figure 1.5: Configurable Business Process Model generated by Merging the
two Models of Figure 1.4.

into business process models. When creating configurable models using this early
integration of the business requirements into process models, one can derive configurable
models that already have the explicit links between model configurations and domain
requirements and consequently move the configuration step from manipulating model
configurations to domain requirements.
Furthermore, capability descriptions in configurable process models can also be seen
as a rich (and explicit) description of business processes by their properties and more
specifically enriched properties at the structural configuration options. This could be
considered a significant step forward and certainly supports the configuration step, i.e.
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one can achieve incremental improvement of business processes and continued adaptation
to demands.
Therefore, the fourth objective of this thesis is to reduce the business process modelling effort when using configurable process models by (1) proposing an algorithm for creating capability-annotated configurable business process models from a set
of capability-annotated business process variants and (2) guiding the configuration step
by deriving capability-centric configuration options and applying them on the model.

1.8

Proposed Approach

In order to tackle the previously mentioned research problems, I propose to use the
following approach:
The problem of capability modelling (Section 1.4)

1. Define a Business Capability Meta-Model: I define a conceptual model for describing the actions of services and processes in a structured format. I use the term
Business Capability to refer to this functional perspective [159]. The model should
define business capabilities as standalone entities independent from their implementations and feature business terms. Business Capabilities should be machine
processable: can be indexed, searched, and compared between each other. Business
Capabilities and related concepts should be defined by domain experts (and optionally by modelling experts) and presented in domain-related ontologies (that I
call capability domain ontologies) and serialized in a standard format to facilitate
their portability.
2. Implement the model as a set of vocabularies: I have been particularly interested
in investigating the use of semantic web technologies for implementing the model
as a set of RDF vocabularies. The choice of the semantic web is motivated by
the vision of better enabling computers and people to work in cooperation [20].
Within this vision and in the context of business process modelling, people represent business experts that are expressing their needs and requirements in terms of
Business Capabilities and describing applications and processes from a functional
perspective.
3. Integrate business capabilities into process models: I provide a tool support that
allows stakeholders to annotate a particular process model using predefined business capabilities from a capability domain ontology. This requires the extension of
the chosen business process modelling language serialization to integrate business
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capability descriptions. I call the resulting models Business Capability Annotated
Business Process Models.
4. Evaluation of the model: I perform three types of evaluations of the model:
(a) Ontological Evaluation: The ontological evaluation of conceptual models consists of mapping the proposed conceptual model constructs to ontological concepts/constructs in order to assess the ability of the model to represent reality
[244]. In this approach, the evaluation of the model is carried out through
the verification of a set of rules insuring that a model does not generate any
semantic ambiguity by avoiding construct overload and redundancy [231].
(b) Feature Comparison Evaluation: A feature comparison evaluation of conceptual models consists of comparing multiple models and investigate how they
represent the same problem based on a set of units of analysis [177]. In
Section Section 2.2.1 of Chapter 2 I analyse related approaches using the requirements identified in this thesis as units of analysis. In Chapter 3 I show
how the proposed model fulfils those requirements.
(c) Interviews with Domain Experts: I chose to carry out semi-structured interviews [25, 62] with five domain experts that have strong background and
are currently active in the area of service computing and information system
design and development. The interviews were done after explanation of this
thesis objective and details about service modelling approaches. The main
targeted outcome of these interviews were to identify if these experts can confirm that the proposed model is good enough to model business capabilities
and if it can be adopted in their working environment.

The problem of identifying the business capability of an entire business process model (Section 1.5)

1. Define an algorithm for Business Capabilities Aggregation: Given a business capabilityannotated business process model, I define an algorithm that computes the capability of the entire business process model by aggregating the capabilities of all
its elements. The defined algorithm starts from the initial node and fires all its
subsequent nodes one by one until reaching the final node. Each node introduces
changes on the aggregated capability. The algorithm assumes that the model is
well structured and terminates when it reaches the final node to deliver the aggregated capability. Further details will follow in Chapter 4.
2. Use of formal semantics: I propose to use formal semantics of the business capabilityannotated process model as a token game, similar to Petri Nets. Petri Nets are
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a tool for modelling and studying a system in order to report on its dynamic behaviour [170]. A token is a theoretical concept that is used as an aid to define the
behaviour of a process by firing its nodes. The Initial Node generates a token that
traverses the sequence flows and passes through the routing nodes until reaching
the Final Node [102]. I use the semantics of the various nodes as defined in Petri
Nets [170].
3. Tool Support: The proposed business capabilities aggregation algorithm is implemented as an extended version of a business process modelling tool. This extension
allows users to define the business capability of business process fragment defined
by a start and end node of type event.
4. Interviews with Domain Experts: The idea of carrying interviews with domain
experts consists of using questionnaires to gather their assessment, attitude, opinion, etc. on the proposed research (e.g., [25]). I carried out interviews with five
domain experts that have strong background and are currently active in service
computing and business process management activities. The interviews were done
after explanation of this thesis objective and details about the business capability meta-model and the business process overview approach. The main targeted
outcome of these interviews is to identify if these experts see that this research is
relevant and its output can be used by their companies.

The problem of capability-centric indexing and discovery of services (Section
1.6)

1. Capabilities Indexing and Discovery using FCA: I propose to use Formal Concept
Analysis (FCA) for indexing and discovering capabilities. FCA is a well-known
mathematical classification tool used in various domains that allows organizing
objects described via a set of attributes into a Concept Lattice. The idea is to
start from a set of capabilities described using the proposed conceptual model and
construct their corresponding concept lattice. The use of such structure reduces
the search space for discovering capabilities and helps carry out a step by step
search by navigating the lattice. Details about this approach are discussed in
Chapter 5.
2. Implementation and Use Case: In order to evaluate the applicability of this approach in sensor services modelling, I create a Sensor Capability Ontology that I
use in a use case scenario using a set of real world sensors deployed within the
Linked Energy Intelligence (LEI) dataspace.
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3. Empirical Evaluation: In order to evaluate the applicability of the proposed approach in highly dynamic environments, I carry out two experiments highlighting
mainly the efficiency of using Formal Concept Analysis in terms of the number of
concepts created in a concept lattice given a formal context and the time required
to build it.

The problem of reuse of Reference Business Process Models (Section 1.7)

1. Automatic creation of business capability-annotated configurable process models:
Given a set of business capability-annotated process variants, I define a merging algorithm that generates a capability-annotated configurable business process
model. The resulting model should subsume the behaviour of all the input models,
explicitly capture variation points in terms of domain requirements (not only model
configurations) and allow stakeholders to trace back the origin of each business
process element. Model configurations can be driven by the resulting configurable
capabilities.
2. Tool Support: The proposed merging algorithm is implemented as an extended
version of a business process modelling tool. This extension allows users to merge
business capability-annotated process models and derive a business capabilityannotated configurable process model.
3. Evaluation: I perform two types of evaluations of the model:
(a) Compression Rate and Time Evaluation:I have manually created a test collection of business process variants that have been previously used by Gottschalk
in his thesis [89]. They were subject of a case study [92] in which techniques
for managing configurable process models were extensively tested in a realworld scenario. The process models used in this case study are four processes
out of the five most executed registration processes in the civil affairs department of Dutch municipalities [89]. When merging those models, I evaluated
the compression rate gained as well as the required execution time.
(b) Interviews with Domain Experts: I carried out a second round of semistructured interviews with the five domain experts that I interviewed with
regard to the business capability aggregation work. These experts have strong
background and are currently active in business process management activities. The main targeted outcome of these interviews is to identify if these
experts see that the business capability-driven configuration of business process models is useful and can be adopted in their working environment.
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Contributions

The research conducted in this thesis makes contributions to the area of service computing and business process modelling and in particular in the area of business capabilitycentric indexing and discovery of services and business capability-enabled management
of business process models. The contributions brought by this thesis are summarized as
follows:
• A capability meta-model for defining domain capability ontologies (see Chapter 3).
a business capability is defined as an action category enriched with domain related
features. The meta-model is implemented as a set of RDF vocabularies. Examples
of domain capability ontologies are created for use cases and running examples
in various chapters in the thesis, such as Import Procedures Capability Ontology (IMPC) in Chapter 4, Sensor Capability Ontology (SCO) in Chapter 5 and
Business Travel Capability Ontology (BT) in Chapter 6. In terms of validation,
with respect to Bunge’s theory of ontology [30], the meta-model can be used for
modelling reality by avoiding construct overload and redundancy. In a feature
based-evaluation, the model is compared to other contributions proposed in the
literature for modelling business capabilities to show that unlike those contributions, the proposed meta-model fulfils the set of identified requirements in Section
1.3. Finally, positive results from interviews with domain experts are noticed with
minor issues regarding the implementation choice.
• An algorithm to automatically generate the capability of an entire capability-annotated
business process model (see Chapter 4). When process models tend to be large,
identifying their business capability becomes difficult for end-users. Chapter 4
proposes to compute automatically the aggregated capability of an entire business
capability-annotated process model. The algorithm operates by propagating the
capability of a start node through all the intermediate nodes until reaching the
end of the process model. Each node introduces changes to the aggregated capability. Each transition in the model is formally verified using formal semantics
using Petri Nets [170]. A proof of concept is developed and used in interviews with
domain experts. The experts gave positive feedbacks on the proposed approach.
It has been noticed that this can be used not only for showing the capability of
the process model, but can also be further extended to generate a documentation
on how the process operates.
• The validation of the applicability of formal concept analysis for indexing and discovering efficiently capabilities (see Chapter 5). The frame-based modelling approach proposed in Chapter 3 for modelling capabilities has the advantage of being
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flexible enough to reuse exiting contributions that require attribute-based description of objects. To illustrate further this advantage, Chapter 5 explores the use
of Formal Concept Analysis for indexing and discovering sensor capabilities. The
applicability of this approach is validated via a use case scenario using a set of real
world sensors deployed within the Linked Energy Intelligence (LEI) dataspace.
LEI is an ecosystem where energy related data is made available and interlinked
to support decision making and ultimately energy consumption friendly behaviour
[37]. Furthermore, an empirical evaluation is carried out to verify the time performance of the proposed approach by measuring the size of the generated concept
lattice for 5000 capabilities and its navigation time (i.e., time required to discover
a capability by visiting all the nodes of the lattice).
• An algorithm for automatically creating a capability-annotated configurable process
model by merging a set of capability-annotated business process variants (see Chapter 6). Early integration of business capabilities in process models allows to create
configurable models with configuration options captured in terms of business capability features. The proposed algorithm allows to create such configurable models
while guaranteeing that the resulting model subsumes the behaviour of all input
models, each element of the model can be traced back to its origin and permits to
generate input models as well as new ones. A proof of concept is designed to carry
out empirical evaluations by measuring the time required to merge models as well
as the compression rate gained. The configurable model is created in few milliseconds and reaching a compression rate of around 50% in terms of space required
for saving the input models. Furthermore, I carried out interviews with domain
experts revealing that the major challenge for business capability-driven configuration modelling to join industry is the fact that current industrial solutions are
mature enough and hard to replace. Current solutions have been built over years
of analysis, engineering and research that are proven to be effective. Replacing
these solutions has never been taken as a serious option. However, features such
as those proposed in this thesis can be seen as additional options to the current
systems but a lot of adaptation work is required.

Resources that can be useful for the community in terms of tools, vocabularies and test
collections have been developed in this thesis:
• A new version of a business process modeling tool

2

that includes the implemen-

tation of: (i) an annotation tool for integrating capability descriptions in business
2

Original version of EPCTools: http://www2.cs.uni-paderborn.de/cs/kindler/Forschung/EPCTools/
as accessed on the 03/10/2013.
New version of EPCTools available at: http://wassimderguech.org/phd/
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process models with respect to the proposed meta-model in Chapter 3, (ii) the
capabilities aggregation algorithm proposed in Chapter 4 and (iii) the merging
algorithm proposed in Chapter 6 for creating configurable process models.
• A set of RDF vocabularies 3 used in defining the capability meta-model introduced
in Chapter 3.
• A test collection of business process models for municipalities, available in Appendix E.
• A test collection of business process models from the customs clearance domain,
available in Appendix A.

1.10

Thesis Structure

Figure 1.6 sketches the structure of the rest of the chapters. First of all, Chapter 2
reviews current research contributions related to capability modelling and discovery as
well as capability-enabled management of business process models. It helps position the
research in this thesis and highlight its contributions.
State of the Art Analysis
Chapter 2
Capability-centric Management of
Services and Business Process Models
Business Capability-centric
Service Management

Business Capability
indexing and discovery
Chapter 5

Business
Capability Modelling
Chapter 3

Business Capability-enabled
Business Process Modelling

Business Capabilities
Aggregation

Business Capabilityenabled Process
Configuration

Chapter 4

Chapter 6

Conclusions
Chapter 7

Figure 1.6: Thesis Structure

Chapter 3 deals with the problem of describing capabilities. It introduces formally the
meta-model that I propose for designing domain capability ontologies.
Chapter 4 introduces the capabilities aggregation algorithm and its validation.
3

These vocabularies are made publicly available and will be introduced in Chapter 3
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Chapter 5 builds upon the capability model proposed in Chapter 3 for indexing and
discovering capabilities using formal concept analysis.
Chapter 6 discusses an algorithm that takes as input a set of capability-annotated
business process variants, merges them and provides as output a capability-annotated
configurable business process model. The proposed algorithm is implemented and tested
on a set of real world process models that are detailed in this chapter as well.
Chapter 7 concludes the thesis by summarizing its contributions and suggests future
research directions.

1.11

Publications

The research carried out within this thesis led to the following set of publications grouped
by topic:
On the modelling of capabilities
• Wassim Derguech and Sami Bhiri. Modelling, interlinking and discovering capabilities. In ACS International Conference on Computer Systems and Applications,
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Chapter 2

State of the Art Analysis
“If I have seen further it is by
standing on the shoulders of giants.”
Isaac Newton

This chapter constitutes the analysis of research works related to the main contributions
of this thesis. It starts in Section 2.2 with a discussion of the contributions related to
capability modelling. Followed by Section 2.3 that looks into contributions used
for determining the capability of a business process model. Then Section 2.4
analyses research works proposed for indexing and discovering capabilities. And
Section 2.5 analyses works related to capability-driven reuse of business process models.
Finally, the Chapter is concluded in Section 2.6.
For each of these sections, we followed a methodology similar to the one proposed by
Recker and Mendling [178]. It consists of identifying relevant research contributions
then classifying them with respect to certain coding categories driven by the proposed
technique or topic. Each of the contributions is then analysed individually and then a
conclusion in drawn for each category.

2.1

Basic Concepts

The main concept used in this thesis is the business capability. This concept has been
defined in the literature from various perspectives:
• From an organizational and resource perspective: Organisational Capability: the
ability of organizations to efficiently use their resources (i.e, human capital, knowledge, available data, etc.) to generate value and achieve their objectives [3, 68].
27
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• From a control flow perspective: Planning Capability : the way organizations
achieve their goals by capturing explicitly process tasks and their temporal and
logical order [238].
• From a service perspective: IT Capability: the effect of a service in terms of data
generated or change of the world [160] that are explicitly represented in terms of
Inputs, Outputs, Preconditions and Effects (IOPE for short).
• From a functional perspective: Business Capability: the action performed by a
service, computer program, etc. that creates a value for the customers [159].
In this thesis, I consider a the business capability from a functional perspective. I argue
that this concept is highly required for describing what is being achieved by enterprise
services and business processes. In this context, I adopt the following definitions for
these related concepts:
• A business process: is something that businesses go through every day in order
to accomplish their mission [26]. They can be either primary processes (e.g.,
production processes, marketing, customer support) or support processes (e.g.,
travel request approval, HR processes such as payment of salaries, etc.).
• A business process model: a set of ordered activities and tasks that, once completed, achieve the organisation’s goal [238]. Such models are an explicit representation of business processes. Usually captured as graphs with nodes representing
activities, events, resources, etc. and edges for capturing the temporal and causal
order.
• Activity: is a piece of work forming a single step within a business process [165].
Other synonyms for this concept used in the literature include: Step, Node, Task,
Work Element, Function Item.
The object of this thesis is to propose the management of services and processes using
their business capabilities. By management operations I refer to:
• Annotation: is the enrichment of current assets with additional information. In
this thesis I use annotation for enriching activities, services and process models
with their business capabilitities.
• Indexing: is the operation of organising a repository of items to optimise their
discovery. I this thesis, the items to consider are business capabilities.
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• Aggregation: is the grouping of multiple items into a single and more general
item. This can apply to aggregating business process activities to abstract ones.
Therefore, in this thesis, I investigate the identification of the business capability
of aggregated activities.
• Configuration: is set of customisation steps that allow to move from a general
item to a more specific one. In this thesis, configuration is defined as a phase
for the customisation of reference process models. The configuration is done by
manipulating certain parameters that are captured in terms of business capability
properties.

2.2

Capability Modelling

A capability denotes what an action does either in terms of world effects or returned
information [160]. The purpose of providing well defined capabilities of services or
business processes is to allow end users to discover them with respect to the action they
perform. This section examines service description languages and how they describe
capabilities of services. I classify the contributions found in the literate in three families:
Semantic Web Services models, Semantic Annotation of Invocation Interfaces models
and Frame-based models. These three families are discussed in details using the units
of analysis defined in Section 2.2.1.

2.2.1

Requirements as Units of Analysis

This section recalls the set of requirements for business capability modelling identified
in Chapter 1. These requirements help in the analysis of the state of the art and identify
the research gap that this thesis contributes to reduce. Recall:
• Requirement 1: Expressiveness - A business capability modelling language should
be expressive enough to represent the meaning or the action behind the actual
capability. Action’s semantics should be explicitly defined and not relying on
inferences and analysis of its effect. Furthermore, capabilities should be described
independently from their implementations. This requirement was elicited from
the following works: Sycara et al. [216], Oaks et al. [159], Semantic Web Services
Models: WSMO [242] and OWL-S [232], and Semantic Annotation of Invocation
Interfaces Models: SA-WSDL [198, 226] and SA-REST [88].
• Requirement 2: Inferences - Given a set of business capability descriptions, additional knowledge can be inferred such as identification of relationships between
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business capabilities, indexing, etc. Such features can be used to efficiently discover and compose capabilities. This requirement was elicited from the following
works: Sycara et al. [216], Oaks et al. [159], and Semantic Web Services Models:
WSMO [242] and OWL-S [232].
• Requirement 3: Use of Ontologies - Describing business capabilities requires sharing of common understanding of the structure of this information and enable the
reuse of its constructs among the involved stakeholders. In such context, the use
of ontologies is key enablers. A business capability description language should
support the use of domain and common ontologies for specifying capabilities [216].
This requirement was elicited from the following works:Sycara et al. [216], Oaks
et al. [159], Semantic Web Services Models: WSMO [242] and OWL-S [232], and
Semantic Annotation of Invocation Interfaces Models: SA-WSDL [198, 226] and
SA-REST [88].

In addition to these requirements, I need to include another important aspect specific
to my research: the creation of configurable capabilities. A configurable capability is an
integrated representation of various capabilities that has explicit configuration options.
These options allow to define new capabilities by choosing relevant ones.
In the following, I further refine these high level requirements and consider this list:

Expressiveness: Explicitly represent the action performed.
Expressiveness: Explicitly capturing functional and non-functional features related to the action performed.
Expressiveness: Ability to express these features using simple (e.g., integer,
boolean, string) as well as complex types (e.g., conditional values, enumerations).
Inferences: Ability to explicitly identify relationships between capabilities based
on their descriptions.
Use of Ontologies: Use of domain or general ontological concepts for describing
business capabilities.
Configuration: Ability to describe configurable capabilities.
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Semantic Web Services Models

Description
The first family of contributions for capability descriptions includes Semantic Web Services models (WSMO [242] and OWL-S [232]). Capability descriptions found in this
family are split into information transformation and state of the world change captured
as Input, Output, Preconditions and Effects (IOPE paradigm) [181].
WSMO stands for the Web Service Modeling Ontology that has been proposed as a
meta-model for describing aspects related to semantic web services [242]. This model
has emerged from the idea of integrating semantic web technologies and web services. It
has been developed with respect to a set of design principles including: web compliance,
ontology-use, strict decoupling, etc. In the following, I briefly describe the three top
level WSMO model elements that are relevant to the context of this thesis:
• Ontologies: captures the formal descriptions of the information model of WSMO.
The use of ontologies brings two main features: (1) shared conceptualisation and
(2) formal semantics that are defined by the Web Service Modelling Language
(WSML) [45].
• Web Services: are described via the functional capability they give access to
as well as the required interface(s). WSMO describes the functional capability
using (1) preconditions and assumptions that define that state of the world before
execution and (2) postconditions and effects that define the state of the world after
the execution. For example, in order to process a delivery, a precondition is that
a valid zip code is available in the address and an assumption is that the address
is correct.
• Goals: refer to the objectives that a requester wants to achieve with a certain
service. WSMO goals are defined in terms of the required information and the
change to the state of the following the execution of a service.
OWL-S is an ontology of service built on top of Web Ontology Language (OWL)[200].
Its aim is similar to any proposed structured languages: enhance automated, discovery,
invocation and composition. A service in OWL-S is defined via the three top level
concepts: ServiceProfile, ServiceGrounding and ServiceModel. In this thesis, the main
concept of interest is the ServiceProfile.
• ServiceProfile: defines the functional capability of the service using human understandable parameters such as serviceName and textDescription and machine
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processable parameters such as hasInput, hasOutput, hasPrecondition and hasResult. Other attributes are used for defining other aspects of the service but these
details are outside of the scope of this work. The main feature to note here is that
OWL-S and WSDL are very similar.

Critique
Both OWL-S and WSDL were designed at a time when extensive service descriptions
were thought necessary to build a web service architecture. The major problem with
these languages is that they have been extensively enriched making the description of
the entire service in some cases complex [104]. Indeed, WSMO and OWL-S have been
extended to various versions to meet multiple requirements: WSML-Core, WSML-DL,
WSML-Flight, WSML-Rule and WSML-Full for WSMO and OWL Lite, OWL DL and
OWL Full for OWL-S. Even though these extensions helped WSMO and OWL-S reach a
high level of expressiveness for more sophisticated reasoning, they led to a more difficult
descriptions for end-users and a more costly computational reasoning. Furthermore,
describing what services would do upon the change of state of the world after its execution proved to be a much harder problem than the developers of WSMO and OWL-S
anticipated [104]. Using this analysis in the context of this thesis, in the following, I
further analyse these contributions with respect to the predefined requirements:

Expressiveness: Explicitly represent the action performed: partially fulfilled. Information transformation and state of the world changes are expressed in terms of
axioms, consequently the explicit action performed is not captured. However, in
OWL-S Profiles, a classification in a service taxonomy such as North American Industry Classification System (NAICS) [161] or United Nations Standard Products
and Services Code (UNSPSC) [94] can be used to help identify the actual action
being performed.
Expressiveness: Explicitly capturing functional and non-functional features:: partially fulfilled. Modelling capabilities as IOPEs does not feature in an explicit and
easily accessible way domain features. Extracting and managing domain attributes
requires some reasoning which can be time consuming and difficult to manage by
end-users [104].
Expressiveness: Ability to express features using simple and complex types: fulfilled. Both WSMO and OWL-S have extensions to allow for describing complex
types.
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Inferences: Ability to explicitly identify relationships between capabilities: partially
fulfilled. Even though in their specification documentation it is mentioned that
both languages allow for explicitly modelling relations between service descriptions,
I could not find any contributions that investigate this feature and its use remains
obscure as argued by Kamaruddin et al. [104].
emphUse of Ontologies: Use of domain or general ontologies: fulfilled. Both
languages use domain or general ontological concepts for describing capabilities.
Configuration: Ability to describe configurable capabilities: not fulfilled. There are
no possibilities to create configurable capabilities, extensions of the languages are
required.

2.2.3

Semantic Annotation of Invocation Interfaces Models

Description
The second family of related efforts concerns semantic annotations of invocation interfaces (SA-WSDL [198, 226] and SA-REST [88]). While these approaches do not directly
target capability modelling, they attempt to provide alternative solutions to top-down
semantic approaches (WSMO [242] and OWL-S [232]) by starting from existing descriptions such as WSDL [35] and annotating them with semantic information.
SA-WSDL stands for the Semantic Annotations for WSDL [198, 226] and is proposed
as a simplified version of WSDL-S. Its idea is to start from existing service descriptions defined in WSDL and integrate some semantic annotations using new extensions.
These extensions are confined to attributes of modelReference and two specializations
of schemaMapping namely, liftingSchemaMapping and loweringSchemaMapping. The
modelReference attribute can be used to annotate XSD complex type definitions, simple type definitions, element declarations, and attribute declarations as well as WSDL
interfaces, operations, and faults. The liftingSchemaMapping can be applied to XML
Schema element declaration, complexType definitions and simpleType definitions. While
in WSDL-S the precondition and effect annotations where explicitly annotating a WSDL
operation, in SA-WSDL the modelReference is proposed to define implicitly these preconditions and effects.
SA-REST stands for Semantic Annotation of Web Resources [88, 204]. SA-REST is
designed to add further meta-data to REST API descriptions in HTML or XHTML. It
gives the possibility to integrate in its annotations multiple sources of meta-data (i.e.,
ontologies, taxonomies, etc.). While this language is not exclusively intended to be used
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for describing web services defined in standard web services languages such as WSDL, it
provides a simple annotation mechanism using RDFa that can be used for this purpose
[204].

Critique
It is clear that these contributions focused mainly on annotating the service interfaces
rather than providing a comprehensive business capabilities. This is mainly perceived
in the fact that there was no clear decisions regarding the attributes to be used in the
modelReference. The researchers that worked on these contributions could have taken the
decision to use an RDFS/OWL model that defines terms like “category”, “precondition”,
“effect” etc. that would allow model references to be typed in a standard way. I carry
out a further analysis of these contributions with respect to the predefined requirements:

Expressiveness: Explicitly represent the action performed: partially fulfilled. The
specification of SAWSDL indicates a possible use of the interface modelReference
for categorization [144] that might help introducing a natural language indication
of the action being done by the proposed service.
Expressiveness: Explicitly capturing functional and non-functional features: not
fulfilled. These approaches define a semantic description of syntactic interaction
interfaces rather than concrete capabilities and thus do not explicitly capture domain features.
Expressiveness: Ability to express features using simple and complex types: fulfilled. Semantic annotations allow for describing complex types.
Inferences: Ability to explicitly identify relationships between capabilities: not fulfilled. Relations between interfaces descriptions are mainly used to determine
potential interactions that can be used for composition.
Use of Ontologies: Use of domain or general ontologies: fulfilled. Both languages
use domain or general ontological concepts for describing interaction interfaces but
they lack some flexibility in choosing ontologies. Indeed, as stated by Lefort et al.
[128], further work is required to upgrade SA-WSDL so that it can also let the end
user select the service ontology they want if they are not satisfied by the definitions
brought by the SA-REST or WSMO-Lite ontologies.
Configuration: Ability to describe configurable capabilities: not fulfilled. There are
no possibilities to create configurable capabilities, extensions of the languages are
required.
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Frame-based Models

Description
The third family includes frame-based approaches for modelling capabilities. This is
another way to describe capabilities featuring functional declarations that are different from the classical IOPEs. Functional declarations are investigated in details by
researchers from the linguistics and natural language processing domain with the aim
to give another view on the structure of sentences by describing verbs using “cases”
contained in case frames [76]. Example of cases include: agent (who), location (where)
and instrument (how) as declared by Fillmore [76].
The idea of modelling capabilities using frames has been used to describe the capabilities
of software agents [239] and proves to be effective for enhancing agents communication
and planning while facilitating human understanding of agents capabilities. In the same
vision, Oaks et al. [159] used frame-based modelling for describing service capabilities.
Oaks et al. proposed a comprehensive conceptual model that extends the IOPE paradigm
with additional frames extracted from textual descriptions. Frames used by Oaks et al.
are similar to those defined by Fillmore. It makes the model easy for humans to read
and understand but machines won’t be able to use this model to compose capabilities.
Composition is still relying on the classical IOPE approach.

Critique
Frame-based modelling is suitable for human understanding. This was one of the main
motivations for exploring this approach in agent-based systems and services descriptions
[159, 239]. However, these contributions did not consider exploring relations between
agent of service capabilities as they are mainly extending the classical IOPE paradigm.
This analysis of this approach with respect to the identified requirements previously
defined is as follows:
Expressiveness: Explicitly represent the action performed: fulfilled. The model
proposed by Oaks et al. [159] distinguished in particular the corresponding action
verb of the capability description.
Expressiveness: Explicitly capturing functional and non-functional features: not
fulfilled. In addition to the classical IOPE paradigm, capabilities are described
with an action verb and informational attributes (called roles in the paper [159]).
These attributes are neither explicitly capturing functional and non-functional
features of the action nor capturing domain-related properties.
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Expressiveness: Ability to express features using simple and complex types: fulfilled. The proposed model is rich enough to model both simple and complex
types.
Inferences: Ability to explicitly identify relationships between capabilities: partially
fulfilled. Most of the elements in the model are defined in an information source
such as WordNet (i.e., lexical-based descriptions). This allows the explicit declaration of relations between them such as synonymy, equivalence, etc. However, the
authors do not investigate further this feature and do not show how these relations
can be derived.
Use of Ontologies: Use of domain or general ontologies: partially fulfilled-:The
proposed model allows using domain or general ontological concepts for describing
capabilities, but this has not been explicitly shown in the proposed work. More
efforts are put towards using lexical-based descriptions of capabilities.
Configuration: Ability to describe configurable capabilities: not fulfilled. There
are no possibilities to create configurable capabilities, extensions of the model are
required.

2.2.5

Summary and Discussion

This section reviewed related approaches that proposed service description models that
can be used as alternatives/extensions to either simple labels and textual descriptions
or to existing languages such as WSDL [35]. A summary of these approaches is available
in Table 2.1. While all of the proposed approaches were mainly focusing on the use of
ontological concepts in their descriptions and do not rely on keyword extraction during
the discovery process, they either fail or partially fail in fulfilling the other requirements.
All the proposed approaches are reliable for carrying out machine processing operations
such as composition and discovery. These solutions were proposed to avoid relying
on simple labels or long textual descriptions in these operations. However, most of the
proposed approaches do not go beyond the classical IOPEs. This requires search requests
to define the state of the world before and after the execution of a service, something
that has proven to be difficult [245] and requires additional abstraction efforts to make
end users able to query services in a more user friendly manner [245].
The key points of this analysis are:
• Explicit actions even using simple lexical terms form a good basis for a capability
description [159, 239]. This is the natural way human users define what a service
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or application does [76]. Capturing these actions in a domain specific ontology
helps improve their reuse by creating a common understanding on their semantics.
• Capability description models should be open to allow for more flexibility to
include other ontological concepts and the way end-users adopt to describe their
assets. This alleviates the need to to create agreements with all possible services
stakeholders (including brokers and clients) [226]. A good example in here is the
quick and high adoption of JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) as a lightweight
format for exchanging and modeling structured data without strict restrictions on
what attributes to use or any particular order that they should follow, etc [157].
• Enriching the action performed with explicit functional and non-functional
features does not only refine further the action being carried out but also can
be used to infer relations between capabilities [159]. These relations can create
an indexing structure that is not exclusively built on the categorisation schema of
lexical terms [153].
• There are no contributions investigating the description of configurable business
capabilities.

2.3

Business Capability of a Business Process: Business
Capabilities Aggregation

The previous section primarily focused on business capability modelling in the context
of service computing. Most of the reviewed approaches were considering atomic services
and consequently atomic capabilities. In an enterprise environment composed services
and business processes also constitute valuable assets. In this section I analyse research
contributions that compute the capability of an entire business process. I call this
operation capabilities aggregation.
Business process models are central artifacts in Process Aware Information Systems.
These models are being managed and maintained by several stakeholders with various
needs. While a business process engineer is interested in a detailed business process
with all its options and with the integration of all available enterprise views (e.g., organisational, functional, data, etc.), other stakeholders are interested in less detailed views
over the entire business process model. For example an operations manager is more
interested in the functional view, a data analyst is interested in the data flow and how
data is controlled over the various steps of the process, etc. In this context, techniques
for Business Process Model Abstraction (BPMA for short) can be applied to have a
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Approach

Semantic Web
Services Models:
WSMO
[242]
and
OWL-S [232]

Explicitly
represent
the
action
performed
Partially
fulfilled
as in OWL-S Profiles
one can use categories
of
services
using
taxonomies such as
the [161] or UNSPSC
[94]
(but
remains
not explicit action
description)

Table 2.1: Comparative Analysis of Capability Modelling Approaches
Inferences

Configuration
Identify
relationships
between capabilities

Not fulfilled

Expressiveness
Express
features
using simple and
complex types

Fulfilled as both
languages
use
domain or general
ontological
concepts

Describe configurable capabilities

Explicitly
capturing
functional
and
nonfunctional features

Fulfilled as both
WSMO and OWL-S
have extensions to
allow for describing
complex types

Partially fulfilled as both
languages claim to have
support for creating relations between services, but I
could not find any work that
used this feature. Both languages are proposed to enable automation of discovery.

Not fulfilled

Use-ofOntologies
Use of domain
or general ontologies

Partially
fulfilled
as
IOPEs do not feature in an
explicit and easily accessible way domain features .
Additional effort towards
the extraction of these
features is required e.g.,
[104]

Fulfilled as both
languages
use
domain or general
ontological
concepts
Not fulfilled as these approaches describe interaction interfaces rather than
concrete capabilities

Not fulfilled as relations
between interfaces descriptions are used to determine
potential interactions that
can be used for composition

Partially fulfilled as
the modelReference in
SAWSDL can optionally be used for categorization [144]

Fulfilled as semantic annotations allow
for describing complex
types

Semantic Annotation
of
Invocation Interfaces Models: SA-WSDL
[198, 226] and
SA-REST [88]

Not fulfilled

Frame-based
Models: Oaks
et al. [159]

Fulfilled as the proposed model is rich
enough to model both
simple and complex
types

Partially fulfilled as the
model proposes to use
relations between action
verbs in terms of synonymy, equivalence, etc.
But this has not been
validated/tested
Fulfilled
as
the
model proposed by
Oaks et al. [159] distinguished the action
verb of the capability

Partially
fulfilled
as
the
model
allows
using domain or
general ontological
concepts however
more efforts are
put towards using lexical-based
terms
Not fulfilled as the model
simply adds to the classical
IOPE an action verb and informational attributes that
are neither explicitly capturing functional and nonfunctional features nor capturing domain-related properties
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quick view of the essential elements of process models depending on the required level
of detail that is implemented via two operations: elimination and aggregation [210].
Four categories of BPMA are analysed with respect to the proposed technique and the
structure of aggregated capability. Wthin the context of this work, I keep referring
to Requirement 4: Rich description from Chapter 1.
Recall:
Requirement 4: Rich description - Business process abstraction techniques limit
the result of an aggregated process model to an abstract task described with a single
label [72, 172, 179, 208, 209]. A single label is not sufficient to properly describe a
business process [228] that should have a rich description of its business capability
in order to give business experts a meaningful description of what a business process
achieves [228]. This requirement was elicited from the following works: Paolucci
et al. [166] and Vulcu et al. [228].

2.3.1

Elimination of Activities

Description
Reichert et al. propose Proviado Framework (depicted in Figure 2.1 for visualising large
process models in a reduced format depending on the stakeholders’ needs and profile.
The proposed architecture depicted in Figure 2.1 requires a visualisation model that
captures the elements to keep, hide, etc (b). Structural and notation preferences are then
mapped (c,d,e) to the generic process model (a) leading to a customised and personalised
visualisation (f).

Figure 2.1: Proviado Framework [179]

The structural transformations can be implemented through elimination techniques by
omitting unwanted model elements [210] without necessarily altering the behaviour of
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the original model. Reichert et al. [179] call such techniques “schema reduction”. For
example, the reduction operation RedActivity (see Figure 2.2.b) is done by removing an
activity and its incoming and outgoing arcs. Then a new arc between the previous and
following nodes of the removed activity is added. As shown in Figure 2.2.a, if multiple
activities need to be removed, a decomposition of the reduction operation is necessary to
remove one activity at a time. For reducing conditional branching (Or/Xor branching)
advanced operations are provided. The reduction algorithm also removes automatically
duplicate arcs, connectors that do not imply any routing information and consecutive
connectors as shown respectively in Figure 2.2.c, 2.2.d and 2.2.e.

Figure 2.2: Business Process View based on Schema Reduction [179]

Critique
From a technical perspective, the proposed framework assumes a complete and correct
visualisation model that is used by the visualisation engine to carry out the transformation operations. This is useful and valid assumption to automate the transformation
operations, however, if a new change occurs on the process model, the corresponding visualisation models for each stakeholder needs to be updated. Authors did not report on
how to handle the propagation of changes from process models to visualisation models.
The applied reduction technique operates by removing business process nodes including
activities without creating any aggregated elements (e.g., abstract process node or task).
Consequently, it does not generate any aggregated capabilities or labels. Even though
a lot of effort was put towards preserving the structure of the resulting model view
[179, 210], reductions of activities always comes with an information loss, namely the
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business capabilities of the entire business process. Consequently, Requirement 4: Rich
description is not fulfilled.

2.3.2

Aggregation using Structural Patterns

Description
As part of Proviado framework depicted in Figure 2.1, in addition to the schema reduction technique, Reichert et al. [179] introduce the “schema aggregation” technique
that is widely used in the literature. For example Eshuis et al. [72] use an aggregation technique for controlling the public visibility of business process models without
revealing some private activities. The object is to create from an entire business process
model a public view that can be exchanged with other collaborators without necessarily
revealing sensitive process parts. The proposed technique consists of asking the process
provider to select the elements that he wants to be part of the public view. The other
activities are hidden by aggregating them into single elements. Eshuis et al. focused
mainly on ensuring that unrevealed process parts remain private, thus, they did not
capture explicit structural reduction patterns. Furthermore, they did not discuss how
the aggregated activities’ capability or even label is generated. I assume that the resulting activity label is manually entered by the process provider after execution of the
aggregation algorithm.

Critique
Polyvyanyy et al. [172] use the same technique for reducing the complexity of large
EPCs. While Reichert et al. [179] defines model-specific aggregation operations that are
part of the visualisation model, Polyvyanyy et al. [172] explicitly detail generic structural
reduction patterns. Figure 2.3 depicts three of these patterns: the sequential, block and
loop aggregation patterns. Applying this technique to a real world example reached a
compression rate of 50% [172]. However, authors do not generate any label or capability
of the aggregated function items and consequently, Requirement 4: Rich description is
not fulfilled.
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Block Abstraction

Loop Abstraction

Figure 2.3: Business Process Aggreagtion using Structural Patterns [172]

2.3.3

Aggregation based on Semantic Similarity

Description
Rather than looking to the structure of the business process elements, Smirnov et al.
[209] looked into the semantic similarity between process elements in order to detect the
relevant aggregation candidates. The particularity of this approach is the type similarity
measures that are used. The assumption of Smirnov et al. [209] on which they built their
approach is that in industrial settings, process models are annotated with non-control
flow elements such as the exchanged data items, the underlying service, the associated
role, etc. In this context, the idea of the authors is: activities associated with such
non-control flow elements are semantically related. Consequently, they use this measure
to select potential aggregation candidates.

Critique
It is obvious that this approach would fail in case of the absence of the non-control
flow annotations. However, this is not a big issue as annotations can be generated
automatically from execution logs or process documentation.
From a technical perspective, this approach is applicable for simple and sequential process models. For complex control flow patterns, more investigations for improving this
approach are needed. I can perceive two main cases where the approach might fail. The
first case appears when the semantically related activities are spread across the model.
The abstraction of these activities might generate semantic ambiguities amongst the remaining tasks. The second case appears when there is a conflict of annotations (e.g., an
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activity is equally annotated with two roles). In this case a manual decision is required
for choosing the most suitable aggregation.
With respect to Requirement 4: Rich description , here again the authors do not discuss
how the labels of the aggregated activities are generated. The authors recognise the
importance of this problem and consider it as part of their future work. Indeed, the
authors plan the use of ontologies for the identification of a proper activity label based
on meronymy relations between ontological concepts that is discussed in Section 2.3.5.

2.3.4

Lexical Relationships between Words

Description
Leopold et al. [132] propose an abstraction technique that aims to lift a process description from an entire process model to a single name/label. Similar to my vision, authors
identify their approach as a way to ”ease the naming task for users who are interested in
creating more abstract views on process models than are readily available to them” [132].
This work makes use of theories of naming and exploratory research to derive names of
process models. The idea of the contribution is sketched in Figure 2.4. During a first
phase, process models are annotated with tags that identify start and end events, dominant elements, and main activities. A second phase uses these annotations to analyse
and construct a list of candidate names using lexical relations between activity labels
of the process model. The third step performs a ranking of a list of names that are
139

returned to the end-user.H. Leopold et al. / Information Systems 39 (2014) 134–151
Phase1

Phase 2

Phase 3

Dominating
Element Extraction
Process
Model
Subordinate
Element Extraction

Annotation

Logical Conjunction
Lexical Conjunction

Ranking
Label Proposal

Label Repository
Event Extraction
Main Activity Extraction

Fig. 3. Overview of the name generation approach.

Figure 2.4: Business Process Abstraction using a Lexical Relations between
Words [132]
Our technique is organized in three phases, as illubuilds on the insight that the majority of activity labels
follow regular structures, so-called activity label styles
[51]. Based on this observation, labels containing an action
are classified into three different label styles: verb-object
style, action-noun style, and the descriptive style. In verbobject labels, the action is given as an imperative verb in
the beginning, followed by a business object. Examples
are “Sign Contract” or “Order Materials.” Action-noun
labels do not contain a verb since the action is provided
as a noun, as in, for example,“Creation of Invoice and
“Contract Verification.” In descriptive labels, the task is
described from a third person perspective. Many of these
labels start with the role executing the activity. The role is
followed by the action in the third person form and the

strated in Fig. 3. Phase 1 serves as a preparation step.
We make use of the analysis technique introduced in
Section 3.1 in order to automatically annotate all activities
and events with their action and business object. We
extended this technique with respect to its ability to
analyze start and end events as defined in [52]. The second
phase represents the main step of our approach, consisting
of a set of different techniques to generate name proposals.
In the middle part of Fig. 3 each technique is depicted as a
rectangle. Finally, in the third phase, the single best (or the
k-best) name proposals are selected and transformed to
the verb-object style in order to present an understandable and unambiguous name.
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Critique
The main advantage of this approach is that it allows to give a quick overview of the
actions performed by a process through the analysis of its activity labels. Even though
a case study shows that participants were very positive towards the resulting names,
I would argue that limiting an entire process model to a single label is an issue. A
single label does not feature properly the business parameters associated to the returned
name. Furthermore, the identification of names highly depends on the annotation step
that needs to properly determine the main activities and the dominant elements of
the process model. Nevertheless, this is a promising technique that partially fulfills
Requirement 4: Rich description.

2.3.5

Meronymy-based Aggregation

Description
Meronymy (part-of) relations between activity labels is investigated in Smirnov et al.
[208] in order to capture the granularity of relationships between activities at several
levels of abstractions. Meronymy or composition relation between activity labels can
be explicitly captured in ontologies or taxonomies such as NAICS [161], UNSPSC [94]
or the MIT Process Handbook [146]. Meronymy relations capture multiple levels of
abstractions as shown in the meronymy tree example in Figure 2.5. The selection of the
most relevant aggregation candidate can be driven by such a structure. In the example
depicted in Figure 2.5, both proposed candidates can lead to a correct aggregation, however, with the use of the meronymy tree example provided, the first candidate is selected.
The authors elaborate an advanced technique for scoring aggregation candidates even
when the activities labels are not taken from the same meronymy tree.

“Customer order handling” business process

Meronymy tree example

Figure 2.5: Business Process Abstraction using a Meronymy Tree [208]
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Critique
This contribution builds on the aggregation of activities based in their semantic similarity (discussed in Section 2.3.3). It goes one step further with the identification of a
candidate name of the aggregated activities. The main advantage of this approach is
that it allows to generate the right label of the aggregated activities which is their lowest common ancestor in the meronymy tree. However, a single label does not properly
describe the business capability of an entire process [228]. The authors also recall the
importance of providing a richer description that is required to give business experts a
comprehensive description of the business process [166, 228]. Consequently, Requirement
4: Rich description is partially fulfilled.

2.3.6

Propagation of IOPEs

Description
None of the previously reviewed works gave the importance of the capability of the
aggregated activity. They either do not even address the issue of generating the label of
the aggregated activity or do not go beyond a textual label entered manually or taken
from an ontology/taxonomy. In a joint work with Vulcu et al. [228], I have proposed to
represent business process models at several levels of abstractions. The intention was
to compute aggregations of business processes or process fragments in order to match
them with a business process search request. The model used for describing search
requests included in addition to the structural aspect, the functional aspect in terms
of Input, Output, Precondition and Effect parameters in addition to other quality of
service properties. A business process model (either graph-based or block-based) can
be represented in a structural hierarchy (see Figure 2.6). Each node of this hierarchy is
further annotated by its capability and QoS parameters. These parameters are computed
using a set of propagation functions over the composite capabilities and QoS parameters
that are heavily relying on reasoning.

Critique
The major issue with this work is the use of the IOPEs for modelling business capabilities.
The aggregated IOPEs in large business processes are costly to compute and result in
large logical formulas that cannot be interpreted by human users. The propagation
technique is similar to token propagation game in PetriNets [170]. I use the same idea
for generating aggregated business capabilitites in Chapter 4. Even though the resulting

cess at different functional granularity levels. Once the functional and non functional properties
of structured activities are computed they are used to annotate the business process structured
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activities, thus enriching the business process model annotation.
Shipment

sequence1

Payment

Capability?
NFP?

Notify
sequence1

flow1

flow1

Payment

Capability?
NFP?

a) Block-based model

Shipment

+

Payment

+

Shipment
Notify

Notify
b) Graph-based model

c) Structural hierarchy and semantic hierarchy

Figure 2.6: Block-based and Graph-based Business Process Models with

Figure 4.1: (a) A block-based
business process model; (b) A graph-based business process
their Structural and Semantic Hierarchies
description fulfils Requirement 4: Rich description, the resulting business capability does
not fulfil Requirement 1: Explicitly represent the action performed and Requirement 2:
Explicitly capturing functional and non-functional features.

2.3.7

Summary and Discussion

Except for the work carried out by Vulcu et al. [228], all the other approaches fail to
compute the capability of the aggregated activities. Most of the reviewed approaches,
that are summarised in Table 2.2, focus on the aggregation technique while ignoring the
modelling of the functional aspect. This problem comes in essence from the fact that
current business process models limit the capabilities of their tasks to simple textual
labels.
The key points of the analysis are:

• The use of meronymy trees can easily drive the decision for defining a proper label
for an aggregated set of activities [208].
• Using propagation functions for computing the aggregated capability is powerful
and simple technique to implement [228].

2.4

Business Capability Indexing and Discovery

Section 2.2 focused on analyzing languages and conceptual models proposed to indirectly
model business capabilities. The primary purpose of explicitly modelling capabilities
is to enhance and automate their discovery and selection. However, the employment
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Table 2.2: Comparative Analysis of Business Process Abstraction Techniques focusing on the Aggregation of Capabilities
Aggregation
Technique

Aggregated
Capability

Elimination of Activities [179]

No capability

Structural
Patterns
[72, 172, 179]

No capability

Similarity
[209]

No capability

Measures

Lexical Relationships
between Words [132]

Meronymy Trees [208]

Propagation of IOPEs
[228]

Process
name
generated using
lexical relations
between activity
names
Activity labels
generated from
the
meronymy
tree
Complete
capability
using
IOPE

Limitations

Reduction of activities
always comes along with
information loss.
Aggregated activities are
manually labelled.
If process models do
not integrate non-control
flow elements, the approach fails.

Requirement 4:
Rich Description

Not fulfilled
Not fulfilled

Not fulfilled

Capability limited to a
name

Partially fulfilled

Capabilities are limited
to activity labels

Partially fulfilled

Capabilities
are
expressed in terms of
IOPEs that are costly to
compute and difficult to
read by human users.

Fulfilled

of semantic technologies and related tools for service discovery is particularly costly
in terms of computational resources and not intended for use in highly dynamic and
interactive environments [153]. Therefore, indexing/organizing capabilities to enhance
their discovery is required. This section analyses approaches that propose to use indexing
structures for enhancing business capability discovery.
For each of the approaches that I am analysing in this section, I consider the following
two requirements from Chapter 1:
• Requirement 5: Ontology based discovery - Searching business capabilities should
rely on concepts from domain ontologies used in the descriptions of business capabilities without relying on keyword extraction from textual descriptions [159].
Relying on extracting key words from unstructured textual descriptions can lead
to inconsistent results [2]. This requirement was elicited from the following works:
Sycara et al. [216], Oaks et al. [159], and Semantic Web Services Models: WSMO
[242] and OWL-S [232].
• Requirement 6: Time Performance - Searching for a service or a business process is
often relying of reasoning that makes the discovery very slow [153]. A consequent
requirement is to propose a solution that is quicker so that it can be adopted in
large repositories of services or business processes. This requirement was elicited
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from the following works: Aznag et al. [9], Srinivasan et al. [211] and Mokhtar
et al. [153].
Along these requirements, in my analysis, I highlight the adopted indexing mechanism,
the underlying capability modelling language as well as its limitations. Note that
the approaches under this category complement the previously discussed approaches in
Section 2.2 and they cover mainly the requirement CapR5: Index and Search under
the Inferences requirement.

2.4.1

Inheritance Between OWL-S Services

Description
The discovery of semantic web services suffers primarily from the large repositories together with the required costly reasoning operations. Ferndriger et al. [74], propose
to enhance this task by introducing inheritance between OWL-S services. Their specification denotes the possibility to define service profiles’ hierarchies similar to objectoriented inheritances. Inheritance relationships between services are proposed to find
service substitutes by exploring services that are higher in the hierarchy. Similar to the
object-oriented concepts, a sub service may be used to substitute its super service for
automated, dynamic service discovery and composition [74]. Inheritance is also useful
for creating new service profiles as a subclass of an existing profile. This makes the new
service inherit the properties defined in the superclass profile. Elenius et al. [71] propose
to capture such hierarchies in a visual editor for an OWL-S service description editor
without discussing how these hierarchies can be created.

Critique
Introducing inheritance was a natural decision to enhance service discovery operation
[74]. Services and relations are defined in OWL language and consequently fulfils Requirement 5: Ontology based discovery. However, little research has been carried out to
further investigate and determine inheritance between web services [104], consequently
I cannot further comment on Requirement 6: Time Performance.
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Topic Extraction and Formal Concept Analysis

Description
Aznag et al. [9] investigated the use of formal concept analysis as an indexing tool using
topics extracted from service descriptions using SA-WSDL. Starting from a set of service
descriptions, their algorithm converts them into a so called “service transaction matrix”
that captures for each service the relevant textual concepts used in its description. This
matrix is further refined with probabilistic clustering of the textual concept in order
to extract a set of topics. The result of this analysis generates the correlated topic
model that holds for each service the topics it belongs to with certain probabilities. In
this work, formal concept analysis is used exclusively for clustering the extracted topics
in order to make the discovery easier when using a concept lattice. The use of formal
concept analysis in this approach is its wide adoption as a well established mathematical
theory of concepts and concept hierarchies that makes the service discovery much easier
[9].

Critique
Topics used in the concept lattice are textual concepts that are extracted from the textual description of services and consequently this approach does not fulfil Requirement 5:
Ontology based discovery. With respect to Requirement 6: Time Performance, the authors did not perform any evaluation of the time required to create the cluster of services.
Nevertheless, they indicate that the query response time varies between 300 and 3000
milliseconds with a test collection of 1088 services. Given that the discovery operation
using formal concept analysis is a simple tree parsing operation, it has a linear complexity depending on the number of concepts in the created lattice (tree).Furthermore,
in formal concept analysis, the creation of the concept lattice is the most expensive
operation [214], thus this can lead to the conclusion that the construction time of the
entire cluster could be in the order of seconds.

2.4.3

Reasoning-based Matching

Description
Srinivasan et al. [211] looked into enhancing the indexing of a UDDI registry of services
described in OWL-S during the service advertisement phase. Assuming that capabilities
of services are described using predefined ontologies, they use a matching degree between
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inputs and outputs of services with concepts from these ontologies in order to identify
a correct clustering of service descriptions into predefined ontological clusters similar to
NAICS [161].

Critique
Requirement 5: Ontology based discovery is fulfilled, as this approach relies exclusively
on clusters that are constructed from hierarchical ontological concepts similar to NAICS
[161]. However, the problem with this approach is that it relies heavily on reasoning and
pre-computing information required for the search request which is costly (Requirement
6: Time Performance). This has been further confirmed by the authors through the
performance measures they carried out. The OWLS/UDDI approach takes more than
4000 milliseconds for inserting 50 advertisements into the registry which was 6 to 7 times
slower than using a classical UDDI approach. However, the authors argue that this time
is not very important as the advertisement operation can be done offline and more time
can be saved during the discovery phase without giving any quantifications.

2.4.4

Numerical Encoding of Ontological Concepts

Description
Mokhtar et al. [153] optimize the indexing of service descriptions by avoiding semantic
reasoning and by using a numeric coding scheme, a widely adopted method for enhancing the performance of ontology processing. Mokhtar et al. propose that a service
registry can be clustered using a predefined ontology or taxonomy such as NAICS [161]
or UNSPSC [94] where each ontological concept is encoded by an interval of numbers.
These intervals are defined using a linear inverse exponential function in a way that one
interval can be contained in other ones without overlap creating a subscription relation.
For example, in order to model subconcept relations between WiFi and Wireless, WiFi
can be coded by the interval [0, 0.1] and Wireless by the interval [0,1] (e.g., [0, 0.1]
is contained in [0,1]). One can add to this example another concept Bluetooth that is
a subconcept of Wireless by assigning the interval [0.2,0.3] to Bluetooth ( [0.2, 0.3] is
contained in [0,1] where [0, 0.1] and [0.2, 0.3] do not overlap).

Critique
Similar to Srinivasan et al. [211], Mokhtar et al. [153] rely exclusively on clusters that are
constructed from hierarchical ontological concepts similar to NAICS [161], consequently,
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Requirement 5: Ontology based discovery is fulfilled. With respect to Requirement 6:
Time Performance, and compared to the performance of the work of Srinivasan et al.
[211], Mokhtar et al. achieves much better results as the required time for encoding
and advertisement does not exceed 450 milliseconds for 50 service descriptions. This
performance is achieved with the assumption that the used ontologies for service classification are encoded similarly, the reasoning operation are reduced to a comparison of
codes/intervals. In such case, to infer that a concept c1 subsumes another concept c2,
one needs to evaluate if their corresponding encoding interval of c1 is contained in the
encoding interval of c2. This restricts the system to use classification ontologies that do
not evolve frequently otherwise service advertisements and requests need to periodically
check and update their encoding intervals when needed.

2.4.5

Summary and Discussion

In summary, most of the analysed approaches rely on indexing service descriptions using
exiting taxonomies such as NAICS [161], UNSPSC [94] or the MIT Process Handbook
[146]. This supports the idea of using ontologies as a common conceptualisation and
shared understanding among service providers, registry hosts and service requesters.
However, the use of these ontologies makes the indexing heavily reliant on reasoning,
a task that can be costly. The literature proposes multiple techniques that either used
reasoning or propose alternative solutions, relevant contributions were discussed in this
section and summarized in Table 2.3.
Table 2.3: Comparative Analysis of Capability Indexing Approaches
Requirement 5:
Ontology based
discovery

Requirement 6:
Time Performance

Not fulfilled

N/A

Topic extraction and
Formal Concept Analysis: Aznag et al. [9]

Fulfilled

size:
1088 services,
query response time
between 300 and 3000
ms

Reasoning-based
matchmaking: Srinivasan et al. [211]

Fulfilled

size: 50 services, index
construction + advertisement time: ∼ 4 s

Numerical encoding of
ontological concepts
and codes comparison:
Mokhtar et al. [153]

Fulfilled

size: 100 services, index construction + advertisement time: ∼
500 ms

Approach
Inheritance between
OWL-S
services:
Elenius et al. [71]

The key findings of this analysis are:

Limitations
- no clear methodology on
how a hierarchy is created
- topic extraction and correlations are based on a
probabilistic system;
- the solution needs further
optimizations;
- FCA is exclusively used
for topic clustering
- service advertisement operation is costly and heavily relying on reasoning
- requires periodic updates
of the codes of the clustering ontology;
- slow registry maintenance
for large repositories
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• Indexing or clustering of service descriptions using ontologies is widely adopted
[9, 153, 211].
• Maintainability of the indexing structure is critical to the applicability of the proposed approach [153, 211].
• The benefits of reusing existing techniques such as Formal Concept Analysis for
creating or maintaining the indexing structure is widely accepted [9].

2.5

Reuse of Process Models Driven by Business Capabilities

In this section I review current research contributions related to the topic of reuse
in business process modelling. I investigate if current approaches consider business
capabilities of activities or entire business processes in their work. This analysis helps
identify where business capability descriptions can be used to enhance the reuse of
business process models.
This section is organised according to Figure 2.7, that is: Section 2.5.1 and 2.5.2 respectively outline two main categories of reuse-oriented business process modelling techniques: (i) using Business Process Repositories and (ii) using Reference Business Process
Models.
Business Process
Models Reuse

Reference BP
Models

BP Repositories

Business Process
Models
Repository

Business Process
Fragments
Repository

Placeholders
Refinement

Hierarchical
Reference
Process Models

Configurable
Business Process
Models

Figure 2.7: Classification of Reuse-oriented Business Process Modelling
Approaches

First, Section 2.5.1 investigates various implementations of business process repositories
that permit either to discover an entire business process model or to discover business
process building blocks that can be used later for composition.
Second, Section 2.5.2 investigates three implementations of reference process models
either by refining placeholders (in Section 2.5.2.1), using hierarchical reference models
(in Section 2.5.2.2) or customising configurable models (in Section 2.5.2.3).
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The requirements identified in Chapter 1 target primarily the configuration basedmodelling of business processes. These requirements are also used in analysing other
techniques as follows:
• Requirement 7: Integration of Business Capabilities - Reuse oriented modelling
of business processes requires the management of multiple variants of the same
process [123]. This makes their management difficult to handle by business experts
[120], thus integrating the business properties in these models makes their discovery
and configuration easier for these users [120]. This requirement was elicited from
the following works: La Rosa [116, 119, 120].
• Requirement 8: Execution Time - This requirement targets reference business process modelling techniques. Indeed, the manual creation of reference process models
is time consuming task and thus an automatic approach should be quick enough
to give quick results to business experts. This requirement was elicited from the
following works: Gottschalk [89], La Rosa et al. [120] and Assy et al. [7].
• Requirement 9: Compression Rate - Managing multiple variants of the same business process should consider common elements and avoid redundancy, especially
in large business process repositories [120]. This results into reduced size of input
process elements with a high compression rate if there is a high similarity between
the variants [90]. This requirement was elicited from the following works: La Rosa
et al. [120] and Assy et al. [7].

2.5.1

Business Process Models Repository

In the first part of the analysis, I study related work in the area of business process model
discovery. The literature distinguishes two main research directions related to business
process discovery. The first one consists of detecting the business process activities and
their ordering by analysing business process execution logs, that is business process
mining [31, 220]. The second one consists of querying a business process repository in
order to find a relevant business process model satisfying particular needs. This work
focuses on the second research direction. Specifically, I examine existing approaches for
managing business process model repositories.
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The Process Variant Repository

Description
The Process Variant Repository [136–138] or PRV for short, defines a repository of
both business process models and associated “preferred work practices”. A preferred
work practice is a process variant that is captured from the process execution logs and
is suitable for a particular situation. Each process model is stored with its historical
information about the execution instances in order to achieve new operational goals in
similar situations.
PVR provides a support for querying business process models and their variants where a
query is a partial or complete description of a process variant. On the basis of similarity
metrics, the authors measure the equivalence and subsume relations [192] between the
process query and the stored processes using reduction techniques in graphs. The results
are then ranked based on these similarity values.

Critique
With respect to the identified requirements, the key points of analysis are as follows:

• Requirement 7: Integration of Business Capabilities: not fulfilled. Even though
the authors provide a rich model for storing business process variants, it was
scoped only toward the structural aspect and consequently do not consider the
integration of business capabilities in the search requests or in the stored business
process models.
• Requirement 8: Execution Time : not applicable.
• Requirement 9: Compression Rate: not fulfilled. The PVR focus is more on providing a discovery mechanism while ignoring any challenges related to maintainability
and particularly to managing common process parts. Business process variants are
stored individually without performing any compression.

2.5.1.2

BP-Suite

Description
BP-Suite is a tool-set for querying BPEL-based business process repositories. It consists
of three query subsystems: (1) BP-QL [17] is used to query business process specifications
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(which is the system related to this work); (2) BP-Mon [18] is used for monitoring process
instances at run-time and (3) BP-Ex [12] allows for querying business process execution
logs.
The focus of BP-QL is to use XQuery [230] to discover business processes given a structural pattern. Entries of the repository (i.e., business processes) are described using
AXML [1], an abstraction of BPEL. The proposed language represents business processes as graphs, i.e., with nodes and links between them. Since the BPEL specification
is also XML-based, an obvious question is why not query it directly? The answer to
this question, according to the authors [16], is ease of use. Indeed, the BPEL format is
complex and extremely inconvenient for querying.

Critique
The authors claim that their query building mechanism is user friendly as it is similar
to those used by commercial vendors for the design of BPEL processes. However, it is
important to notice that “BPEL more closely resembles a programming language than
a modeling language” [221] which requires some learning. This makes the proposed
approach helpful for reducing the learning curve of non-experts.
With respect to the identified requirements, the key points of analysis are as follows:
• Requirement 7: Integration of Business Capabilities: not fulfilled. Since the authors do not report on the integration of business capabilities, I assume that this
requirement is not fulfilled.
• Requirement 8: Execution Time: not applicable.
• Requirement 9: Compression Rate: not fulfilled. The BP-Suite focus is more on
providing a user friendly discovery mechanism while ignoring any challenges related
to maintainability and particularly to managing common process parts. Business
process variants are stored individually without performing any compression.

2.5.1.3

Semantic Business Process Repositories

Description
In this section I review four repositories of business process models that use semantics.
First, the Semantic Business Process Repository, or SBPR [140], describes business
processes using ontologies such as: process, organizational and business function (i.e.,
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business capability) ontologies. They use relational databases to store these descriptions.
A reasoner such as Integrated Rule Inference System - IRIS 1 is supposed to be integrated
with the semantic business process repository to reason over the business processes
described using ontologies.
Second, while the framework for querying business process models proposed by Markovic
et al. [143] also uses ontologies for describing business process models, Sakr and Awad
[194] use ontologies only in the query matching process and tackle the problem of applying different terminologies when modelling processes. The former [143] uses Web Service
Modeling Ontology (WSMO) [182] for describing functional and non-functional related
properties and a process algebra, pi-calculus, for the structural properties of a business
process model. They use Web Service Modeling Language (WSML) logical expressions
as a query language and ontological reasoning for query answering. Whereas the latter [194] relies mainly on activity labels for describing functional properties and uses
BPMN-Q [8] for querying business process models with an underlying classical database
management system.
Last, the oryx [46] extension for semantically-enabled business process discovery [228]
also proposes the use of ontologies for modelling and storing business process models.
The authors propose in this work an ontology for describing graph-based and block-based
business processes while capturing their functional (i.e., Input, Output, Precondition and
Effect) and non-functional properties at multiple levels of abstraction.

Critique
With respect to the identified requirements, the key points of analysis are as follows:
• Requirement 7: Integration of Business Capabilities: partially fulfilled. Each of the
examined solutions highlight the importance of describing the business capability
using domain ontologies. However, they do not go beyond using simple labels
of the classical Input, Output, Precondition and Effect approach (see analysis in
Section 2.2).
• Requirement 8: Execution Time: not applicable.
• Requirement 9: Compression Rate: not fulfilled. The reviewed solutions investigate the use of ontologies for storing and querying business process models. They
use graphical querying mechanisms for supporting users and avoiding learning a
complex querying language. However, none of them deals with how to efficiently
store process variants: compression is out of their scope.
1
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APROMORE

Description
APROMORE (Advanced PROcess MOdel REpository) [122] is a recently proposed process models repository supporting multiple modelling languages including EPC, BPMN,
Protos, WF-Nets, YAWL, and WS-BPEL. It manages company specific process models, reference models and process patterns. The strength of this repository is that it
builds on a large set of existing contributions in terms of approaches and techniques
which have been adapted and incorporated as evaluation, comparison, management and
presentation functionalities.
APROMORE is open to integrate multiple contributions related to the management and
maintainability of business process repositories. Examples of such contributions include
the detection of clones [67, 218] and errors [150] in the repository.

Critique
With respect to the identified requirements, the key points of analysis are as follows:

• Requirement 7: Integration of Business Capabilities: not fulfilled. Even though
APROMORE considers managing various aspects of business process models: activity, control flow, data and resource, it fails to properly represent their functional aspect. The capabilities of tasks/activities are limited to their labels which
makes, the functional retrieval of process models limited to label matching (syntactically). In the best cases, this can be improved by introducing similarity measures
covering various interrelated terminologies (e.g., synonyms).
• Requirement 8: Execution Time: not applicable.
• Requirement 9: Compression Rate: fulfilled. In order to overcome the problem
of resource efficiency and propose a suitable compression of the stored business
process variants, APROMORE proposes the integration of merging and individualisation features which relate to the area of configurable process models [184].
Those feature will be discussed in details later in this chapter.

2.5.1.5

Business Process Models Repositories: Summary and Discussion

The reviewed business process models repositories share in essence the same objective:
discovering a business process model by querying a repository and selecting the most
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suitable one. As depicted in Figure 2.8, this technique involves a process variant repository and two kinds of stakeholders: (i) a process modeller and (ii) a business expert. The
process modeller is responsible of regularly updating the process variant repository. The
business expert has to query this repository in order to find out a particular business
process variant. Learning a customized query language for retrieving a suitable business
process model is not at all user-friendly. This motivated current approaches to propose
graphical querying languages and interfaces for end users.
With respect to Requirement 7: Integration of Business Capabilities: The proposed
solutions mainly rely on the labels of activities/task of the business process models in
order to determine their function. The use of ontologies for semantic annotation is also
proposed for enhancing the similarity measuring [70] or for querying purposes [140, 228].
Requirement 8: Execution Time is not applicable to these solutions.
For Requirement 9: Compression Rate : This requirement is needed in order to avoid
duplication of common process parts and ensure consistency (i.e, every change of a
process model has to be propagated in all similar models) and correct (i.e., without
clones and errors). As these solutions do not consider managing common process parts
as single elements, additional maintainability effort for ensuring a clean repository such
as the detection of clones [67, 218] and errors [150] is required.
A key point of this analysis is: Even though it is well recognized that process variants
share some commonalities, this has not been taken into account in these approaches. In

1. Query the Process
Variants Repository
Business Expert

2. Choose the most suitable
Process Variant

Update the Process
Variants Repository

Modeller
Figure 2.8: A Process Variants Repository for Reusing Business Process
Models
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fact, each process variant is stored as a standalone entity. Consequently, this method
suffers from resource redundancy because it does not consider common parts of process
models which are duplicated in each entry of the repository. This can be resolved by
storing business process building blocks instead of entire models. These building blocks
can be later retrieved and aggregated in order to construct a business process model
[141, 201]. As depicted in Figure 2.9, the business expert will have to query the required
building blocks and aggregate them in order to derive his entire business process model.
Modelling business process models from building blocks still requires some modelling
skills but can be reduced by using dynamic composition [207].

2.5.2

Reference Business Process Modelling

In the second part of the analysis, I study three implementations of reference business
process modelling techniques. A reference process model is a generic model that can be
tailored to specific needs and adapted to various situations. Stakeholders benefit from
these models by avoiding the need to create a model from scratch and use the reference
model as a starting point. The main challenge with such solutions is that a reference
model has to be properly managed in order to help deriving a proper process variant.
In this section I review three implementations of reference process models:

1. Using reference models with placeholders that need to be refined during the modelling phase (detailed in Section 2.5.2.1).
2. Using hierarchical reference process models that capture variability at various levels of abstraction (detailed in Section 2.5.2.2).

1. Query the Process
Building Blocks
Business Expert

2. Modelling the Process
Using Building Blocks

Figure 2.9: Using Process Building Blocks for Modelling Business Processes
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3. Using configurable business process models that allow the customisation of process
models by enabling or disabling some branches of the model (detailed in Section
2.5.2.3).

2.5.2.1

Placeholders Refinement: Late modelling

Description
Creating a model with a placeholder, or a pocket of flexibility, as introduced by Sadiq
et al. [189], provides the means for creating flexible business process models. The idea
is to create a partially completed business process model with placeholders that require
late modelling. The late modelling allows business processes to be tailored either to a
process model during the modelling phase or to individual instances at runtime [15, 234].
During the late modelling users can refine the placeholders using their own modelling
skills. They can be assisted either with a set of activities and/or constraints as it has
been highlighted by Sadiq et al. [189]. The authors also distinguish three options for
implementing late modelling:

• Option 1: Reference Process Model. Placeholders may be defined without any
constraints or predefined activities.
• Option 2: Reference Process Model + Set of Activities. Placeholders may be
defined using the predefined set of activities without any constraints.
• Option 3: Reference Process Model + Set of Activities + Set of Constraints. Placeholders may be defined from the predefined set of activities under the given set of
constraints.

In [190], Sadiq et al. propose an implementation of option 3 for late modelling. Figure
2.10 illustrates the proposed approach. This example defines a set of activities and
constraints that are needed to define the placeholder (i.e., task B) of the process model.
At runtime, the placeholder / pocket of flexibility is defined for a given process instance
based on tacit knowledge.

Critique
With respect to the identified requirements, the key points of analysis are as follows:
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+

Figure 2.10: Using Placeholders for Managing Business Process Variants
(adapted from [234])

• Requirement 7: Integration of Business Capabilities: not fulfilled. Most of the
reviewed approaches in this category do not consider this requirement and keep
relying on the labels of activities for representing business capabilities.
• Requirement 8: Execution Time: not applicable. Even though it has been noticed
that there is a need to help users create sound and correct models [168, 222], I could
not find any contribution that creates and updates such reference process models
in order to comment on this requirement. Nevertheless, more effort has been
put in maintainability, the literature proposes various algorithms for checking the
satisfiability of the constraints [139, 169] used with the predefined set of activities.
• Requirement 9: Compression Rate: fulfilled. In essence the use of a reference
model guarantees that duplicate process elements are merged together, ensuring a
high compression rate.

2.5.2.2

Hierarchical Reference Process Models

Description
In most cases, business process models tend to be very large and are more and more difficult to manage by end-users. Reducing the complexity of large models can be achieved
by representing them at different levels of detail. The general idea is to reduce the
complexity of business processes and reveal to the end user a partial model by applying
abstraction techniques similar to those previously reviewed in Section 2.3. This fosters
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the reuse of similar process fragments as well as reducing inconsistency problems. In
this context, some researchers tried to manage reference process models at various levels
of abstraction while explicitly capturing variation points. The object of this section is
to review the proposed approaches that study such models, i.e., hierarchical reference
process models.
Razavian and Khosravi [176], propose a variability modelling method which is specifically
designed for the component and connector view of UML 2. The authors introduce
multiple mechanisms for modelling variation points depending on the variable element
(component, connector or interface). Variation points are presented at various levels
of abstraction by having optional or alternative architectural elements. An example
is shown in Figure 2.11 where the top level component “UI Manager” can be further
refined to one of the two associated variants: “JavaScript UI Manager” and “HTML
UI Manager”. Each element is annotated by specific stereotypes: the variation point is
marked by << alt vp >> and its lower level sub processes express all details related
to higher level activities and variabilities residing in them and they are annotated by
<< variant >>.
<<component>>
<<alt_vp>>
UI Mgr

<<component>>
<<variant>>
JavaScript UI Mgr

<<component>>
<<variant>>
HTML UI Mgr

Figure 2.11: “UI Manager” Variation Point using Hierarchical Representation [176]

Baran et al. [13] investigated the use of hierarchical reference business process models
using BPMN. Such models are created in a two-step operation. First, the proposed
algorithm transforms the input BPMN models into two-level hierarchical models. The
authors use a very simple abstraction technique that takes as input a BPMN model
and the set of interlinked high-level and low-level tasks and delivers the corresponding
hierarchical model. Second, the BPMN models are merged into a single one that requires
additional transformations to become well formed.
I have also explored the use of hierarchical reference process models [48, 54]. I proposed
the use of an indexing structure for representing process models at different levels of
abstractions as depicted in Figure 2.12. I used the concept of abstract tasks for capturing
variation points, it is marked with a “*” at the end of the task label (see “Customer
Registration*” on Figure 2.12). An abstract task can be refined/concreted by selecting
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one of its concrete alternatives which are associated to it via dotted lines. In addition
to this customised notation, I proposed an algorithm for updating the reference model
by inserting a new node (either a task or sub-process). The work that I proposed has
not been further investigated.
Customer
Registration*

Office
Registration

Office
Registration

Membership
Upgrade

Online
Registration

Figure 2.12: A Hierarchical Indexing Structure for Modelling one Variation
Point of a Process for Registering a Customer to an Insurance Contract [48]

Critique
With respect to the identified requirements, the key points of analysis are as follows:
• Requirement 7: Integration of Business Capabilities: not fulfilled. The reviewed
approaches in this category do not consider this requirement and keep relying on
the labels of activities for representing the business capabilities. Only Razavian
and Khosravi [176] recognise the importance of this view and prospect explicitly
interlinking model and business variation points.
• Requirement 8: Execution Time: fulfilled. All the studied approaches offer the
required methods for creating reference process models. However, none of them
has done an evaluation regarding the execution time of their algorithms. I assume
this requirement is fulfilled as an automation support to reduce manual efforts has
been proposed.
• Requirement 9: Compression Rate: fulfilled. In essence the use of a reference
model in general, and hierarchical model in particular, guarantees that duplicate
process elements are merged together, ensuring a high compression rate.

2.5.2.3

Configurable Business Process Models

Description
A configurable business process model [184] is the result of merging process variants into
a single model. This model can be tailored to the analysts’ needs by enabling or disabling
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different branches of the configurable model. Figure 2.13 depicts, in the left-hand side,
two variants of the same business process. These two variants reflect two common tasks
(i.e., Task A and B), however after this, each variant ends with a different task (i.e., C
or D). This difference introduces the choice between the task C or D that represents a
variability which is depending on various indicators, e.g., cost, quality of service, user
preference, etc.
Variant 1

Configurable
Process Model

Variant 2

Commonalities

+
=
Variability

Figure 2.13: Configurable Business Process Model (adapted from [117])

The right-hand side of the Figure 2.13 shows the configurable process model which is
a merger between the two process variants. The variation point is represented by a
configurable gateway: an inclusive split gateway marked with a thick red border. Unlike
a “normal” BPMN gateway, it does not represent a choice or a parallel split, instead, it
represents a design choice that needs to be made by an analyst to adapt the configurable
process model to a particular requirement. In this example the configurable gateway
captures the fact that one needs to choose whether to select one path (i.e., task C) or
the other ( i.e., task D), or possibly both.
In this case, the modelling phase consists of enabling or disabling different branches of
the configurable process model. This allows customization of the configurable process
model by choosing the right variant. However, the main weakness of this solution is that
it does not allow the business users to understand the relationship each variant has with
the business domain. There are two important challenges for adopting these models: (1)
automation support for creating a configurable model and (2) assisting end-users during
the configuration phase.
Gottschalk [89] proposed in his thesis to provide an algorithm for automatically creating
configurable process models by merging a set of input variants. This contribution as well
as other merging algorithms will be analysed in detail in Chapter 6.
La Rosa recognises the need to make the configuration phase user-friendly and proposes
a questionnaire-driven configuration [116, 118]. The proposed approach is sketched on
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Figure 2.14. A process modeller has to define the configurable process model and meet
with the domain expert in order to define domain constraints (i.e., business capabilities)
and their mapping to the model. The configuration is then performed via an interactive
questionnaire. The domain expert’s answers are then mapped to the configurable model
in order to “individualize” it in a process model.

Modeller
creates

creates

Questionnaire
Model

Mapping

Configurable
Process Model

Domain Expert
answers

Interactive
Questionnaire

Answers

Individualization

Process
Model

Figure 2.14: Questionnaire-driven Approach for Configurable Business Process Modelling [116]

Critique
The solution provided by La Rosa [116] offers a suitable methodology for user-centric
process modelling. However, adding a new variant in this framework, requires another
meeting between the modeller and the domain expert in order to (i) add a variant
to the process model, (ii) define its mapping with the domain constraints and (iii)
update the questionnaire model. From this arises a need to improve this solution by
providing an automation support for maintaining the configurable process model and
the questionnaire model.
With respect to the identified requirements, the key points of analysis are as follows:

• Requirement 7: Integration of Business Capabilities: partially fulfilled. La Rosa
captures business capabilities as a set of questions and answers that domain experts
are familiar with. However, these questions and answers are manually linked to
the model after its creation.
• Requirement 8: Execution Time: fulfilled. Several contributions for automatically
creating a configurable business process model from a set of process variants are
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proposed in the literature. Those contributions guarantee a reduced execution
time compared to manual creation.
• Requirement 9: Compression Rate: fulfilled. In essence the use of a reference
model in general, and configurable process model in particular, guarantees that
duplicate process elements are merged together, ensuring a high compression rate.

2.5.3

Reference Business Process Modelling: Summary and Discussion

This chapter analysed reuse in the context of business process modelling. The results of
the analysis are summarised in Table 2.4 that clearly shows that while the approaches
considered in this analysis exhibit a heterogeneous set of methods for reuse and variability management in process models, none of them addresses all the identified requirements.
Various contributions regarding maintaining those reference models were discussed from
different perspectives such as providing standard CRUD operations on a repository of
models [140, 194, 228] to clones or error detection [67, 150, 218] and automatically
creating configurable process models [89]. I propose my contribution to cover the maintainability aspect in Chapter 6 by providing a new algorithm for creating a capabilityannotated configurable process model.
The reviewed solutions are motivated by the user support for modelling business processes by enhancing querying a repository [16, 46] or customizing a reference model
[116]. A task that is difficult and has been extensively discussed in the literature. Even
though La Rosa [116] proposes a prevalent solution to this problem, it still suffer for a
major shortcoming: the need for an extensive manual matching between the model and
the domain constrains. I propose in Chapter 6 to integrate domain properties (business
capability) to the process models before the creation of configurable process models in
order to automatically generate configuration options.
Most of the analysed approaches focus on the structural aspect of business process
models which led them to limit the descriptions of the functional aspect (i.e., capability)
to either task labels or an accompanied textual descriptions. It is important, though,
to highlight that some of these contributions recognise the importance of this functional
view and represent it using semantic annotations [140, 143, 194, 228] or capturing it in
a separate structure [116, 176]. I will discuss further this aspect in Chapter 3 where I
will investigate a new vision for modelling this aspect.
From a compression perspective, it is obvious that most of the approaches that use
a single structure are covering this aspect. However, the approaches that favour the

Explicitly captures the business view
but not linked to the process model
[176]

Explicitly captures the business and
the model constraints; however, their
linking is manually made through interviews between domain experts and
modelling experts [116]

Partialy Fulfilled - algorithms for
automatic creation are available
but not evaluated in terms of execution time
Fulfilled - algorithms for automatic
creation are available and evaluated in terms of execution time

Single labels and textual descriptions

Placeholders Refinement: Late Modelling
[189, 190]
Hierarchical Reference Process Models
[13, 48, 54, 176]

Configurable
Business Process Models
[89, 116, 118, 184]

Not Fulfilled - not algorithms available for automatic creation

Labels, textual descriptions and semantic annotations taken from domain related ontologies
Single labels and textual descriptions

Semantic
Business
Process Repositories
[140, 143, 194, 228]
APROMORE [122]
Not Applicable

Not Applicable

Not Applicable

Single labels and textual descriptions

The Process Variant
Repository [136–138]
BP-Suite [12, 17, 18]

Execution

Requirement 8:
Time
Not Applicable

Requirement 7: Integration of
Business Capabilities
Single labels and textual descriptions

Approach

Fulfilled - all models are merged
into a reference model

Fulfilled - all models are merged
into a reference model

Fulfilled only when using merged
models
Fulfilled - all models are merged
into a reference model

Requirement 9: Compression
Rate
Not Fulfilled - stores duplicate
models
Not Fulfilled - stores duplicate
models
Not Fulfilled - stores duplicate
models

Table 2.4: Comparative Analysis of Techniques of Reuse in Business Process Modelling
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use of business process repositories fail unless they consider managing business process
fragments rather than entire models [141, 201].
The key findings of the analysis are:

• In business process modelling, most of the contributions did not investigate the
integration of the business capability into business process models.
• The integration of business capabilities in business process models can improve the
customization of configurable business process models by automatically generating
configuration options in terms of domain parameters (i.e., business capabilities).

2.6

Conclusion

In this chapter, I reviewed major contributions that tackle directly or indirectly the
capability-driven management of services and business process models. The analysis of
each area of interest, helped identify the following limitations:

• Business Capability Modelling: Currently, capabilities are expressed in terms of
IOPEs to describe the state of the world before and after the execution of a service
or business process. In most of the cases a capability is limited to single label and
textual description or confused with its implementation (i.e., invocation interface).
It has been proven that such descriptions are hard to define by human users either
for creating new capabilities or formulating their search requests. In Chapter 3
I explore another vision for modelling capabilities as a set of actions and related
features defined in a set ontologies.
• Business Capabilities Aggregation: Similar to indexing capabilities, due to the
current modelling languages of capabilities, the aggregation operation is costly and
hard to read by human users. Chapter 4 constitutes my contribution to resolve
these issues.
• Business Capability Indexing and Discovery: Due to the current description languages of capabilities, their indexing and discovery remains a costly task as it is
heavily reliant on reasoning. Using the capability model I propose in Chapter 3, I
explore in Chapter 5 an indexing and discovery mechanism of capabilities.
• Capability-driven Reuse of Business Process Models: Currently, the customization
of configurable process models requires an extensive manual work. In Chapter 6,
I show how the early integration of capabilities in business process models can
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automate the generation of configuration options that make the customization of
configurable models easier.

Chapter 3

Towards a Structured Business
Capability Description
“I have an unusual type of thinking. I
have no visual memory whatsoever.
Everything is conceptual to me.”
Craig Venter

3.1

Introduction

The concept of capability has been defined by Dutta et al. [68] and Amit and Schoemaker [3], from organizational and data perspectives, as the ability of organizations to
efficiently use their resources (i.e, human capital, knowledge, available data, etc.) to
generate value and achieve their objectives. BPM [238], defines capabilities, from a
control flow perspective, as the way (i.e, HOW) organizations achieve their goals by
capturing explicitly process tasks and their temporal and logical order. And from a
functional perspective, OASIS Reference Model [160] considers capabilities as the effect
of a service in terms of data generated or change of the world and Oaks et al. [159]
defines capabilities as what a service does in terms of action performed that creates a
value for the customers.
Considering the functional perspective, the definition given by OASIS Reference Model
[160] is tight to the actual implementation of a service and thus defines IT capabilities
while Oaks et al. [159] try to give a more business/functional capability definition. However, the capability conceptual model proposed by Oaks et al. [159] does not go beyond
the use of the effect of services for deriving the semantics of the action performed.
71
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Furthermore, OASIS Reference Model [160] considers the concept of a service as a core
element that enables a requester to access and achieve a particular business capability.
Within this vision, we notice that the concept of service has evolved from the notion of
remote invocation interface (such as WSDL [35]) to a more comprehensive entity [227].
The invocation interface is only one aspect of the whole service description. Another
core aspect of a service, is the notion of business capability which describes what a
service can do.
The notion of business capability is a fundamental concept not only for SOA (Service Oriented Architecture) but also for enterprise information systems. The ARIS architecture
[199] recognizes the importance of the functional perspective in enterprise information
systems and considers it as one of its views. The concept of capability is the glue point
between services and business processes. A service gives access to a certain business
capability which can be achieved by a business process. Despite its importance, this
concept has not drawn the attention from the research community as it deserves. Current approaches for capability modeling were part of efforts to describe related concepts
such as business processes, service descriptions and search requests.
In the literature, three families of approaches can be defined that tackled the problem
of business capability modelling either directly or indirectly. The first family includes
semantic Web services models (WSMO [183] and OWL-S [144]) which model capabilities
as Input, Output, Preconditions and Effects (IOPE paradigm). Modelling business
capabilities following the IOPE paradigm that does not feature in an explicit and easily
accessible way domain-specific parameters.
The second family of related efforts concerns semantic annotations of invocation/interaction interfaces (SA-WSDL and SA-REST) [111, 125]. While these approaches do
not directly target business capability modelling, they attempt to provide alternative
solutions to top-down semantic approaches (WSMO and OWL-S) by starting from existing descriptions such as WSDL and annotate them with semantic information. These
approaches define a semantic (business) description of syntactic interaction interfaces
rather than actual capabilities.
The third family includes frame-based approaches for modelling capabilities. Oaks et al.
[159] provided a comprehensive overview of related approaches and proposed a model
for describing service capabilities following the same principle. The proposed model
distinguishes in particular the corresponding action verb and informational attributes
(called roles in the paper [159]) in addition to the classical IOPE. While this model
makes a step beyond the classical IOPE paradigm, the semantics of capabilities remain
defined via the IOPE paradigm and therefore has the same problems as the first family
of approaches described above.
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To give a high level definition, a business capability is a descriptor (or a specification)
of constraints (i.e. similar to IOPEs in classical approaches) which can be a standalone entity, but which could lead into a “service-level agreement”. In this work, I share
the same vision of Oaks et al. [159] and argue that it is very hard to model business
capabilities in terms of IOPEs only. Thus I propose in this chapter a novel business
capability meta-model that focuses on the aspects of interest which characterise the
carried out action. The model uses a frame-based representation of business capabilities
as it is an expressive and flexible means to represent business capabilities [239, 240]. The
proposed conceptual model is detailed in Section 3.2. A possible realization of the model
is shown in Section 3.3. The model has been validated in Section 3.4 using ontological and
feature-based evaluations as non-empirical methodologies and semi-structured interviews
with domain experts as empirical evaluation. Finally, Section 3.5 concludes the chapter
and identifies future perspectives.

3.2

Business Capability Conceptual Model

3.2.1

Capabilities as Property-featured Entities

I propose to model a business capability as a category (of functionalities) enriched by
(zero or many) functional or non-functional features (see the concept of property
entry below). These features refine the given category by giving more details about
aspects of interest of the corresponding action.
More formally, in the proposed model capabilities are defined as a Category and a set of
property entries (see Definition 2). A property entry as described in Definition 1
(see also Example 1) is a couple (property, value) where property is a domain-specific
functional feature or a domain-independent non-functional property and value
is the value or the possible values that a property can have. Both property and value
refer to ontological terms.
Definition 1 (Property Entry, Property Declaration and variantOF).
• A property entry (P, v) is specified with respect to a property declaration
defined in a shared ontology.
• A property declaration, d = (P,V,R), defines (i) a property P as a relevant
functional or non-functional feature of the capabilities of a given domain, (ii) V
the most general value (super class) that property entries defined according to d
can have and (iii) a set of relations R that tell when a value v1 is more specific
than a value v2 with respect to the semantics/meaning of the property P.
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• Let v1 and v2 be two values and R a set of specification relations. v1 variantOF
v2 if ∃r ∈ R such that v1 r v2 .
Example 1 (Property Entry and Property Declaration). This example shows a single
property declaration from the shipping domain 1 . A shipping capability includes as part
of its description the property From that indicates where (location) the shipment is
taken from. This property is defined with respect to the property entry dF rom = (From,
GeographicalLocation, LocatedIn) where From is the actual property, GeographicalLocation is the most general value of this property and LocatedIn is the specification relation
that exists between possible values of this property. F ROMEU = (From, Europe) and
F ROMIE = (From, Ireland) are two property entries defined with respect to dF rom .
Please note the relation Ireland LocatedIn Europe.
Definition 2 (Business Capability). A couple Cap = (Category,Properties) is a business
capability, where:
• Category: This concept is similar to [159] that defines, in a natural language,
what is the action being described. Different to [159], I consider the category as
a concept from a domain related ontology that comes form a shared agreement
on its semantics. A category is a specific property that is present in all business
capability descriptions via the property achieves.
• Properties: Represents a set of pairs (Property, Value) that correspond to the set
of features of the business capability as shown in Definition 1.
A business capability can be linked to the so called “case frames” in linguistics as it is
offered by FrameNet project [11]. In linguistic study, the capability of an action is defined
by an action verb that is quite similar to the action category in my proposed model.
Then several dimensions may extend that verb by giving more details about the carried
work and related aspects. While in FrameNet these dimensions are predefined such as:
agentive, dative, objective, etc. in my case I do not impose any predefined dimensions.
However, it is possible to establish links between both models to generate structured
business capabilities from textual descriptions using linguistic case frames. Such idea
has been discussed by Leopold et al. [131], Rahm and Bernstein [175] and Mendling
and Simon [149] for automatically annotating process activities with their action verbs
derived from the textual documentation. One step further, Gao and Bhiri [81] explore
the idea of mapping case frame dimensions to capability properties to generate a full
structured capability using the model proposed in this thesis.
1

Please note that the notation used in this example is not formal, formal descriptions of the used
concepts will be shown in Section 3.3
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Action Category
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Capability
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PropertyName : String
SpecRelation : Set<String>

Property Entry

value 1

Value

PropertyName : String

Figure 3.1: Business Capability UML Class Diagram

In order to give an object oriented conceptual view of the proposed model, I refer to the
UML class diagram shown in Figure 3.1. This diagram contains the following classes:
• Business Capability is the class that captures the business capability (see Definition
2). This class is composed of at least 1 Action Category and, optionally, multiple
Property Entries.
• Action Category is the class that represents the category of the business capability
(see Definition 2).
• Property Entry is the class that represents a property entry that has a name and
a Value (see Definition 1). A property Entry is defined with respect to a Property
Declaration (the connection between both classes the the same property name).
• Property Declaration is the class that represents the property declaration (see Definition 1). It has a property name, the most general value and a set of specification
relations (see Definition 1).
• Value is the class that represents the value of a property (see Definition 1). A
separate class for values is needed to create complex types that are depicted in
Figure 3.2. These types are:
– EnumerationValue extends the class Value to represent enumerations of other
values (see relation hasElement in Figure 3.2).
– RangeValue extends the class Value to represent ranges of other values presented as minimum and maximum (see relations hasMin and hasMax in Figure 3.2).
– DynamicValue extends the class Value to represent a dynamic value that is
evaluated with respect to an Expression (see relation hasEvaluator in Figure
3.2).
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Enumeration
Value
hasElement

1

Constraint

Constrained
Value

2..*

hasCondition
0..*

1

1
hasMin

Conditional Value

hasMax

Value

0..*

1
0..*

hasExpression

constrainedBy

1

1

0..*
hasEvaluator

Dynamic Value

1

Range Value

1

1

0..*

Expression
ExprType : String
ExprValue : String
hasEvaluator

1

Figure 3.2: UML Class Diagram for the Possible Values for “Property Entry”

– ConstrainedValue extends the class Value, it has a value only if a certain
Constraint is valid (see relation constrainedBy in Figure 3.2).
– ConditionalValue extends the class Value, it has a value only if a certain
Constraint is valid (see relation hasCondition in Figure 3.2). Additionally,
its value is computed dynamically with respect to an Expression (see relation
hasEvaluator in Figure 3.2).
– Constraint is the class that represents a constraint that is defined via an
Expression (see relation hasExpression in Figure 3.2).
– Expression is the class that represents an expression, it has a type and a value
(both of type String).

The idea of modelling capabilities as a set of features was highly influenced by the
frame-based modelling paradigm. Indeed, the conclusions of Wickler [239, 240] after
an extensive analysis of multiple modelling mechanisms and languages suggests that
frame-based descriptions of capabilities in the context of software agents were the most
expressive and flexible means. Additionally, using the model suggested in this chapter
one can describe capabilities independently from their actual implementations by highlighting the action being performed with a set of related properties. Contrary to the
Input, Output, Precondition and Effect paradigm, it features the functional (business)
and non-functional characteristics which end-users are mostly interested in and which
are specified in their requests. This is natural for users to describe their needs. For
example, users need a service that ships packages from an address to another. This
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is expressed in the model via the action category “ship” and the properties “package”,
“from” and “to”.

3.2.2

Specification and Extension Relations Between Capabilities

Another benefit of using frame-based modelling of capabilities is the possibility to infer
potential relationships between them by analyzing their features (or properties). This
has particular interested in relation to specifications and extensions that may exist between business capabilities. These relations are captured in Figure 3.1 as “specifies” and
“extends” between capabilities and are described respectively in Definitions 3 and 4.
Please note:
• For abbreviation purposes I say that a certain business capability cap has a property pr.
• I refer to the property pr of cap by cap.pr.
• I refer to the set of properties of cap by cap.properties.
• I say that two capabilities C1 and C2 (or more) share the same property pr if both
of them have the property pr (but possibly with different values).
Definition 3 (specifies). Given two capabilities C1 and C2 , C1 specifies C2 if (i) all the
properties of C2 are also properties of C1 (In other terms C1 inherits all the properties
defined in C2 ), (ii) for every shared property pr, the value of C1 .pr is either equal to or
variantOf the value of C2 .pr, and (iii) there exists at least one shared property pr’ such
that the value of C1 .pr0 variantOf C2 .pr0 . (see variantOF in Definition 1).
Definition 4 (extends). Given two capabilities C1 and C2 , C1 extends C2 if (i) C1 has all
the properties of C2 and has additional properties, and (ii) for every shared property pr,
the value of C1 .pr is equal to the value of C2 .pr.
Fine-grained relations can be defined based using these relations. Let C1 and C2 be two
capabilities such that C2 specifies C1 , and let pr be a shared property, we say that C2
specifies C1 on pr, denoted C2 specifies pr C1 iff the value of C2 .pr is variantOf the value
of C1 .pr.
The relations specifies and extends (fine or coarse-grained) enable organizing a repository of capabilities as a hierarchy [52, 83] as shown in Example 2 and illustrated on
Figure 3.3 and 3.4.
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Example 2 (Hierachy of Capabilities). Figure 3.3 and 3.4 show an example of a hierarchy
of business capability descriptions2 . Capability A is the root of these hierarchies, it
represents an abstract business capability description for shipping goods from any source
and destination at an international scale. This business capability can be extended
either to Capability B or Capability C. Both extend the initial business capability by
1 or 2 attributes; fine-grained relations can be seen in Figure 3.4. As an example
of specification relation between capabilities, I refer to the link between Capability D
and Capability B in Figure 3.3. Capability D specifies Capability B as it becomes a
European shipping capability instead of International. This fine-grained semantics of
the specification relation is further shown in Figure 3.4. It is also clear that Capability
E extends Capability D.
Capability A
Action Category = Shipping
From = International
To = International

extends
Capability C
Action Category = Shipping
From = International
To = International
MinWeight = 68 Kg
MaxWeight = 1 t

extends
Capability B
Action Category = Shipping
From = International
To = International
MaxWeight = 68 Kg

specifies
Capability D
Action Category = Shipping
From = Europe
To = Europe
MaxWeight = 68 Kg

extends

Capability E
Action Category = Shipping
From = Europe
To = Europe
MaxWeight = 68 Kg
PickUpDate = Date

Figure 3.3: Example of Shipping Capabilities Hierarchy using Coarsegrained Relations

Please note that the hierarchies depicted in Figure 3.3 and 3.4 are simple and can be
easily created manually. However, when it comes to large set of capabilities, more
dedicated algorithms for creating optimal hierarchies are needed [52].

3.2.3

Configurable Business Capabilities

The goal of configuration in general is to arrange functional units according to their
nature, number and characteristics in order to provide a tailored hardware, software or
documentation [101]. The configuration of a business capability consists of arranging its
properties and values in order to define a desired business capability. Giving the user
the freedom to arrange a business capability’s properties might lead to incomplete or
inconsistent business capability descriptions (e.g., missing properties, wrong values, etc.).
2
Please note that the notation for this example is not formal, formal descriptions of the used concepts
will be shown in Section 3.3
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Action Category = Shipping
From = International
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extends_MinWeight
extends_MaxWeight
Capability C
Action Category = Shipping
From = International
To = International
MinWeight = 68 Kg
MaxWeight = 1 t

extends_MaxWeight

Capability B
Action Category = Shipping
From = International
To = International
MaxWeight = 68 Kg

specifies_From
specifies_To
Capability D
Action Category = Shipping
From = Europe
To = Europe
MaxWeight = 68 Kg

extends_
PickUpDate

Capability E
Action Category = Shipping
From = Europe
To = Europe
MaxWeight = 68 Kg
PickUpDate = Date

Figure 3.4: Example of Shipping Capabilities Hierarchy using Fine-grained
Relations

To avoid this problem, predefined configurable business capabilities can be proposed
with explicit configuration options. This section defines formally a configurable business
capability and shows how it is captured in the proposed conceptual model.
While frame-based modelling have been successfully used for representing and understanding structured entities [155], it can also be used for modelling configuration options
among entities. To this end, a configurable business capability can be used as a initial
entity and operates as a reference business capability. Each configuration step allows
to further refine this reference business capability. A configurable business capability
adds the possibility to remove a particular property if it is optional (i.e., represents an
explicit configuration point for optional properties) or select the value of a particular
property if multiple values are proposed (i.e., represents an explicit configuration point
for a property value). This can be translated in the meta-model as shown in Figure
3.5: an additional attribute (namely Configurable) that indicates if a particular property is configurable and an additional attribute (namely Configurable) that indicates if
a particular property value is configurable. Definition 5 formally defines a configurable
business capability.
Definition 5 (Configurable Business Capability). A triple CCap = (Category,Properties,CPr,
CVPr) is a configurable business capability, where:
• Category and Properties are defined as in Definition 2.
• CPr is a function that indicates if a particular property pr ∈ Properties is configurable. CP r : pr → CP r(pr)
pr 7→ {true, f alse}
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Capability
hasOption
properties

2..*

0..*
value 1

Property Entry

Value

1

Configurable: Boolean

PropertyName : String
Configurable: Boolean

Figure 3.5: Configurable Business Capability Meta-Model

• CVPr is a function that indicates if a particular property has a configurable value.
CV P r : pr → CV P r(pr)
pr 7→ {true, f alse}
To summarize the conceptual effort in proposing a business capability meta-model, Figure 3.6 shows the complete UML class diagram that integrates all the parts that have
been discussed in this Section.
Action Category
1

1

PropertyName : String
SpecRelation : Set<String>

Value

hasCondition
0..*

Conditional Value

Configurable: Boolean
1

1
hasMin

1

Property
Declaration

1
mostGeneralValue

PropertyName : String
Configurable: Boolean
0..*

value 1

0..*

1
0..*

Constrained
Value

2..*

0..*

Property Entry

definedW.R.T

hasElement

extends

Constraint

hasExpression

Enumeration
Value

Capability
specifies
properties

constrainedBy

1..*

hasMax

achieves

1

1

Range Value

0..*
hasEvaluator

Dynamic Value
1

1

0..*

Expression
ExprType : String
ExprValue : String
hasEvaluator

1

Figure 3.6: UML Class Diagram: Complete Business Capability MetaModel

The proposed conceptual model allows to model high level business capabilities in a
particular domain that can be tailored to specific use cases. Similar to domain ontologies which define shared concepts and shared attributes/properties, high level business
capabilities in a given domain can also be defined as an ontology where an agreement
about their meaning is reached and shared. Like any other ontology concepts, these
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business capabilities can be reused to define other ones. I implemented this model as a
set of ontologies that are detailed in the following section.

3.3

Realisation

A recent trend in the adoption of Linked Data [24, 203] principles, and a growing amount
of data sets specified in RDF. It is clear that Linked Data provides a best practice for
publishing structured data on the Web. Linked Data is published using RDF where
URIs are the means for referring tp various entities on the Web giving the possibility
to interlink them. Currently, organizations are highly interested in publishing their
data in RDF [126] as well as various public vocabularies (ontologies) are being released.
Consequently, I have chosen to implement the proposed business capability meta-model
in RDF and make use of Linked Data principles in order to define business capabilities,
categories and properties as well as their values.
As illustrated in Figure 3.7, I distinguish four levels of ontologies for implementing the
proposed business capability model:
• Meta-Model: is the lowest level that defines the required classes and properties
for defining action categories (see Section 3.3.1) and property declarations (see
Section 3.3.2).
• Categories and Properties: this level defines the set of categories (see Section 3.3.1)
and properties (see Section 3.3.3) related to particular domain.
• Domain Ontology: is the actual business capability domain ontology. It creates
abstract business capabilities that associate for each action category the possible
set of properties (see Section 3.3.3).
• Business Capabilities: at this level business capabilities are created with respect
to the business capability domain ontology.

3.3.1

Action Categories

The action category meta-model proposes the set of classes and properties for defining
the actions being performed in a particular domain. Figure 3.1 did not give any details
about the ActionCategory class as it can be defined based on the implementation choices.
After analysing existing actions categories such NAICS [161], UNSPSC [94] and the MIT
Process Handbook [146], I propose to model action categories and relations between them
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Capabilities

Capabilities

Domain Ontology:
Abstract Capabilities

Capability Domain
Ontology

Categories and
Properties

Action Categories

Property declarations

Meta‐Model:
classes and
properties

Action Category Meta‐
Model

Capability Meta‐Model

Figure 3.7: Four Levels of Ontologies: From Meta-Model to Actual Business
Capabilities

(i.e., Meronymy and generalisation relations). Meronymy (part-of) relations between
action categories are used in NAICS [161] and the MIT Process Handbook [146] and
also investigated in [208] in order to capture granularity relations between actions at
several levels of abstraction. The generalisation relation is also used in NAICS [161] to
represent that an action can be more specific or general than another one (e.g., “book
accommodation” is more general than “book hotel”).
ac:isMoreSpecific

ac:hasPart
ac:hasOptionalPart

ac:isMoreGeneral

ac:hasLevel

ac:ActionCategory

xsd:Integer

Figure 3.8: Action Category Meta-Model

Figure 3.8 illustrates the proposed meta-model for action categories. I use in this ontology the prefix ac for the namespace http://vocab.deri.ie/ac3 . This ontology has
only one rdfs class (rdfs:Class) and five rdf properties (rdf:Property). ac:ActionCategory
is the class of action categories. The properties ac:hasPart and ac:hasOptionalPart are
used to create a meronymy hierarchy of action categories. An action is performed only if
all its parts are performed. I use the property ac:hasLevel to assign the level (xsd:Integer)
of an action category within a meronymy hierarchy of action categories. The top of the
hierarchy starts with 0. The properties ac:isMoreGeneral and ac:isMoreSpecific (inverse
relations) are also used to create a specification hierarchy of action categories.
3

Please note that I also use the prefix xsd for the namespace http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#
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Distribute via electronic store actions ontology
Distribute via electronic store

Distribute software via electronic store

Buy books to store and to order

Level 0

Distribute Books via electronic store

Distribute grocery items via electronic store

Sell via electronic Store

Manage solely Internet distribution

Inform Potential Customers

Develop strategy

Identify Customers needs in electronic store

Manage Learning and Change

Receive
Identify potential sources
Select Supplier
Manage Suppliers

Obtain Order in electronic store

Level 3

Manage other external relationships
Manage Resources

Deliver product or service purchased in Internet
Receive payment in electronic store

Deliver via courier
Understand requirements

Evaluate Suppliers

Determine preferred solution

Manage Suppliers Policy
Manage Suppliers Relationship

Manage competitors relationships

Manage environmental relationships
Manage stakeholder relationships

Receive payment through credit‐card charge

Manage financial resources

Manage societal relationships

Manage regulatory relationships

Manage physical resources
Manage human resources
Manage information resources

Receive payment through check

Level 4
Manage Tax and Duty compliance

Legend
av:isMoreSpecific

action

av:hasPart
av:hasOptionalPart

Level 2

Attract Audience to web site

Identify own needs
Place order
Pay

Level 1

Level x

Level 5

Manage legal compliance
av:ActionVerb
av:hasLevel

Figure 3.9: Example of Action Categories from the Distribute via Electronic
Store Domain [96]

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

@prefix
@prefix
@prefix
@prefix


rdf : < http :// www . w3 . org /1999/02/22 - rdf - syntax - ns # >.
rdfs : < http :// www . w3 . org /2000/01/ rdf - schema # >.
ac : < http :// vocab . deri . ie / ac # >.
deso : < http ://.../ AContology / busin essTrave l # >.

deso : d i s t r i b u t e B o o k s V i a E l e c t r o n i c S t o r e a ac : Actio nCategor y ;
ac : hasLevel ‘ ‘1 ’ ’ˆˆ xsd : Integer ;
ac : hasPart deso : buyBooksToStoreAndToOrder , deso : s e l l V i a E l e c t r o n i c S t o r e ;
ac : h as O pt io na l Pa rt deso : m a n a g e S o l e l y I n t e r n e t D i s t r i b u t i o n ;
rdfs : label ‘‘ Distribute books via electronic store ’ ’ˆˆ xsd : String .



Listing 3.1: Action Categories Ontology Snippet from the Distribute via
Electronic Store Domain

This meta-model is used to create domain specific action categories (Called in this
thesis “action categories ontology”) and explicitly capture composition and generalization relations between them. To illustrate how it can be used, I translated an example
of the action categories ontology from the MIT Process Handbook [146] of the Distribute via Electronic Store domain [96]. The resulting ontology is shown in Figure 3.9
and Listing 3.1 shows the action category deso:distributeBooksViaElectronicStore using
N3 representation. This action category ontology has been manually generated, however, it is important to notice that the content of MIT Process Handbook [146] can be
automatically parsed to build action categories.
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Business Capability Meta-Model

Listing 3.2 shows the concept cmm:Capability as an rdfs:Class and cmm:PropertyValue
as an equivalent class to owl:Thing because it needs to be the most general class to allow
for the reuse of existing vocabularies for possible attribute values. For example using
vcard open vocabulary for defining addresses. Then, the property cmm:achieves allows
linking a cmm:Capability to its corresponding ac:ActionCategory. Furthermore, the
property cmm:property allows to create domain specific properties that will be created
as an rdfs:subProperty of cmm:property and will be interpreted as properties of a business
capability. Finally, the property cmm:hasMostGeneralValue is used to define its most
general value during the property declaration.
Please note that Listing 3.2 is not a complete listing of the Business Capability MetaModel, further details can be found in the online version4 .



1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

@prefix
@prefix
@prefix
@prefix

rdf :
owl :
rdfs :
cmm :

< http :// www . w3 . org /1999/02/22 - rdf - syntax - ns # >.
< http :// www . w3 . org /2002/07/ owl # >.
< http :// www . w3 . org /2000/01/ rdf - schema # >.
< http :// vocab . deri . ie / cmm # >.

cmm : Capability a rdfs : Class .
cmm : PropertyValue owl : eq ui v al en tC l as s owl : Thing .
cmm : achieves a rdf : Property ;
rdfs : domain cmm : Capability ;
rdfs : range ac : A ctionCat egory .
cmm : property a rdf : Property ;
rdfs : domain cmm : Capability ;
rdfs : range cmm : PropertyValue .
cmm : h a s M o s t G e n e r a l V a l u e a rdf : Property ;
rdfs : domain cmm : property ;
rdfs : range cmm : PropertyValue .



Listing 3.2: Business Capability Meta-Model Snippet

3.3.3

Property Declarations and Business Capability Domain Ontology

One can define a domain specific business capability ontology by modelling its action
category and properties. I discuss in this section the various property types that our
model supports. I will use the Distribute via the Electronic Store domain (its set of
action categories has already been discussed in the previous section) for defining the
property declarations that are related to the action categories shown in Figure 3.9.
4

Online version of cmm available at: http://vocab.deri.ie/cmm as accessed on 06/06/2015
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Listing 3.3 shows the N3 description of the business capability desco:deliverViaCourrier
(see Line 5). Line 6 links this business capability to its action verb from the Action
Categories of the domain which is deso:deliverViaCourrier. The rest of the listing illustrates how two properties desco:from and desco:to are defined. Both properties are
rdfs:subProperty of cmm:property (Line 10 and 12).



1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

@prefix vcard : < http :// www . w3 . org /2006/ vcard / ns # >.
@prefix cmm :
< http :// vocab . deri . ie / cmm # >.
@prefix desco : < http ://.../ DContology / bus inessTra vel # >.
desco : d e l i v e r V i a C o u r r i e r a cmm : Capability ;
cmm : achieves deso : d e l i v e r V i a C o u r r i e r ;
desco : from vcard : VCard ;
desco : to vcard : VCard .
desco : from rdfs : subProperty cmm : property ;
desco : to rdfs : subProperty cmm : property ;



rdfs : range vcard : VCard .
rdfs : range vcard : VCard .

Listing 3.3: Shipping Domain Ontology Snippet

The range of the properties desco:from and desco:to is vcard:VCard to refer to an address.
More complex and detailed property types are required for modelling more advanced
properties. As depicted in Figure 3.2, I consider five classes used for describing the
values of a business capability properties.
Using these classes separately or in combination, a business capability can specify (i)
the possible values properties can have, and (ii) how to compute their values. Before
detailing these classes, I introduce the concepts of Constraint and Expression to which
some attribute values may refer.

3.3.3.1

Constraint and Expression

A constraint can specify the possible values an attribute can have. The class Constraint
represents all constraints. The class Expression enables expressions including the value
of a given constraint. The class Expression has two attributes/properties, ExprType
which specifies the type of the expression and ExprValue which defines the expression
itself. The type of the expression, ExprType, indicates how to build the corresponding
queries during a matching process. Currently, the only type of expression my metamodel supports is SPARQL (queries).
Listing 3.4 shows an example for expressing a constraint on the weight of the package.
The constraint PackgConstraint is defined in line 1. This constraint has an expression of
type SPARQL. The value of the constraint expression (line 5) indicates that the weight
of the package has to be lower than or equal to 50 Kg.
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1
2
3
4
5



desco : PckgCo nstraint a cmm : Constraint ; cmm : hasExpression desco : P c k C o n s t r a i n t E x p r .

desco : P c k g C o n s t r a i n t E x p r a cmm : Expression ; cmm : exprType " SPARQL ";
cmm : exprValue "? weight = < 50? && ? weightUnit = dbpedia : KG ".





Listing 3.4: Example of a Package Constraint

3.3.3.2

Constrained Value

The class ConstrainedValue defines the possible values a property can have by specifying
a set of constraints on its value. As depicted in Figure 3.2, a ConstrainedValue is
constrained by a set of constraints. Listing 3.5 shows how desco:deliverViaCourrier
can specify that it can deliver packages of weight under 50 Kg. The value X, of the
property Item, is a ConstrainedValue (lines 1 and 3). X is constrained by the constraint
PckgConstraint (line 5) which was detailed in Listing 3.4.



1
2
3
4
5

desco : d e l i v e r V i a C o u r i e r
:X

a



desco : Item

:X.

desco : Package , desco : C o n s t r a i n e d V a l u e ;
desco : hasWeight [ desco : hasValue ? weight ; ship : hasUnit ? weightUnit ];
cmm : constrainedBy desco : Pa ck g Co ns tr ai n t .



Listing 3.5: Example of a Courier Constrained Value

3.3.3.3

Dynamic Value

A DynamicValue defines how to compute the value of a property where the value depends
on (i) consumer provided properties, (ii) dynamic values, or (iii) hidden variables. As
shown in Figure 3.2, a DynamicValue refers to an expression that defines how to compute
it.
Listing 3.6 shows an example of how to compute the shipping price. The value Y, of
the property price, is a DynamicValue. It has as evaluator an expression PriceExpression (lines 4) which is a SPARQL expression (line 6). Line 7 specifies the formula for
computing the price based on the weight of the package.



1
2
3
4
5
6
7

desco : d e l i v e r V i a C o u r r i e r
:Y

desco : price

:Y.

a desco : ShippingPrice , cmm : DynamicValue ; desco : hasValue ? price ;
desco : hasUnit dbpedia : USD ; cmm : hasEvaluator desco : P ri c eE xp re s si on .

desco : P ri c eE xp re s si on a cmm : Expression ; cmm : hasType " SPARQL ";
cmm : exprValue "? price := fn : ceiling (? weight )*5.5+41".



Listing 3.6: Example of a Dynamic Value for computing the shipping price
of a Package
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Conditional Value

A ConditionalValue assigns a value to the corresponding property if a certain condition
holds. As shown in Figure 3.2, a ConditionalValue has a condition expressed as a
constraint and an element which corresponds to the relevant property value.
Listing 3.7 gives an example showing how to specify a shipping price when the target
country is a European country. The value Y, of the property price, is a ConditionalValue
(lines 3). It assigns the Property Value, EuropeanPrice, when the PriceCondition holds
(line 4). PriceCondition is a Constraint which requires that the target country is in
Europe (Lines 7-9). EuropeanPrice is a DynamicValue (line 11) and has as evaluation
expression PriceExpression which was detailed in Listing 3.6.



1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

desco : d e l i v e r V i a C o u r r i e r
:Y

a

desco : price

:Y.

desco : ShippingPrice , desco : C o n d i t i o n a l V a l u e ; desco : hasValue ? price ;
cmm : hasCondition desco : PriceCon dition ; cmm : hasElement : EuropeanPrice .

desco : PriceC ondition a cmm : Constraint ;
cmm : hasExpression [ cmm : hasType " SPARQL "; cmm : hasValue "? trgCountry
skos : subject dbpedia - cat : E u r o p e a n _ c o u n t r i e s "].
desco : EuropeanPrice a cmm : DynamicValue ; cmm : hasEvaluator desco : P ri c eE xp re s si on .



Listing 3.7: Example of a Conditional Value

3.3.4

Tool Support

As it is difficult for new users to write RDF annotations for describing the business
capability of their services or business processes. I have implemented an extension of
EPCTools, a business process modelling tool using Event-driven Process Chains (EPC),
in order to assist users in the annotation operation. Figure 3.10 shows screenshots of
the extended version of EPCTools. When users want to annotate a particular task of
a model, they need to right click it and choose Capability from the contextual menu
(see 1 on Figure 3.10). After loading the required ontologies, they have to select the
action category for the current task (see 2 in Figure 3.10). Finally, they have to choose
what properties associated to the action category they want to define in the business
capability (see 3 in Figure 3.10).
The extended version of EPCTools offers two options to save the model either in its
existing EMPL serialisation with additional tags for the business capability or to export
the entire model as RDF. Please note that the primary purpose of this research is not to
propose this UI, it has been developed only for testing the applicability of the proposed
model. A proper evaluation of the model itself is carried out in the following section.
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1

3

2

Figure 3.10: Extended Version of EPCTools that Supports the Annotation
of Business Process Tasks with their Business Capabilities

3.4

Evaluation of the Meta-Model

Various evaluation techniques have been proposed in the literature for assessing the appropriateness of a modelling approach. Recker [177] and Siau and Rossi [206] discuss
various evaluation methods for conceptual modeling languages in order to assess their
applicability in given modeling contexts towards more rigor in conceptual modelling research [177]. Table 3.1 and 3.2 list these evaluation methodologies as well as a discussion
on their applicability in this work.
After verification of the applicable evaluation methodologies, I propose to validate the
business capability model proposed in this chapter using non-empirical evaluation methods using (1) ontological evaluation (see Section 3.4.1) and (2) feature evaluation (see
Section 3.4.2) and an empirical method using semi-tructured interviews with domain
experts that I am reporting in Section 3.4.3.
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Table 3.1: Overview of the Empirical Methods of Evaluation of Conceptual
Models (table modified from [177] and [206] )

Evaluation Method

Comment

Evaluation methods used in this chapter
Both structured and semi-structured interviews/questionnaires can be used for assessing
conceptual models.

Structured interviews or

questionnaires are applicable in a large scale conSurvey:

using questionnaires to

gather human assessment, attitude,
opinion, etc.

on the proposed

model (e.g., [25]).

texts where multiple users can be interviewed
[62]. In this research, target users are business
experts that are using process modelling tools
in their work. Such profiles are not easy to approach and large numbers of interviewees cannot
be easily found. Consequently, I aimed to use
semi-structured interviews with reduced number
of domain experts [62]. Section 3.4.3 reports on
results of these interviews.

Evaluation methods NOT used in this chapter
Laboratory experiment:

compar-

In this chapter, the model has not been used in

ing the proposed model with dif-

a context where observable quantitative metrics

ferent models with respect to ob-

can be used. This evaluation method will be ap-

served metrics such as cost, execu-

plied in Chapter 5 where metrics such as execu-

tion time, etc (e.g., [14]).

tion time and search space size can be observed.

Case study: observing a group of

This method is applicable if the model could

users while using of the model and

have been brought into a end-users environment.

investigate results without inter-

Unfortunately, I did not have access to such op-

vening (e.g., [77, 92]).

portunity.

Action research:

testing of the

idea developed in an academic environment in real world situations
with the presence of the researchers
(e.g., [154]).

Same as Case study.
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Table 3.2: Overview of the Non-empirical Methods of Evaluation of Conceptual Models (adapted and modified from [177])

Evaluation Method

Comment

Evaluation methods used in this chapter
This method is not specifically designed for evalOntological evaluation:

mapping

uating ontology-based models/languages.

In-

the modelling language constructs

deed, it has been used by Wand et al. [231] for

with ontology constructs and verify

the assessment of relationships in the Entity-

that the model is able to represent

Relationship model.

reality (e.g., [244]).

adapted in this work. Details for this evaluation

This approach has been

are discussed in Section 3.4.1.
Feature comparison:

comparing

the proposed model to others using a set of predefined requirements
(e.g., a checklist of features) (e.g.,
[243]).

I have already discussed in Section 2.2 of Chapter 2 related modelling contributions using the
modelling requirements identified in this thesis.
Furthermore, in Section 3.4.2 I will discuss the
proposed model with respect to those requirements.

Evaluation methods NOT used in this chapter
Most of the literature contributions have been focusing on the modelling of IT capabilities and
Paradigmatic analysis:

analyz-

linking capabilities to their actual implementa-

ing the underlying assumptions of

tions as part of services descriptions or search

methods, for example the views

requests. Different from this view, in this the-

and intentions of modelling meth-

sis, I am modelling Business Capabilities for

ods (e.g., [100]).

describing actions of IT assets or human agents.
This different view has been discussed along the
entire thesis.

Meta modelling:

comparing the

proposed

with

model

different

models with respect to their language constructs to assess analogies
and dissimilarities between them
(e.g., [97]).

Most of the contributions found in the literature focus on modelling IT capabilities rather
than Business Capabilities.

Comparing their

language constructs will not result in a valuable
analysis, this makes the method not applicable.
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Table 3.2: Overview of the Non-empirical Methods of Evaluation of Conceptual Models (adapted and modified from [177])

Evaluation Method

Comment
In addition to the fact that other models are fo-

Metrics approach: comparing the

cused on IT capabilities while I focus on business

proposed

different

capabilities, this method applies best when the

models using a set of method met-

models to compare are implemented using the

rics such the number of constructs,

same language. The use of RDF as an under-

complexity of the expressions, etc

lying implementation language is not commonly

(e.g., [185]).

used by the reviewed models. Thus, the method

model

with

is not applicable in this work.
Contingency identification:

iden-

tifying particular cases where the
proposed model works while other
models fail (e.g., [43]).

Case studies and empirical tests are required
to identify such contingencies. Besides, models evaluated using this method are generally researched for solving those particular cases or contingencies. This is not the case in this research.

Approaches based on cognitive psychology: investigating the impact

I have excluded this method as it requires exten-

of the cognitive psychology theories

sive knowledge about cognitive psychology the-

after adoption of the model (e.g.,

ories.

[180]).

3.4.1
3.4.1.1

Ontological Evaluation of the Business Capability Model
Introduction

The ontological evaluation of conceptual models consists of mapping the proposed conceptual model constructs to ontological concepts/constructs in order to assess the ability
of the model to represent reality [244]. However, mapping the modelling language constructs to ontological concepts can be subjective especially when we want to identify
intrinsic and non-intrinsic attributes or classes and kinds, consequently this can lead to
a subjective evaluation. To avoid this issue, Wand et al. [231] propose to use a set of
generic conceptual modeling constructs (i.e., instance, class and attribute) instead of
the ontological constructs defined by Bunge [30]. In this approach, the evaluation of the
model is carried out through the verification of a set of rules insuring that a model does
not generate any semantic ambiguity by avoiding construct overload and redundancy.
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These rules are not related to a particular conceptual model and can be applicable to any
model that is using generic ontological concepts. Therefore, I evaluated the proposed
business capability conceptual model using this methodology.

3.4.1.2

Evaluation Steps

The first step of the evaluation consists of mapping the business capability conceptual
model constructs to the generic conceptual model constructs proposed by Wand et al.
[231] (i.e., instance, class and attribute). Table 3.3 shows the mapping that is used for
the second step of this evaluation that consists of verifying that the model respects a
set of rules defined by Wand et al. [231].
Table 3.3: Mapping the Business Capability Conceptual Model Constructs
to Generic Conceptual Modeling Constructs and Ontological Constructs

Business
Capability
Conceptual
Model
Construct
Capability
Action Category
achieves

Generic
Modeling
[231]
Class
Class
Attribute

Conceptual
Construct

specifies

Attribute

extends

Attribute

Property Entry

No direct representation

Property Name

Attribute

Configurable

Attribute

Property Declaration

Class

SpecRelation

Attribute

Value
Range Value

Class
Class

hasMin

Attribute

hasMax

Attribute

Ontological Construct
[30]
Class
Class
Connection Attribute
Attribute representing a
mutual property
Attribute
representing
mutual property
Property
Attribute representing intrinsic property
Attribute representing intrinsic property
Class
Attribute representing intrinsic property
Class
Class
Attribute representing intrinsic property
Attribute representing intrinsic property

Evaluation Rule 1. “Things are represented only as instances. Instances should
represent only things.” [231]
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In the business capability modelling approach proposed in this work as well as in other
modelling paradigms (e.g., Object Oriented Modelling), things represent objects representing instances of classes. Rule 1 implies that things cannot be instances of attributes
or other instances. This is true for all the attributes shown in Table 3.3 except for Property Entry. In Wand et al.’s constructs, there is no direct representation of properties.
The model that includes such constructs should define how it can be interpreted. In this
work, for creating a domain specific business capability property, the model suggests
to create an instance of a Property Entry that links a Capability instance to a certain
Value. For this reason, in the implementation of this business capability meta-model,
the Property Entry is defined as an rdf:Property (see cmm:property in Listing 3.2) and
all business capability properties are created as rdfs:subProperty of cmm:property (see
desco:from in Listing 3.3).

Evaluation Rule 2. “Both simple and composite things should be represented
using the same construct (entity, object).” [231]
The business capability meta-model proposed in this thesis does not differentiate between
simple and composite business capabilities. Both can be presented as instances of the
class Capability.

Evaluation Rule 3. “A class or a kind of thing is defined in terms of a given
set of attributes and relationships; that is, intrinsic attributes and mutual
attributes.” [231]
Instances of all classes in the business capability meta-model are defined by a set of
attributes that are derived from intrinsic as well as mutual properties of the proposed
model.

Evaluation Rule 4. “An aggregate type/class must have properties in addition
to those of its component types/classes.” [231]
This rule does not apply in the case of the business capability meta-model proposed here
as there are no aggregated classes in the model.

Evaluation Rule 5. “All attributes and relationships in a class represent properties of things in the class.” [231]
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Instances of the classes proposed in the business capability meta-model are created as
objects with a set of properties. These properties are either intrinsic or derived from
mutual relation. Additional instances of business capabilities have additional attributes
that are derived from the Property Entry.

Evaluation Rule 6. “Null attributes have no meaning.” [231]
The business capability meta-model does not allow the creation of instances without
attributes. Most importantly, it does not allow the creation of a business capability
without at least specifying its Action Category (i.e., an attribute generated from a mutual
property).

Evaluation Rule 7. “The same construct should be used to represent a binary
relationship and a higher-order relationship.” [231]
This rule is already covered by the mapping proposed by Wand et al.. Indeed, both binary and higher-order relationships are mapped to Attributes. Furthermore, the business
capability meta-model proposed in this thesis does not have any higher-order relationships.

3.4.1.3

Discussion

The above mentioned rules (i.e., rule 1 to 7), as articulated by Wand et al. [231], verify
that a general conceptual model can be used for modelling reality by avoiding construct
overload and redundancy; which is the case with the business capability meta-model
proposed in this thesis.
Researchers such as Bunge [30], Wand et al. [231] and Weber et al. [236] evaluate conceptual models from a realistic point of view. In other words, they assume that conceptual
models should be designed to represent things that “exist in the world”. The proposed
business capability meta-model is, effectively, representing real things, i.e., actual actions performed by services, processes or human agents. The main observation is that
business capabilities are not tangible objects and might need more flexibility to the give
the designer the possibility to model these actions as he perceives them. Weber et al.
[236] is in favor of such flexibility and argues that ontological foundations for information
systems design might be subject to the perception of the designer. This is also aligned
with paradigmatic approaches where conceptual models can capture different aspects of
things depending on the intended perception and use of the conceptual models.
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One of the advantages of using an ontological model for evaluation is that it is derived
from a philosophical foundation [206]. This method can be challenging and difficult
to apply with complex models, especially when using the ontological analysis of Bunge
[30]. This can be simplified by using the method proposed by Wand et al. [231] to avoid
situations where the designer needs to differentiate between a “kind” and a “class”.
The evaluation of the proposed business capability meta-model using this method was
relatively simple as the model defines 14 constructs. This made the verification of the
rules of Wand et al. [231] straightforward.
Even though in this work, I showed that the proposed business capability meta-model is
“suitable to represent reality”, further assessments of the generated business capabilities
are required to ensure that the (1) they are consistent, (2) have an intuitive appeal to
the end users, (3) they can be used to represent various domains and (4) can be used in
empirical evaluations.

3.4.2

Feature Comparison Evaluation of the Business Capability Model

A feature comparison evaluation of conceptual models consists of comparing multiple
models and investigate how they represent the same problem based on a set of units of
analysis [177, 206]. This comparison has already been carried out in Chapter 2. In this
section, I will further discuss how the proposed model satisfies the units of analysis used
in Section 2.2.1 of Chapter 2. This evaluation methodology has also been carried out
by Oaks for the evaluation of the proposed business capability meta-model in her thesis
[158].

Expressiveness - Explicitly represent the action performed: the actions performed by a business capability are captured via the rdfs property cmm:achieves.
The action categories are defined in an ontology of actions with composition and
specification relations between them. This model can be further enriched by exploring other relations such as synonymy.
Expressiveness - Explicitly capturing functional and non-functional features related to the action performed: contrary to the IOPE paradigm, my model expresses
a business capability with a set of properties that can be both functional and nonfunctional. The related properties of a particular high level business capability are
captured also in a domain specific ontology.
Expressiveness - Ability to express these features using simple as well as complex
types: a property value of a business capability can be assigned any simple value
such as string, integer or an address vcard (see Listing lst:SDOnto). Furthermore,
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the proposed business capability meta-model proposes a set of advanced types such
as conditionalValue, enumerationValue, etc. (see Figure 3.2).
Inferences - Ability to explicitly identify relationships between business capabilities based on their descriptions: the proposed model identifies two relations to
capture specification (see Definition 3) and extension (see Definition 4) relations
between business capabilities. This chapter did not propose any algorithms for extracting these relations. Chapter 5 uses this feature to build an indexing structure
of business capabilities based on their properties.
Use of Ontologies - Use of domain or general ontological concepts for describing
business capabilities: actual business capabilities are derived from high level ones
that are defined in domain specific ontologies. In the examples shown in this
chapter, I illustrated the use of general and domain specific ontological concepts.

Often, feature comparison evaluation is seen a very subjective. Usually, researchers
develop their own checklist of features to be used in this evaluation [206]. To avoid
this problem, I used a predefined list of features/requirements identified by Sycara et al.
[216] and used by Oaks et al.[159].

3.4.3
3.4.3.1

Interviews with Domain Experts
Introduction

Examples of empirical evaluations of conceptual models include surveys [25, 62], laboratory experiment [14], case studies [77, 92] and action research [154]. Each evaluation
method can be applied in a particular case (e.g., laboratory experiment [14] requires
putting the model in practice and observe performance metrics). At this stage of my
research, conducting a survey [25, 62] is the most suitable method (see Table 3.1).
In this part of the evaluation, I chose to carry out semi-structured interviews with five
domain experts that have strong background and are currently active in the area of
service computing and information system design and development.
The objective of this evaluation is to assess the intuitive appeal of the proposed metamodel for describing the business capabilities of process activities. In this evaluation
a design science methodology was followed [241] together with formal guidelines for
conducting and reporting case study research [187].
The interviews were done after explanation of this thesis objective and details about
service modelling approaches. The main targeted outcome of these interviews were to
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identify if these experts can confirm that the proposed model is good enough to model
business capabilities and if it can be adopted in their working environment.

3.4.3.2

Participants

For this semi-structured survey, five participants were recruited from different levels of
expertise in the area of service computing and information systems design and development. The age group of these participant is 30-50 years old and their professional
background includes a minimum of 5 years experience and are currently active in their
field. Their profiles include:
• two project managers (P1 and P2): leading teams of developers of information
systems for the management of seaports in different countries.
• two service providers and consumers (P3 and P4): working as consultants in the
area of telecommunication. One of them is also a manager of his own start-up
offering automated post services.
• and one IT engineer (P5): working in the same start-up as the main developer of
the provided service.

3.4.3.3

Approach

The approach used for this evluation follows the case study research process proposed
by Runeson and Höst [187]:

• Case study design: the objective of the evaluation is to assess the intuitive appeal
of the proposed model. Interviews run individually using online conferencing tool.
Each interview took about 1 hour for each participant.
• Preparation for data collection: The discussions were semi-structured to give the
participants the freedom to give additional comments and get as much feedback
as possible from them. Collecting evidence: The structure of the interviews was
as follows 5 :
1. 5 minutes discussion about the profile of the participant and his knowledge
about services and business processes modelling languages.
5

Please note that the durations used here are approximative. Some of the interviews run for few
minutes more or less for each section.
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2. 15 minutes presentation of the business capability meta-model introduced in
this work with open discussion on each component and its use.
3. 15 minutes for creating simple business capability ontology in RDF
4. 10 minutes demo and interaction with the tool support
5. 15 minutes discussion about the proposed approach and modelling language
• Analysis of collected data: A post interview analysis of the collected feedback is
reported in Section 3.4.3.4.
• Reporting: A discussion of the resulting feedback is summarised in Section 3.4.3.5
and shared among the participants.

3.4.3.4

Results

The following outcomes were identified:

General comments on the experience of the experts in capability modeling
• All the experts are familiar with all the standardized service description languages
that have been discusses in Chapter 2: WSMO [242], OWL-S [232], SA-WSDL
[198, 226] and SA-REST [88].
• Each of these experts has extensively worked with at least one of these languages.
• It is highly agreed by P1, P2, P3 and P4 that all these languages focus primarily
on the technical aspect without considering the business aspect.
• None of these experts is still using any of these languages because they are complicated to understand and get familiar with.
• Developers need to read a lot about the use of ontologies, rules, reasoners, etc. An
average user cannot easily adopt such technologies.
• They all prefer to have their own custom made modelling of their assets.
• These experts are developing REStful APIs that exchange data using JSON format
and for them using JSON for their services description was a natural choice.
• The use of JSON gives them the flexibility they need to identify their own properties and values.
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Feedback on the business capability modelling approach
• These experts confirmed that modelling of business capabilities the way I am
proposing in this thesis seems to be quit close to their vision and simple to implement.
“Frame-based modelling is same as key value pairs. This is exactly how we model
objects in JSON.” (P5)
• Designing sample capabilities by P2 and P5 was easy and intuitive after a short
tutorial.
• None of the experts is in favour of the idea of exclusively modelling business
capability properties.
• They are interested in including more implementation/technical properties.

Feedback on the implementation of the business capability meta-model
• The experts (P2, P3 and P4) were not necessarily in favour of using RDF as an
underlying implementation language of such model. After discussing JSON-LD,
they were convinced that it is a better alternative.
“I think RDF is not the best implementation language.” (P2)
• The tool support was very useful to show how the model can be used to annotate
business process models.

3.4.3.5

Discussion

Surveys and interviews are often characterized with a high degree of representativeness
compared to experiments [206]. However, they exhibit a low level of control over extraneous factors such as the influence of the background of the participants to their
answers. To limit this factor, in this evaluation, the choice of these particular participants was made for two main reasons. First of all, both managers helped previously
with the validation of the three motivational scenarios from Chapter 1. Consequently,
they are familiar with this research and particularly with the motivation of modelling
business capabilities. Second, the diversity in these profiles guarantees different points
of view:
• Managers have a global view over the entire lifecycle of business processes.
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• Consultants have multiple interactions with end-users as they, regularly, give trainings and information sessions to end-users.
• Engineers have a strong technical background in the development of services and
business process management tools.
The important outcomes from these interviews can be summarised as follows:
All the expert agree that current modelling languages do not give much importance
to business capabilities. The proposed model in this work comes as an addition
rather than a substitution to current models for describing a different view of
enterprise information systems.
Frame-based modelling is good modelling paradigm towards ease of use and intuitiveness of the models. However, the use of RDF as underlying realisation
language is not the best option. The tool support was very helpful to hide its
complexity.
Some of the experts suggest to include technical aspects in the current model to
serve as bridge between both business and IT perspectives. This recommendation
is aligned with my vision in this thesis. The business capability is one of the
aspects of a service description that can be further extended.

3.5

Summary

In this chapter, I defined a meta-model for describing Business Capabilities using framebased paradigm by featuring an action category and related properties. This Model
permits the description of business capabilities independently from their actual implementations by highlighting the action being performed with a set of related properties.
While process models explicitly capture the involved activities and workflows together
with organisation-specific resources, the proposed model focuses at providing an abstract representation of what these processes achieve or the outcome that customers or
collaborators need. Within the same organisation, there may be several workflows for
specific outcomes (e.g., by rearranging activities and resources), but on a broader scale
the organisation would not expose the different workflows, but would only show the
business capabilities if offers. The model proposed can serve this need, however, further
steps are required: identification of the business capability of an entire process, indexing
a repository of business capabilities and cutomization of process models.
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In the following chapters, I will use this business capability modelling approach for aggregating business capabilities to determine the business capability of an entire business
process model in Chapter 4, indexing and discovering business capabilities in Chapter
5, and use the concept of configurable business capability for driving the customization
of configurable business process models in Chapter 6.

Chapter 4

Aggregation of Business
Capabilities: Determining the
Business Capability of a Process
Model
“There are no facts, only
interpretations.”
Friedrich Nietzsche

4.1

Introduction

Process Aware information Systems [64] allow to manage and execute business processes
involving several components on the basis of process models. These models constitute
a central element that is being shared among various stakeholders.
A business process model can detail various elements: activities, data objects, control
flow, etc. Not all the stakeholders are interested in all these details; e.g., the strategic management team is more interested in WHAT is being performed, however, the
technical team is interested in HOW tasks are performed. Consequently, there is a lot
of effort put towards finding the right details that need to be presented to the involved
stakeholders. For example, when it comes to privacy concerns when presenting processes
to business partners, Eshuis et al. [72] suggest hiding unwanted process elements while
preserving the entire process consistency, whereas Reichert et al. [179] present an approach that allows for a customized representation of process models with respect to the
103
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user preferences, while Polyvyanyy et al. [172] propose to simply reduce the complexity
of process models.
Whether the aim is hiding details for privacy reasons or providing different process views,
the biggest obstacle remains the complexity of process models. As processes tend to be
large in size and complex in structure, abstraction techniques help transforming them
from more to less detailed ones.
Business Process Models Abstraction (BPMA for short) is a promising technique that
allows for a seamless navigation from a detailed process model to an abstract one.
Two strategies can be used in BPMA. The first one consists of leaving out unwanted
components of the model [72]. Users can for example visualize only the elements they
are interested in. With such solution, only essential elements are kept, however, the
entire overview of the process model is partially presented. The second one consists
of aggregating several components into a single abstract one [32, 172, 179, 208, 209,
228]. For example, the activities “book flight” and “book hotel” can be aggregated
into an abstract activity “arrange trip”. Consequently, an entire process model can be
represented at several levels of abstraction. It can even be abstracted into a single
activity. In such settings, current solutions limit the result of aggregation to a single
label which gives a shallow representation of the business capability of the entire process.
This shallow representation of the aggregated business capability is due to the fact that
current process models do not properly describe business capabilities as it has been
discussed in Chapter 2. This can be resolved if each task of initial business process
models is annotated with its business capability using a rich description such as the one
proposed in Chapter 3. Proper aggregation method can be defined in order to determine
the aggregated business capability of the entire process model.
The contribution of this chapter is an aggregation algorithm that computes the business capability of an entire process model. The proposed algorithm requires the input
model to be business capability annotated, i.e., a control flow where each activity is
annotated by its business capability considering the conceptual model defined in Chapter 3. Section 4.3 gives a formal description of such a model. The aggregation algorithm
will be presented in Section 4.4. Section 4.5 reports on the developed tool support and
interviews carried out with domain experts to discuss the applicability of the proposed
approach in a corporate environment before concluding in Section 4.6.
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Motivating Example

Figure 4.1 depicts an example containing a process model for the examination procedure
of an importation process1 . Using the approach proposed by Smirnov et al. [208], this
example would be abstracted into one activity that will be presented by a single label
(e.g., “Examination of cargo”). It is obvious that a single label does not carry enough information to adequately describe the semantics of the functionality of this entire process
model.
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Figure 4.1: Examination of Cargo Procedure at Davao City Seaport in
Philippines

This chapter proposes another technique that allows moving from an entire process
model to its functional description by aggregating all the business capabilities of
the process elements into a single aggregated business capability. A business capability should feature functional domain properties and not be limited to a single label.
The business capability of the process model depicted in Figure 4.1 should report that
after checking the content of the cargo (Activity A1) a decision on physical inspection
is made. If the cargo goes through a priority channel or if a physical inspection is not
required (Event E2), then it is directly released (Activity A5) without inspection, otherwise a physical inspection (Event E3) is required. In this case, a red (Event E5) or green
(Event E4) check is performed depending on the results of the selectivity processing
(Activity A2). A red check goes through a detailed examination of goods (Activity A3)
1
This model is available at http://kjri-davao.com/?page=news&siteLanguage=English&add
ress%20link=127&cat=Economics as accessed on 06-06-2014.
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and an X-ray scan (Activity A4), however, a green check needs only an X-ray scan (Task
T4).

4.3

Business Capability-annotated Business Process Model

In the area of business process modelling various efforts, either from industry or academia,
have proposed modelling languages such as Event-driven Process Chains (EPC) [147,
148], Business Process Modelling Notation (BPMN) [27], and Unified Modelling Language Activity Diagram (UML AD) [186, 188]. This thesis aims to abstract from any of
these notations to model business processes without any ties to existing business process
modelling languages. The advantage of this abstraction is to make the thesis contributions easily applicable to other modelling languages. In this thesis, a business process
model is presented as a directed graph and formally described in Definition 6.
Definition 6 (Business Capability Annotated Business Process Graph). A Business Capability Annotated Business Process Graph is a directed graph G =< N, C, A, T, Cap, Cond >,
where N is a set of work nodes including InitialN ode, F inalN ode and IntermediateN ode
that are both Event and Activity Nodes; C is a set of graph connectors: i.e., ANDsplit,
ANDjoin, ORsplit, ORjoin, XORsplit, and XORjoin and A is a set of directed arcs for
interconnecting all the graph nodes. T is a type function, it associates with each node
its respective type (i.e., a string to indicate: activity, event, XorSplit, etc.). Cap is an
annotation function that associates with each Activity Node n a tuple Cap(n) = (ActionCategory (n), Properties(n)). Cond is an annotation function that associated with
each event node n a condition c (i.e., Cond(n)=c).
For a Business Capability Annotated Business Process Graph G, its set of work nodes is
denoted NG . Each work node n in NG has a type depending on the modelling language
being considered. For example, in BPMN and EPC there are two types of nodes: Events
and Functions. In NG there are two particular nodes: InitialN ode and F inalN ode for
marking the beginning and the end of the business process. These nodes have dedicated
graphical representations in BPMN specification [163] while in EPC these are regular
events without incoming arcs for the InitialN ode and without outgoing arcs for the
F inalN ode.
Connectors, also known as routing nodes, of a Business Process Graph are denoted CG .
Each c in CG can be either a split of join connector. Split connectors have a single
input arc and multiple output arcs while join connectors have multiple input arcs and a
single output arc. A split connector indicates that (i) the flow of activities continues into
multiple parallel branches (i.e., in case of an ANDSplit), (ii) a choice has to be made
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towards one possible active branch (i.e, in case of a XORSplit) or (iii) multiple branches
can be activated (i.e, in case of an ORplit) after this node. A join connector indicates
that the process has to wait until (i) all the branches (i.e., in case of an ANDJoin), (ii)
exactly one branch (i.e, in case of a XORJoin) or (iii) multiple branches (i.e, in case of
an ORJoin) are activated before this node.
Each of the nodes of an Annotated Business Process Graph are interconnected with
directed arcs denoted AG . These arcs define either causal or temporal relations between
these nodes. For a node n ∈ N ∪ C, •n and n• denote respectively the set of input and
output arcs of n. Syntactic restrictions on possible arcs between nodes can be imposed
based on the modelling language. For example, in EPC, arcs cannot exist between two
functions or events.
In order to get the business capability of an annotated business process graph, the
function CapG is used, it associates for each Activity Node (e.g., function node in EPC)
its business capability with respect to the conceptual model defined in Chapter 3.
I capture the proposed business process graph of definition 6 as an RDF vocabulary called
BANG

2

shown in Figure 4.2. In this vocabulary, I create bang:BusinessProcessGraph

for representing G, its set of work nodes NG and routing nodes CG are respectively represented as the RDF classes bang:WorkNode and bang:Connector. Work nodes are further
refined into bang:EventNode and bang:ActivityNode. A conditional bang:EventNode is defined with cmm:Condition via the property cmm:hascondition. Connectors are presented
as classes depending on their types: bang:ANDSplit, bang:ANDJoin, bang:ORSplit, bang:ORJoin,
bang:XORSplit and bang:XORJoin. Arcs AG are defined via the RDF class bang:Arc;
for each arc, the source and destination are captured respectively with the RDF properties bang:hasIn and bang:hasOut. Finally, the function CapG is presented via the RDF
property bang:hasCapability.
The model defined here can be used for modelling business processes while capturing
domain features in terms of business capabilities for its different activities. This model
does not capture any formal aspects or technical realizations. Furthermore, this model
can be tailored to other existing modelling languages. In the rest of this chapter EPC
is used as underlying modelling language. An EPC (see Figure 4.1) is a directed graph
using three types of nodes interconnected with directed arcs. These nodes are:

• Functions: represented as rounded rectangle, and correspond to the tasks that
need to be performed when the process is executed.
2

Available at: http://vocab.deri.ie/bang
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bang:FinalNode

RDF Vocabulary for Annotated Business Process Graph:
BANG

• Events: represented as hexagons, they describe under what circumstances a function works or the state in a function results. Event nodes are used for presenting
preconditions that need to be satisfied to perform a particular function; this means
that events are triggers for functions. Each function requires one or more succeeding and preceding events.
• EPC includes three kinds of connectors: OR-connector (V), XOR-connector (X)
and AND-connector. Connectors are used to introduce parallel and alternative
branches (in case of split connectors); or merging multiple branches (in case of
join connectors).

Table 4.1 shows a direct mapping that I use between EPC items and the proposed BANG
vocabulary.
Using this mapping, I create the RDF representation expressed in N3 of the example
shown in Figure 4.1. The result is shown on Listing 4.1. This model illustrates a
business process model for the examination procedure of an importation process. The
model is referred as model:CHKbpm in line 6 of Listing 4.1. The first step of this
business process consists of checking the content of the cargo and decide if a physical
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Table 4.1: Mapping Items from Event-driven Process Chains (EPC) to
BANG Concepts

EPC items
Function
Event
And connector (split)
And connector (join)
Or connector (split)
Or connector (join)
Xor connector (split)
Xor connector (join)

BANG vocabulary concepts
bang:ActivityNode
bang:EventNode
bang:ANDSplit
bang:ANDJoin
bang:ORSplit
bang:ORJoin
bang:XORSplit
bang:XORJoin

inspection is required. If the cargo goes through a priority channel or if a physical
inspection is not required, then it is directly released without inspection. Otherwise,
a red or green check is selected for examining the cargo. A red check goes through
a detailed examination of goods and an X-Ray scan, however, a green check needs
only an X-ray scan. Each function of the EPC model of Figure 4.1 is annotated with
its business capability described in Table 4.2. The first line of this table describes
the business capability of the first function that consists of Checking Content (i.e.,
cmm:achieves imp:checkingContent) of the cargo (i.e., impc:cargo xsd:String) and take
a decision regarding the inspection (i.e., impc:examDecision). The last column of this
table shows the RDF N3 presentation of these business capabilities.
Please note that the BANG vocabulary does not cover the description of any graphical
characteristics. In fact, graphical aspects are dependant on the modelling languages as
well as the used tools, dimensions, etc. My primary focus is on representing business
process model components (activities, their business capabilities, and events) and the
routing information between them (arcs and connectors). Consequently, BANG on its
own does not impose any syntactic restrictions on business process graphs. In other
words, there is no guarantee that a given graph described in BANG is well structured
and respects other business process modelling notations restrictions.

4.4
4.4.1

Aggregation of Business Capabilities
Determining the Action Category of an Aggregated Business Capability

The action category is a mandatory property in the business capability description. Its
value is taken from an Actions Ontology that is also used for determining the action
category of aggregated business capabilities. An aggregated business capability has as
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@prefix
@prefix
@prefix
@prefix

rdfs : < http :// www . w3 . org /2000/01/ rdf - schema # >.
cmm :
< http :// vocab . deri . ie / cmm # >.
bang :
< http :// vocab . deri . ie / bang # >.
model :
< http ://.../ models / B u s i n e s s P r o c e s s M o d e l s / CHKContent # >.

model : CHKbpm a bang : B u s i n e s s P r o c e s s G r a p h ;
bang : hasWorkNode model : checkingContent , model : selectivityProcessing ,
model : detailedExamination , model : scanXRay ,
model : releaseAndNotification , model : begin ,
model : PIRequired , model : redCheck , model : greenCheck ,
model : DetailedExaminationDone , model , ExaminationDone ,
model : inspectionNotRequired , model : end ;
bang : hasArc model : arc1 , model : arc2 , model : arc3 ,
model : arc4 , model : arc5 , model : arc6 ,
model : arc7 , model : arc8 , model : arc9 ,
model : arc10 , model : arc11 , model : arc12 ,
model : arc13 , model : arc14 , model : arc15 ,
model : arc16 , model : arc17 , model : arc18 .
model : s e l e c t i v i t y P r o c e s s i n g a bang : ActivityNode ;
rdfs : label ‘‘ Selectivity Processing ’ ’;
bang : hasCapability
model : P h i l _ C a p _ S e l e c t i v i t y P r o c e s s i n g .
model : P h i l _ C a p _ S e l e c t i v i t y P r o c e s s i n g a cmm : Capability ;
cmm : achieves imp : S e l e c t i v i t y P r o c e s s i n g ;
impc : hasCargo xsd : String ;
impc : ha sTypeOfCh eck model : P h i l T y p e O f C h e c k V a l u e .
model : P h i l T y p e O f C h e c k V a l u e a impc : TypeOfCheck , cmm : E n u m e r a t io n V a l u e ;
cmm : hasElement impc : RedCheck ;
cmm : hasElement impc : GreenCheck .
model : begin a bang : InitialNode ;
rdfs : label ‘‘ Begin ’ ’.
model : arc1 a bang : Arc ; bang : hasIn model : begin ;
bang : hasOut model : ch ec k in gC on te n t .





Listing 4.1: RDF N3 representation of of the Cargo Examination Process
depicted in Figure 4.1 using BANG vocabulary (Figure 4.2)

action category corresponding to the Lowest Common Ancestor (LCA) of the action
verbs of its components.
In this work, I created an Actions Ontology for Import procedures
pendix C) that is illustrated in Figure 4.3

4

3

(available in Ap-

(available in Appendix D). Using this

ontology for determining the action category of the aggregated business capability of
the entire process model depicted in Figure 4.1 consists of looking for the LCA of all
the action verbs of tasks of that process model : LCA(Checking Content, Selectivity
Processing, Detailed Examination, Scan X-Ray) = Examination of Cargo.
Ideally, all the action categories used in the model are taken from the same actions
ontology like in this running example. For various reasons, modelers can use actions
taken from different action ontologies. Instead of searching for the LCA in a single
actions ontology, one needs to take into account all the possible ontologies used in
3

http://vocab.deri.ie/imp
The actions ontology is created with the assistance of domains experts that have validated it after
several interviews.
4
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Table 4.2: Business Capability Annotations of the Functions of the Cargo
Examination Process Depicted in Figure 4.1
Activity

Description

Business Capability in RDF N3

Checking
Content

This activity consists
of checking the
content of the cargo
in order to take a
decision about the
necessity of a physical
check.

Selectivity
Processing

This activity consists
of selecting the type
of check that needs
to be done.

Detailed
Examination

This activity consists
of performing a
detailed
examination of the
cargo.

Scan X-Ray
Examination

This activity consists
of performing an
X-Ray scan of the
cargo.

Release and
Notification

This activity consists
of releasing the Cargo
and sending a
notification
message to the
concerned person.

model:Phil Cap CHKContent a cmm:Capability;
cmm:achieves imp:CHKContent;
impc:hasCargo xsd:String;
impc:hasExamDecision model:PhilExamDecisionValue.
model:PhilExamDecisionValue a cmm:EnumerationValue;
cmm:hasElement imp:PriorityChannel;
cmm:hasElement imp:PhysicalInspectionNotRequired;
cmm:hasElement imp:PhysicalInspectionRequired;
model:Phil Cap SelectivityProcessing a cmm:Capability;
cmm:achieves imp:SelectivityProcessing;
impc:hasCargo xsd:String;
impc:hasTypeOfCheck model:PhilTypeOfCheckValue.
model:PhilTypeOfCheckValue a impc:TypeOfCheck,
cmm:EnumerationValue;
cmm:hasElement impc:RedCheck;
cmm:hasElement impc:GreenCheck.
model:Phil Cap DetailedExamination a cmm:Capability;
cmm:achieves imp:DetailedExamination;
impc:hasCargo xsd:String;
impc:hasExamType imp:detailed.
model:Phil Cap ScanXRayExamination a cmm:Capability;
cmm:achieves imp:ScanXRay;
impc:hasCargo xsd:String;
impc:hasExamType imp:X-Ray.
model:Phil Cap ReleaseandNotification a cmm:Capability;
cmm:achieves imp:ReleaseAndNotification;
impc:hasCargo xsd:String;
impc:hasMSG xsd:String.

Import

Level 0

Create Period
Entry Import
Report

Examination &
Release
Decision

Caclulation &
Payment of
Duties & Taxes

Level 1
Register Customs
Declaration &
Supporting Docs

Prepare
Documents

Calculation of
Duties & Taxes

Checking
Documents

Submit Documents

Processing
Import Permit

Detain for
Investigation

Payment

Release &
Notification

Examination of
Cargo

Level 2
Checking
Content

Level 3

Scan X-Ray

Detailed
Examination

Selectivity
Processing

Release

Notification

Figure 4.3: Actions Ontology of the Import Domain

assigning action categories to the capabilities of a process model. In such a case a more
elaborated method as presented by Smirnov et al. [208] is needed.
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Determining the Set of Properties of an Aggregated Business
Capability

In order to propose a correct propagation algorithm, I assume that the input process
model does not have any loops and is well structure. In a well-structured process model
every split connector has a corresponding join connector, whereas both connectors bound
a process model fragment with one entry node and one exit node [106]. I propose to use
the formal semantics of the business capability annotated business process graph as a
token game, similar to Petri Nets [170].
A Petri Net is a tuple (P, T, F), where P is a finite set of places (representing events in
EPC), T is a finite set of transitions (P ∩ T = ∅) (representing functions in EPC) and F
⊆ (P x T) ∪ (T x P) is a set of arcs (flow relations). Petri nets can be used to represent
dynamics of business process models by using token propagation to verify if models are
regular, sound and well-structured [219].
A token is a theoretical concept that is used as an aid to define the behaviour of a process
by firing its nodes. The Initial place generates a token that traverses the sequence
transitions and passes through all the places until reaching the Final place [102]. In this
case, an EPC is transformed into a petri net using transformation rules depending on the
type of EPC nodes. While function and event nodes are transformed into transitions and
places respectively, mapping connectors is more complex. This depends on the type of
connector and its linked nodes [219]. Figure 4.4 and 4.5 show, respectively, the mapping
of split and join connectors to Petri Nets proposed by van der Aalst [219].
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Figure 4.4: Mapping EPC Split Nodes to Petri Nets [219]
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Figure 4.5: Mapping EPC Join Nodes to Petri Nets [219]

The idea of the business capability aggregation algorithm is similar, it starts from the
InitialNode then fires all the nodes one by one and propagates the subsequent properties until it reaches the FinalNode. Each node introduces some changes on the set of
propagated properties. The propagated properties at a particular node are marked on
its outgoing arcs. Knowing that event nodes can be conditional nodes, they also affect
the propagated properties, I also mark the propagation of conditions as they can have
effects on subsequent properties. The annotation of arcs with propagated properties and
conditions is called propagation result (see Definition 7).
Definition 7 (Propagation Results). A Propagation Result is a couple P R =< P P, P C >,
where P P and P C are two sets of Propagated Properties and Conditions respectively.
∀a ∈ A P P (a) and P C(a) refer respectively to the propagated properties and conditions
at an arc a.
The propagation of properties and conditions is then guided by the traversal of tokens
in the petri nets representing the business process model. However, classical petri nets
allow only the modelling of states, events, synchronisations, etc. and are not able to
model data objects such as the properties of capabilities. To solve this issue colored or
typed petri nets [223] have been introduced as an extension to classical petri nets where
tokens represent objects (e.g., data item) in the system. Tokens represent ‘colors’ or
set of properties. At each transition, a token is produced with respect to the consumed
tokens. More concretely, a transition represents a relation between input and output
tokens. The introduced propagation algorithm in this chapter defines the relations of
these transitions. The idea of this algorithm has been used by Vulcu et al. [228] for
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propagating IOPEs of process models to determine their IT capabilities. Similarly,
Weber et al. [235] used precondition and effect propagation to verify the soundness of
business process models.
Initialisation step
The first step of the business capability aggregation algorithm starts by initializing the
annotations of edges with the initial propagation results with respect to Definition 8.
Definition 8 (Initialisation of the propagation). Let G =< N, C, A, T, Cap, Cond >
be a business capability annotated business process graph (see Definition 6), P =
S

∀n∈N/T (n)=ActivityN ode P roperties(n)

and CO =

S

∀n∈N/T (n)=EventN ode Cond(n).

initialisation function is defined as follows: P rop0 : A → (P

S

The

{⊥},CO {⊥}) such that
S

∀a ∈ A:
• P rop0 (a) = ({}, {}) if a = InitialN ode•
• P rop0 (a) = ({⊥}, {⊥}) otherwise (the symbol {⊥} means that the value is unknown)
Note that Definition 8 uses P roperties(n) to refer to the set of properties of the business
capability of the Activity Node n.
The initialisation of the propagation assigns the value ({},{}) to the outgoing arc of the
InitialN ode and the value ({⊥},{⊥}) to the other arcs. These notations are interpreted
as follows: if an arc a ∈ A is annotated by ({},{}), then the propagation result from the
InitialN ode until this arc is empty. If an arc a ∈ A is annotated by ({⊥},{⊥}), then
the propagation result has not yet been defined for that arc.
Going back to the running example depicted in Figure 4.1, the initialisation step makes
P rop0 (#1) = ({},{}) and all the other arcs will be initialized to ({⊥},{⊥}).
Correctness of the initialisation step: The initialisation step simply places the
token at the InitialN ode, obviously no propagations have started and consequently it
is correct.
In definition 7, the second term of the propagation results (i.e., P C) holds the conditions
that are introduced by event nodes at a conditional branching. Assuming that our input
model is well structured, each conditional branching starts by a split connector followed
by conditional events and ends by a corresponding join connector. In this situation,
each node on the path from the split connector to the corresponding join connector is
fired only if the condition of the split event is satisfied. In addition, multiple embedded
cases of conditional branching can exist in a model. For this reason and for making the
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propagation results easier to compute, P C contains the conjunction of all conditions
that need to be satisfied on each path.
Figure 4.6

5

highlights two cases of conditional branching in the running example: (C1-

C5 and C2-C4). C2-C4 is a conditional branching that is embedded in C1-C5. The
propagation of conditions results in:
• P ropC (#4) = ({⊥}, {“Priority Channel or Inspection Not required”})
• P ropC (#11) = ({⊥}, {“Inspection Required” AND “Red Check”})
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Figure 4.6: Process Model of the Cargo Examination Process of Figure 4.1
with Corresponding split-join Connectors

Correctness of the conditions propagation step: The propagation of conditions
does not affect the set of properties of the aggregated business capability. It is only
used for annotation purposes for facilitating the computation of conditional values of
the propagated attributes and consequently it does not introduce any errors to the
propagation result. Furthermore, only well structured models are considered in this
work, this makes the propagation of conditions limited by the corresponding split-join
nodes.
5

Each corresponding pair of connectors share the same color (Green or Red). Each path from one
connector to its corresponding one is highlighted either by a color (red or blue) or pattern (plain or
dotted lines). These colors are simply used for visualisation purposes and dot not have any semantics
in the modelling language used.
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After the initialisation steps (initialisation and propagation of conditions), the algorithm
starts the computation of the first term of the propagation results (i.e., P P ) at each
arc. This is done via the propagation of properties after firing one node at a time.
Each node n might introduce some changes on the set of propagated properties from
its incoming arc(s) •n and propagates them on its outgoing arc(s) n•. This makes the
propagation of properties different from a simple ∪ operation between the properties. For
this reason, the operator ] is introduced to represents the aggregation function applied
when propagating the set of properties. This function depends on the control flow
pattern being considered, the property type and its value. As described in Definition
9, if the fired node n is an Activity Node then the algorithm computes the ] of the
propagated properties from •n with the properties of the fired node n. If the fired node
n is a join node then the algorithm computes the ] of all the properties from all the
incoming arcs •n of the fired node. If the current node n is an event or a split then there
are no changes on the set of properties from •n and they are propagated as they are on
the outgoing arcs n•. The ] operator will be discussed later in this section.
Definition 9 (Propagation Functions). Let the two functions P ropk , P ropk+1 : C →
A {⊥}. ∀n ∈ N, P ropk+1 is the propagation of P ropk at the node n iff: ∀ cin ∈
S

•n, P ropk (cin ) 6= {⊥}. ∀ cout ∈ n•
1. if n is an Activity Node: P ropk+1 (cout ) = P ropk (cin ) ] P roperties(n)
2. if n is an ANDjoin, ORjoin or XORjoin: P ropk+1 (cout ) = ]∀cin ∈•n P ropk (cin )
3. n is an Event Node, ANDsplit, ORsplit or XORsplit: P ropk+1 (cout ) = P ropk (cin )
There exist in the literature several attempts to determine the aggregation function for
computing quality of service parameters (e.g., execution time, latency, cost, etc.) of
composed web services using control flow patterns [103, 105]. The major aggregation
functions used in such contributions are summation, average, maximum, etc. where all
the values of an attribute are considered in the computed value. However, this cannot
be the case in this work. Indeed, if a propagated property has more than one value, the
propagation function should consider either all the values or only one of the alternatives
that is described via the ] operator.
To select the right values for the aggregation I defined a control mechanism based on
categorization of the properties (i.e., each property is tagged by a category). Each
category helps determine the required aggregation function. If one needs to determine
the aggregation function applied on a property, they simply need to indicate its category.
In the following, I present the set of categories that I take into consideration:
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• Dominant: the value of a property of this category cannot change. During the
aggregation operation if only one of the alternative values is dominant, then its
value is the only one to consider. If multiple alternatives are dominant, then the
property value becomes an enumeration of all the dominant values.
• Composed: the value of a property of this category depends on a function. Its
aggregation consists of updating this function.
• Passive: the value of a property of this category can be overridden by any other
value if it has a superior category (i.e., Dominant or Composed).
It is important to note that there is a superiority order between these categories: Dominant > Composed > Passive. These categories help to determine the right aggregation
function from this list:
• Copy: this function simply copies the property without applying any changes.
• Override: this function overrides the value of the property and considers only the
superior category (Dominant > Composed > Passive ).
• Enumerate: this function makes the property value an EnumerationValue and lists
the possible values.
• Conditional: this function transforms the property value into a ConditionalValue.
• Composition: this function is applied on properties where a formula is needed
to compute its value. The composition function consists of determining the new
function of the aggregated property.
The following sections discuss the right functions to apply when firing each type of nodes
of the model.

4.4.2.1

Fired Node is Activity Node

In order to determine the right aggregation function applied to compute the propagation
of properties when firing an Activity Node n, refer to Table 4.3. Each column corresponds to the category of the property p ∈ P roperties(n) (i.e., dominant, passive and
composed). Each line corresponds to the category of the same property p ∈ P ropk (•n).
Each cell defines the right aggregation function that is needed.
Table 4.3 defines the aggregation functions when firing an Activity Node where P C(•n)
= {⊥}. In other words, the condition propagation at the input arc of the node n is
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Table 4.3: Required Aggregation Function when Firing an Activity Node

p ∈ P ropk (•n)
of
category
Dominant
p ∈ P ropk (•n)
of category Passive
p ∈ P ropk (•n)
of
category
Composed
p∈
/ P ropk (•n)

p
∈
P roperties(n)
of
category
Dominant
Enumeration(p)
of
category
Dominant
Override(p)
of
category
Dominant
Override(p)
of
category
Dominant
Copy (p) of category Dominant

p
∈
P roperties(n)
of
category
Passive
Override(p)
of
category
Dominant
Enumeration(p)
of
category
Passive
Override(p)
of
category
Composed
Copy(p) of category Passive

p
∈
P roperties(n)
of
category
Composed
Override(p)
of
category
Dominant
Override(p)
of
category
Composed
Composition (p)
of category Composed
Copy (p) of category Composed

p
∈
/
P roperties(n)
Copy(p) of category Dominant
Copy(p) of category Passive
Copy(p) of category Composed

empty. If this is not the case (i.e., P C(•n)! = {⊥}), after applying the pre-mentioned
aggregation function from Table 4.3, the result becomes a Conditional Value, where the
condition is P C(•n). If a property p ∈ P roperties(n) and p ∈
/ P ropk (•n) then the
propagated attribute will have a ConditionalValue on its copied value (i.e., line 4 of
Table 4.3).
Correctness: The state of propagation of properties after firing an activity node is
similar to the state of execution of a process after that activity. It can be modelled
with a Petri Net with the position of tokens in places before and after the transition
that represents the corresponding activity [219]. In formal semantics using Petri Nets,
an Activity Node removes one token from one of its incoming places and generates one
token on one of its outgoing places. Furthermore, if tokens are typed or colored (case of
colored Petri Nets), the generated tokens at this transition can change their color with
respect to a predefined function. In this work, the propagated properties are colored
tokens. The firing of an activity corresponds to the transition step, the new colors of the
tokens are the results of the propagation function selected from Table 4.3. Furthermore,
I consider, in this work, only well formed models, Activity Nodes have only one incoming
and one outgoing arc. Then the set of properties from the incoming arc will be taken
by the Activity Node and after performing the required propagation operation it places
another set of properties on its outgoing arc (see Figure 4.7). The new state reports
properly on the right propagation of properties only if all possible cases of propagations
are considered which is the case as per Table 4.3.
Continuing with the running example of Figure 4.1, the second iteration of the algorithm
consists of firing the Activity Node Checking Content. As the arc #1 is annotated by
({},{}), that means ∀p ∈ P roperties(CheckingContent), p ∈
/ P rop1 (#1). According to
Table 4.3, the required aggregation function is copy (p). The result of this iteration is
reflected on the arc #2 that is annotated by the properties of the Activity Node Checking
Content.
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Propk(Cin)

f

f

Propk+1(Cout)
= Propk(Cin)
+ Proper3es( f )
U

Figure 4.7: Properties Propagation when Firing an Activity Node

During the fourth iteration, the fired node is the Activity Node Selectivity Processing. This Activity Node introduces the attribute TypeOfCheck. According to Table
4.3, the aggregation function should be Copy(TypeOfCheck) as it is the case in the
second iteration. However, the arc #6 is guarded by the condition ExamDecision =
imp:PhysicalInspectionRequired which imposes the aggregation function Conditional()
that makes the attribute TypeOfCheck a ConditionalValue where the condition is ExamDecision = imp:PhysicalInspectionRequired and its value would be an enumeration
of RedCheck and GreenCheck.

4.4.2.2

Fired Node is an Event or Split Node (i.e., ANDsplit, ORsplit or
XORsplit)

If the fired node n is an event, ANDsplit, an ORsplit or a XORsplit, the aggregation
function is always a Copy(p). In other words, each property p ∈ P ropk (•n) is copied to
all its outgoing arcs. More formally: ∀c ∈ n•, P ropk (c) = P ropk (•n).
Correctness (firing an event): Events are passive nodes, they simply pass the token
as it is to the outgoing arc (see Figure 4.8).
Propk(Cin)

e

e

Propk+1(Cout)
= Propk(Cin)

Figure 4.8: Properties Propagation when Firing an Event node
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Correctness (firing a split node): According to the informal semantics of the split
nodes, split nodes remove one token from their incoming arc and place one token on
one of their outgoing arcs. To formally represent this in Petri Nets [219], multiple cases
needs to be considered depending on the context (event to function, or function to event)
and the routing operation of the node (or, xor, and) (see Figure 4.4). As in this work,
the propagation of properties needs to reach all the nodes of the graph model (i.e.,
considering all possible execution cases), then the set of properties has to be propagated
on all the outgoing arcs of the split node which is similar to the semantics of ANDSplit
node in Petri Nets. Furthermore, split nodes are only connectors and do not introduce
any changes on the propagated attributes and thus validates the use of the copy function.
In this case, transitions introduced during the transformation of connectors to Petri Nets
(see Figure 4.9 and 4.10) are simply passing the token without transformations.
Propk(Cin)
Propk(Cin)
e1

e1

e1

Copy

Copy

V
f1

Prop1k+1(Cout)
= Propk(Cin)

f2

f1

f2

Prop2k+1(Cout)
= Propk(Cin)

f1
Prop1k+1(Cout)
= Propk(Cin)

f2
Prop2k+1(Cout)
= Propk(Cin)

Figure 4.9: Colored Token Propagation when Firing an AndSplit
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V
e1

Prop1k+1(Cout)
= Propk(Cin)

e2

Prop2k+1(Cout)
= Propk(Cin)

e1

e2

e1

Prop1k+1(Cout)
= Propk(Cin)

e2
Prop2k+1(Cout)
= Propk(Cin)

Figure 4.10: Colored Token Propagation when Firing an AndSplit

The third iteration of the algorithm when propagating attributes for the example of
Figure 4.1 consists of firing the first XORsplit (i.e., C1). The operation here is a simple
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copy operation. Both arcs #3 and #5 are now annotated with a copy of the properties
from the arc #2.

4.4.2.3

Fired Node is a Join Node (i.e., ANDjoin, ORjoin or XORjoin)

The aggregation function depends on the category of the properties P ropk (•n).
• If exactly 1 property p ∈

S

c∈•n P ropk (c)

is of category Dominant (or Com-

posed)
– This property value overrides all the other alternative values and the resulting
property is of category Dominant (or Composed)
• If there are several properties p ∈

S

c∈•n P ropk (c)

of category Dominant (or

Composed)
– The propagated property value will be an enumeration of all the alternative
values and the resulting property is of category Dominant (or Composed)
• If there is no property p ∈

S

c∈•n P ropk (c)

is of category Dominant or Composed

(Only passive attributes)
– The propagated property value will be an enumeration of all the alternative
values and the resulting property is of category Passive
Correctness: The informal semantics of the join nodes in EPC is as follows: a join
node removes one or many tokens from their incoming arcs and places one token on their
outgoing arc depending on the operator and linked nodes. In here formal semantics are
required to specify the exact incoming arc to be considered (especially in the case of
OR connectors) [219] (see also Figure 4.5). This semantics is valid for monitoring the
execution of the graph model by activating the outgoing arc of the connector depending on the used operator. In the case of business capability propagation, all incoming
branches should be considered as all of them influence the resulting business capability.
In this case, all the properties coming from all incoming arcs need to be reflected on
the outgoing arc. Figure 4.11 shows the token propagation strategy used in the algorithm: at a certain join connector, input tokens are consumed and an output token is
generated based on the operator discussed previously. Furthermore, as properties can
be duplicated from different arcs, the priority control using “dominant”, “composed”
and “passive” categories automates the selection of their values.
After nine iterations of the propagation algorithm on the running example, the node
to be fired is the last XORjoin node. An Override aggregation function is applied on
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Prop2k(Cin)

Propk+1(Cout)
= Prop1k(Cin) U
+ Prop2k(Cin)

Figure 4.11: Properties Propagation when Firing a Join node

the properties from #4 and #16 which is actually in this case a simple union operation
(because the shared properties have the same values).
Listing 4.2 represents the set of properties of the aggregated business capability of the
entire process models of the running example. Together with the ActionVerb Examination of Cargo, this business capability is interpreted as follows: This business capability
allows to examine a cargo, where an examination decision determines if the cargo
has to be checked; if a physical inspection is required then an X-Ray scan is
performed; if a physical inspection is required, and the type of check is a Red
Check then a detailed examination is done.



1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

: P h i l _ C a p _ R u n n i n g E x a m p l e a cmm : Capability ;
cmm : achieves imp : E x a m i n a t i o n O f C a r g o ;
impc : hasCargo : Phil_Cargo ;
impc : ha sE x am De ci si o n : P h i l _ E x a m D e c i s i o n ;
impc : hasExamType : Phil_ExamType ;
impc : ha sTypeOfCh eck : P h i l _T y p e O f C h e c k .
: P h i l _ E x a m D e c i s i o n a impc : ExamDecision , cmm : E n u m e r a t i o nV a l u e ;
cmm : hasElement : P h y s i c a l I n s p e c t i o n R e q u i r e d ;
cmm : hasElement impc : P h y s i c a l I n s p e c t i o n N o t R e q u i r e d ;
cmm : hasElement impc : P r io ri ty Ch a nn el .
: Phil_ExamType a impc : ExamDecision , cmm : E n u m e r a t i o n V a lu e ;
cmm : hasElement [
a cmm : C o n d i t i o n a l V al u e ;
cmm : hasCondition impc : P h y s i c a l I n s p e c t i o n R e q u i r e d ;
cmm : hasCondition impc : RedCheck ;
cmm : hasValue impc : Detailed . ];
cmm : hasElement [
a cmm : C o n d i t i o n a l V al u e ;
cmm : hasCondition impc : P h y s i c a l I n s p e c t i o n R e q u i r e d ;
cmm : hasValue impc :X - Ray . ].
: P h i l _ T y p e O f C h e ck a impc : TypeOfCheck , cmm : Co n d i t i o n a l V a l u e ;
cmm : hasCondition impc : P h y s i c a l I n s p e c t i o n R e q u i r e d ;
cmm : hasValue [ a cmm : E n u m e r a t i o n V a lu e ;
cmm : hasElement impc : RedCheck ;
cmm : hasElement impc : GreenCheck .].



Listing 4.2: Aggregated Business Capability of the model depicted in Figure
4.1
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Tool Support and Evaluation
Tool Support

The proposed business capabilities aggregation algorithm has been implemented as an
extended version of EPCTools. This extension allows users to define the business capability of a business process fragment defined by a start and end node of type event (see
area 1 in Figure 4.12). The result is shown to the user as a list of properties hiding all
the complexity of RDF as a set of action verbs (see area 2 in Figure 4.12) and set of
properties (see area 3 in Figure 4.12). This extension offers the possibility to export the
resulting aggregated business capability either in a separate file or the entire business
process model using BANG vocabulary shown in Section 4.3.

1

2

3

Figure 4.12: EPCTools Extension Implementing the Capability Aggregation Algorithm

Please note that the object of this research is not to provide a fully evaluated user
interface. It has been only developed to show the applicability of this approach, to carry
out some manual verifications of the results and to be used as a visual support for doing
interviews with domain experts. Indeed, apart from this running example, I manually
tested this algorithm on a set of process models from the customs clearance processes,
namely import procedures. The test collection that I have considered in this work
includes ten business processes that are available in Appendix A. They describe guidance
on the basic regulatory requirements that all importers must consider when they plan to
import goods. The import customs clearance involves various steps from submission of
import documents until the release of the imported goods. These models were manually
annotated using the Import Capabilities Domain Ontology (IMP) available in Appendix
D. Further to the manual tests, I carried out interviews with domain experts that are
reported in the following section.
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Interviews with Domain Experts
Introduction

The idea of carrying interviews with domain experts consists of using questionnaires to
gather their assessment, attitude, opinion, etc. on the proposed research (e.g., [25]). It is
possible to use either structured or semi-structured interviews/questionnaires depending
on the type of research and availability of interviewees. Indeed, structured interviews
or questionnaires are applicable in a large scale contexts where multiple users can be
interviewed [62]. In this research, target users are business experts that are using process
modelling tools in their work. Such profiles are not easy to approach and large numbers
of interviewees cannot be easily found. Consequently, I aimed to use semi-structured
interviews with reduced number of domain experts [62].
In this evaluation, I carried out interviews with five domain experts that have strong
background and are currently active in service computing and business process management activities. Their profiles include two information systems architects, one project
manager, one IT engineer and one consultant and training expert. I target these four
types of stakeholders as each of them has his own perspective and usage of services and
business process models.
The objective of this evaluation is to assess the usefulness and intuitive appeal of the
proposed aggregation algorithm for identifying the business capabilities of a process
model. In this evaluation a design science methodology was followed [241] together with
formal guidelines for conducting and reporting case study research [187].
The interviews were done after explanation of this thesis objective and details about the
business capability meta-model and the business process overview approach. The main
targeted outcome of these interviews is to identify if these experts see that this research
is relevant and its output can be used by their companies.

4.5.2.2

Participants

For this semi-structured survey, five participants were recruited from different levels of
expertise in the area of service computing and information systems design and development. The age group of these participant is 30-50 years old and their professional
background includes a minimum of 5 years experience and are currently active in their
field. Their profiles include:
• two system architects (P1 and P2): working as designers of information systems
for clients of a multinational company.
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• one project manager (P3): leading teams of developers of information systems for
the management of seaports in different countries.
• and one IT engineer (4): working as developer in start-up offering automated post
services.
• one information system consultant (P5): working as a consultant and trainer in
the area of business process management.

4.5.2.3

Approach

The approach used for this evluation follows the case study research process proposed
by Runeson and Höst [187]:

• Case study design: the objective of the evaluation is to assess the usefulness and
intuitive appeal of the proposed aggregation algorithm for identifying the business
capabilities of a process model. Interviews run individually using online conferencing tool. Each interview took about 1 hour for each participant.
• Preparation for data collection: The discussions were semi-structured to give the
participants the freedom to give additional comments and get as much feedback
as possible from them. The structure of the interviews was as follows 6 :
1. 5 minutes discussion about the profile of the participant and his knowledge
about services and business processes modelling languages.
2. 15 minutes presentation of the business capability of atomic and aggregated
tasks and the propagation algorithm introduced in this chapter with open
discussion.
3. 15 minutes for manually defining the aggregated capability of the cargo examination model used in this chapter.
4. 10 minutes demo and interaction with the tool support.
5. 15 minutes discussion about the proposed business capability aggregation
approach.
• Analysis of collected data: A post interview analysis of the collected feedback is
reported in Section 4.5.2.4.
• Reporting: A discussion of the resulting feedback is summarised in Section 4.5.3
and shared among the participants.
6
Please note that the durations used here are approximative. Some of the interviews run for few
minutes more or less for each section.
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Results

The following outcomes were identified:

Feedback on the business capability modelling approach and its adoption
• The 5 experts agree that the business capabilities modelling proposed in this thesis
looks a promising direction towards end-users understanding. Actions are what
users do in their processes and properties use business terms that these experts
are familiar with. Two of the experts highlight that the main advantages that the
model brings is the simplicity and extensibility.
“It looks like your model can also capture other aspects!” (P1)
“You are proposing a simpler view of what the model achieves.” (P5)
• The project manager (P3) highlights the fact that a new approach that describes
any aspect of business processes is welcome as long as it reuses their existing
taxonomies and ontologies. This is in favor of the proposed model as it does not
impose any restrictions regarding the list of properties to be used.
• All the experts find that the adoption of this work into their information systems
is possible as long as long as it can be adapted to their modelling and annotation
techniques.

Feedback on the use of ontologies in industry
• Ontologies and taxonomies are already in use and constitute valuable assets for
the companies where these experts work. All the experts use ontologies.

Feedback on the business capability aggregation approach
• Regarding the aggregation work, P1, P2, P3 and P4 find it as a useful feature for
users that are developing multiple service-based business processes. It allows not
only identifying the business capability of the model but also any other aspect of
interest and visualize the parameters used or required by the process.
“I can add here another property regarding the data format used in one activity
to make sure that it is communicated to the following activities as a requirement.”
(P4)
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• The consultant and training expert (P5) finds that the results of aggregation can
be further used for documentation purposes. This can help delivering business
processes and services documentation quickly.
• P1, P3 and P4 see that abstraction and aggregation techniques are already in use
in their working environment. However, they do not use rich descriptions of models
and services and thus do not have rich abstracted service or process descriptions.

Feedback on the tool support
• While testing the proposed tool support, all the experts find that it is simple to
use and intuitive. It is important to note that in the implemented prototype I
used only primitive types.
• Experts do not see using simple types as a major issue as they find that properties
are more important to visualize than their values.
“At this stage I don’t care about the values used, I give more importance to the
parameters themselves!” (P2)

4.5.3

Discussion

It is agreed among the interviewed experts that business process models are central
artifacts in Process Aware Information Systems. These models are being managed and
maintained by several stakeholders with various needs. The experts also confirmed
that business process abstraction is required for having a rapid overview of process
models. Furthermore, overviews with rich representation of the business capability of
an abstract model gives a better understanding of the corresponding process. A rich
model can then easily be transformed into a complete documentation using Natural
Language Generation techniques [129, 132].
Business Process Abstraction can be technically implemented via two operations: elimination and aggregation [210]. Elimination omits unwanted model elements [72], however,
aggregation makes a process model more coarse-grained [32, 172, 179, 208, 209, 228]. In
the best case, the aggregation operation allows to transform an entire process model into
a single high-level activity. In my discussions with domain experts, we highlighted the
fact that elimination techniques are good only for hiding parts without effectively removing them from the model otherwise the semantics of the entire model can be altered.
Experts acknoledge the wide support of abstraction in process modelling languages such
as BPMN and EPC that allow to represent aggregated tasks for encapsulating process
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fragments. On the other hand, there are little efforts for automatically generating these
abstracted process fragments including a rich description of their business capabilities.
Further to these discussions, I was particularly interested in exploring with the experts
two main abstraction techniques that are highly related to my work: Meronymy-based
abstraction of business process models [208] and Precondition and Effect propagation
for process abstraction [228].
Meronymy (part-of) relations between activity labels is investigated by Smirnov et al.
[208] in order to capture granularity relation between activities at several levels of abstraction. I currently, use a similar approach for detecting the action verb of the aggregated business capability of the entire process model. The interviewed experts find that
this work easy to implement but limits the aggregated activity into a simple label which
is not enough to describe the business capability of the resulting aggregated tasks. Benefiting from this approach and using it in my work was a legitimate decision to further
extend the resulting label with business properties.
While discussing the contribution of Vulcu et al. [228], the experts consider that it provides more elaborated model properties than other abstraction techniques. By model
properties, experts refer to Inputs, Outputs, Preconditions and Effects as well as Quality
of Service properties. The experts point the weakness of this effort in providing complex logical expressions in the propagation results that need extensive analysis and a
dedicated reasoner to interpret the precondition and effect. Moving from representing
business capabilities using Preconditions and Effects to structured business capability
removed the complexity of the results and makes the aggregated business capabilities
easier to read and interpret.

4.6

Summary

In this chapter, I defined a business capabilities aggregation algorithm that takes as
input a business capability annotated process model and returns its aggregated business
capability. The algorithm assumes that the input model is well structured and annotated
using the business capability meta model introduced in Chapter 3. The limitation that
input models should be well-structured can be resolved. Indeed, most models from
practice can be easily made structured using graph parsing techniques. Respective
techniques have been formalized and implemented in libraries [173, 174, 225].
The algorithm operates in two steps. First, it determines the action category of the
input model using the lowest common ancestor of the action categories of its activities.
Then, it propagates the properties of capabilities starting from an initial to a final
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node. The idea of the propagation is inspired from the token game similar to Petri
Nets [170] using formal semantics of each node of the model. Streit et al. [213] propose
an alignment between control-flow of EPC and PetriNets from an end-user perspective.
Their experiment illustrates the intention to use EPC notation is higher. Therefore,
using EPC for process models in the interviews with domain experts was chosen.
On its own, this work helps defining a high level description of business process models
leaving out all the structural aspects while focusing on the business capability. The
proposed approach can also be extended with schema reduction techniques [225] for
representing process models at multiple levels of abstraction. This guarantees the optimisation of process models while providing a rich description of aggregated activities.
As the business capability description is a structured entity defined in RDF, further use
cases can extend this work, for example documentation of a business process, comparison
and configuration of business processes. In Chapter 6, I will use this work for deriving
configuration options, featuring business capability properties, in order to help end-users
in the customization of configurable business process models.

Chapter 5

Indexing and Discovering
Capabilities
“An index is a great leveller.”
George Bernard Shaw

5.1

Introduction

With the trend of Industry 4.0 [124], with the advent of the Internet of Things [95],
and with the decreasing costs, and increasing capabilities of sensors and smart devices,
modern businesses are integrating more and more live data into their business processes
[142]. New challenges facing modern business processes include dynamic and efficient
discovery of resources such as data sources and services [95]. Indeed, such processes rely
on sensor data to provide necessary business intelligence to support decision making.
A possible use case can be a smart building within an energy management application
where a decision support model is used to control the supply and demand of energy.
The main source of information used for decision support models within smart buildings
is the sensors. An efficient decision support model in such a context requires that sensor
data is provided correctly and timely. However, accidents may occur at any time. For
example a sensor may become unresponsive or source of data errors. In these cases,
the decision support model should provide suggestions to use another source of data.
This can be simplified if sensors are properly described and organised. Creating explicit
links between sensors helps to discover similar ones and consequently facilitate balancing
observations from one sensor to the other.
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Given the dynamicity of the sensor environment, the diversity of their features and
of user requirements, finding appropriate sensors having the required capabilities or
replacing faulty ones constitute a challenging task especially in medium and large scale
areas. Efficiently describing and indexing sensors in smart environments is essential to
deliver a rapid adaptation to errors and the availability of data.
In this chapter, I present an approach for indexing sensor services based on their capabilities. I describe sensor capabilities using the capability meta-model introduced
previously in Chapter 3. Then, I apply Formal Concept Analysis [80] (FCA for short)
for indexing sensor services based on these capabilities. FCA is a well-known mathematical classification tool used in various domains that allows organizing objects described
via a set of attributes into a Concept Lattice.
The remainder of the chapter is organised as follows. Section 5.2 revisits the theoretical foundations of FCA and shows how to apply it for indexing sensors based on their
capabilities into a concept lattice. It also shows how this concept lattice can be used
to discover sensors and relationships between sensor properties. Section 5.3 details the
evaluation of this work. First, section 5.3.2, introduces the Linked Energy Intelligence
dataspace which constitutes the use case for organizing sensor capabilities using FCA.
Then section 5.4 details two experimentations for verifying the applicability of the proposed approach. Finally, section 5.5 draws conclusion and details future work.

5.2

Formal Concept Analysis for Organizing Sensor Capabilities

The approach in this work utilises Formal Concept Analysis [80] (FCA for short) to
better organize a repository of capabilities in order to make their discovery more efficient.
In this section, I define the theoretical foundations of FCA while applying it on sensors
capabilities. I use FCA in Section 5.2.1 for creating a concept lattice, a structure that
allows for indexing sensor capabilities. Then in Section 5.2.2, I discuss how a discovery
mechanism can be implemented using this concept lattice.

5.2.1

Creating the Concept Lattice

FCA is a technique that has evolved from mathematical lattice theory and has been
used for data analysis across several domains. Examples include organizing web search
results into concepts based on common topics, gene expression data analysis, information
retrieval, understanding and analysis of source codes, etc. [19]. It represents a powerful
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tool for identifying meaningful relationships within a set of objects that share common
attributes. It provides a theoretical model to build from a formal context (see Definition
10) a partially ordered structure called a concept lattice.
Definition 10 (Formal Context). A formal context FC is a triplet < X, Y, R > where X
and Y are non-empty sets and R ⊆ X ∗ Y is a binary relation between X and Y .
For a formal context FC, elements x ∈ X are referred to as objects and elements y ∈ Y
are called attributes. < x, y >∈ R denotes that the object x has the attribute y.
In this work, the formal context is defined via the set of sensors as well as their respective descriptions. Table 5.1 (called cross-table) will be used in this section as a
running example which describes the relationship between the objects (i.e., sensors 1 to
5 represented by the table rows: X ={Sensor 1, Sensor 2, Sensor 3, Sensor 4, Sensor 5})
and their descriptions (i.e., attributes represented by the table columns: Y ={Active,
Storage Option, Digital Display, Accessible}, in Table 5.1). This example considers the
following four attributes:

• Active that indicates if the sensor is in operation;
• Storage Option that indicates if the sensor has the possibility to store data on it;
• Digital Display that indicates if the sensor is equipped with a digital display for
displaying the data; and
• Accessible that indicates if the sensor is located in an accessible area.
Table 5.1: Data Table with Binary Attributes for Sensors

Objects
Sensor 1
Sensor 2
Sensor 3
Sensor 4
Sensor 5

Active
X
X

Storage Option
X
X
X

Digital Display
X
X
X
X

Accessible
X
X
X
X

X

Another fundamental concept in FCA is the Formal Concept. This concept is defined
in Definition 11.
Definition 11 (Formal Concept). A formal concept in < X, Y, R > is a pair < E, I > of
E ⊆ X (called extent) and I ⊆ Y (called intent) such that Att(E) = I and Obj(I) = E.
Att(E) is an operator that assigns subsets of X to subsets of Y , such that Att(E) is the
set of all attributes shared by all objects from E. Obj(I) is an operator that assigns
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subsets of Y to subsets of X, such that Obj(I) is the set of all objects sharing all the
attributes from I.
From Definition 11, one can conclude that a concept C =< E, I > is created by getting
objects from E sharing the same attributes from I. For example, the shaded rectangle in
Table 5.2 represents a formal concept < E1 , I1 >=<{Sensor 1, Sensor 2, Sensor 3, Sensor
4}, {Digital Display, Accessible}> because Att(E1 ) = {DigitalDisplay, Accessible} and
Obj(I1 )={Sensor 1, Sensor 2, Sensor 3, Sensor 4}.
Table 5.2: Data Table with Shaded Srea Representing an Example of Formal
Concept

Objects
Sensor 1
Sensor 2
Sensor 3
Sensor 4
Sensor 5

Active
X
X

Storage Option
X
X
X

Digital Display
X
X
X
X

Accessible
X
X
X
X

X

From a formal context FC =< X, Y, I > one can deduce a set of formal concepts that
can be ordered with respect to a subconcept ordering. Definition 12 formally introduces
the subconcept ordering.
Definition 12 (Subconcept Ordering). Having two formal concepts < E1 , I1 > and <
E2 , I2 > from FC =< X, Y, R >, < E1 , I1 > ≤ < E2 , I2 > ⇐⇒ E1 ⊆ E2 ( ⇐⇒ I2 ⊆ I1 ).
Let’s consider the following formal concepts from the example in Table 5.1:
< E1 , I1 >=<{Sensor 1, Sensor 2, Sensor 3, Sensor 4}, {Digital Display, Accessible}>
< E2 , I2 >=<{Sensor 1, Sensor 2, Sensor 4}, {Digital Display, Accessible}>
< E3 , I3 >=<{Sensor 1, Sensor 2}, {Active, Digital Display, Accessible}>
< E4 , I4 >=<{Sensor 1, Sensor 2, Sensor 5}, {Active}>
Then
< E3 , I3 > ≤ < E1 , I1 >, < E3 , I3 > ≤ < E2 , I2 >,
< E3 , I3 > ≤ < E4 , I4 > and < E2 , I2 > ≤ < E1 , I1 >.
The set of ordered formal concepts derived from a formal context is called a concept
lattice which is another important notion in FCA. A concept lattice can be represented
into a graph such as the one depicted in Figure 5.11 . In this figure, the concept extent
1

All concept lattices in this paper are created using Conexp [202].
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near the bottom of the lattice contains only Sensor 1 since the corresponding intent is
related to the biggest number of attributes. The top concept contains all the sensors
and its intent corresponds to no attribute. This makes the concept less interesting as it
allows for all possible combinations of attributes.

Figure 5.1: Concept Lattice of the Example of the Table 5.1.

So far, I considered binary attributes (i.e., either the object has or has not that attribute).
However, in real settings when describing capabilities, there are also multi-valued attributes. Consider Table 5.3, this table contains an additional attribute Observed Phenomenon. This attribute reports whether the sensor is an Energy consumption sensor,
Light detection sensor, Temperature sensor or a Motion sensor. In this case, we need to
transform this multi-valued attribute into a binary attribute.
Table 5.3: Data Table with a Multi-valued Attribute of Sensors

Objects

Active

Sensor
Sensor
Sensor
Sensor
Sensor

X
X

1
2
3
4
5

X

Storage Digital
Phenomenon
Accessible
Option Display
Observed
X
X
X
Energy
X
X
Energy
X
X
X
Light
X
X
X
Temperature
Motion

For the usage of FCA, transforming and preprocessing the data displayed in Table 5.3 is
needed. One possible way consists of using a scaling method. Scaling is a transformation
method that converts a multi-valued attribute into a context. Table 5.42 represents the
transformation of the multi-valued attribute Phenomenon Observed into a context.
2

Please note that PO stands for Phenomenon Observed
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Table 5.4: Data Table with a Scaled Multi-valued Attribute for the Phenomenon Observed

Objects
Sensor 1
Sensor 2
Sensor 3
Sensor 4
Sensor 5

PO: Energy
X
X

PO: Light

PO: Temperature

PO: Motion

X
X
X

After the application of FCA on the tables, the resulting lattice is depicted in Figure
5.2.

Figure 5.2: Concept Lattice of the Example in Table 5.3 of Sensors with
Phenomenon Observed

This concept lattice is an indexing structure, it allows the organization of sensor capabilities in a tree. This structure can serve for the discovery of sensors as described in
the following sub-section.

5.2.2

Concept Lattice for Sensor and Knowledge Discovery

In the following, I show the usefulness of using FCA for indexing sensor descriptions via
two scenarios. The first is the discovery of sensors and the second is the discovery of
implications between sensor attributes.
I propose algorithm 1 for the discovery of sensors satisfying a set of attributes. It takes
as input the concept Lattice and a set of attributes representing the query. Suppose
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that the input Lattice is the one depicted in Figure 5.3 and the input attributes are
“PO:Energy”, “Digital Display” and “Storage Option”. The operation of Algorithm 1 is
as follows:

1. Lines 1-4: find the set of formal concepts with an intent that contains the input
attributes. The result of this step as shown in Figure 5.3, is the set of formal
concepts FC1, FC2 and FC3.
2. Line 5: find the Highest Common Subconcept of the concepts identified in the first
step. In Figure 5.3, this can be determined by following the lines down from FC1,
FC2 and FC3 and stopping where they meet. The result is FC4.
3. Lines 6-10: collect the set of potential candidates of the query. Every object in
the formal concept identified in step 2 as well as all its subconcepts down to the
bottom of the lattice are potential candidates for the input query. In Figure 5.3,
starting from FC4, “Sensor 1” is the only result for our input query as there are
no subconcepts of FC4 with non-empty extent.

Algorithm 1: Sensor Discovery Algorithm using Formal Concept Analysis

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11

Input: Lattice L: A concept lattice that represents the indexing structure.
Attributes ATTS: the list of attributes of the search request.
Result: List of sensors that satisfy the search request.
Concepts ← null;
foreach (Attribute ∈ AT T S) do
Concepts.add(L.findConceptWithAttribute(Attribute));
end
Concept ← F indHCSubC(L, Concepts);
SubConcepts ← Concept.getSubConcepts();
Sensors ← null;
while SubConcepts.size() 6= 0 do
OneConcept ← SubConcepts.getConcept();
Sensors.addAll(OneConcept.getObjects());
SubConcepts.addAll(OneConcept.getSubConcepts());
SubConcepts.remove(Concept);
end
return Sensors

The proposed algorithm relies mainly on the explicit relations between formal concepts.
This is useful to discover sensors that share similar attributes. For example, if one
of the motion sensors M is not active anymore, it is possible to use one of the other
motion sensors in its equivalence class or discover sensors that share its attributes (i.e.,
attributes of the sensor M ) by using them as input for Algorithm 1.
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FC1
FC2

FC3

FC4

Figure 5.3: Discovering Sensors with same Attributes in the Concept Lattice

In the context of the replacement of a sensor, this method reduces the change time

3

considerably to simplify parsing of the lattice until it reaches the required equivalence
class and select one of its sensors rather than performing a full search over the set of all
the available sensors. It helps avoid having empty results. In fact, during the navigation
of the concept lattice, if the users cannot find the equivalence class that satisfies their
request, they can adapt it according to the visited nodes of the lattice. This allows the
user to relax their query by reducing the attributes initially identified in the request.
The other advantage of using FCA is the presence of the explicit subconcept relationship
between equivalence classes. This allows the discovery of additional knowledge among
the objects’ attributes that are analyzed (i.e., sensor attributes). Indeed, as depicted
in Figure 5.4, one can discover implications such as: every sensor that has a “Storage
Option” is also “Accessible” and has a “Digital Display”. In other words: “Storage
Option” implies “Accessible” and “Digital Display”.
To conclude, it is important to notice that the use of FCA permits the creation of a
concept lattice uniformly. In other words, it always creates the same structure with
the same input objects. This has the advantage of creating a deterministic discovery
algorithm, as there is no need to use any heuristic for parsing this indexing structure.
This chapter focuses mainly on the creation of the concept lattice and the study of its
applicability for indexing a set of sensors capabilities. I have used FCA in real settings
for organizing sensors capabilities and the experimental settings are described in detail
in Section 5.3.
3

Change time: the required time for selecting a replacement sensors for the disabled one.
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Figure 5.4: Example of Implication: Every Sensor that has a “Storage
Option” is “Accessible” and has a “Digital Display”

5.3

Implementation and Use Case

In order to evaluate the approach proposed in this chapter, I developed multiple modules
for creating a concept lattice starting from an RDF description of sensor services. The
workflow as well as the data exchanged between the various modules is shown in Figure
5.5.
Sensor Service
Descriptions in RDF

Formal Context with
multi‐valued attributes

Formal Context with
binary attributes

Concept
Lattice

Figure 5.5: Creating a Concept Lattice from RDF Descriptions of Sensor
Services
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The first developed tool is the RDF parser. It is a Java application that uses Apache
Jena Framework, a Java RDF and Semantic Web library. This module takes as input an
RDF file and produces a text file containing a formal context as a table with multivalued
attributes. This module can be further improved to include data from an RDF store and
not simply an RDF file. It is custom made for this application so it can parse only sensor
descriptions defined using the Sensor Capability Ontology that respects the capability
meta-model proposed in Chapter 3. Details about the Sensor Capability Ontology are
in Section 5.3.1.
The second module of the prototype is another Java application that performs the scaling
operation described in Section 5.2. It starts by checking all the attributes that are not
boolean (see Listing 5.2 for an example) then it considers each of its values as a separate
attribute and assigns a boolean value (i.e, true) to the corresponding objects. The
output of this module is a textual file compatible with the Conexp tool format [202]
that is used in the following step.
The third step of this work consists of creating the concept lattice with one of the
following options: (i) Using Conexp [202] for the creation and visualization of the concept
lattice. (ii) Using Colibri-Java [93] for the creation and the analysis of the resulting
concept lattices. I use the first option for applying the proposed approach on a real
world scenario that will be described in detail in Section 5.3.2 and the second option for
carrying out further statistical analysis on the use of FCA in indexing synthetic sensors
descriptions in Section 5.4.

5.3.1

Sensor Capability Ontology

The sensor capability ontology extends the capability model shown in Chapter 3. Listing
5.2 gives a snippet in N3 format of our RDF Sensor Capability Ontology which is also illustrated graphically in Figure 5.6. The class of all sensor capabilities SensingCapability
is defined as sub class of the concept Capability (Listing 5.2, line 9). As all sensors are
supposed to provide data about a phenomenon they are observing, the action category
sensing is defined and assigned to this class as a value of the property cmm:achieves
(Listing 5.2, line 11 - 14).
The second step consists of defining features of interest for sensor capabilities. As
presented above, these features are specified as property declarations. I distinguish
between valued and non-valued features. Non-valued features are features which are
either present/fulfilled or not present such as hasStorageOption. The range of these
properties is boolean. I define the following property declarations (see Figure 5.6).
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cmm:Capability
rdfs:subClassOf
sco:SensingCapability
sco:hasStorageOption,
sco:isActive,
sco:isAccessible,
sco:hasDigitalDisplay
xsd:boolean

cmm:achieves

sco:hasPhenomenonObserved

sco:sensing

sco:PhenomenonObserved

a
av:ActionCategory

Figure 5.6: Sensor Capability Ontology

• sco:isActive (line 18) is defined as a property that has a boolean value. It reports
if the sensor is active.
• sco:hasStorageOption (line 22) is defined as a property that has a boolean value.
It reports if the sensor has any storage option. This property can be modified to
report on the size of the storage capacity of the sensor.
• sco:isAccessible (line 26) is defined as a property that has a boolean value. It
reports if the sensor is accessible. This helps to take decisions to physically move
and check the status of the sensor or read directly from its digital display if it has
one.
• sco:hasDigitalDisplay (line 30) is defined as a property that has a boolean value.
It reports if the sensor has a digital display that a user can read from.
• sco:hasPhenomenonObserved (line 34) is defined as a property that has a string
value. It reports on the phenomenon that the sensor is observing. A listing of
possible values is defined as a Datatype (line 39).

A sensor capability is created as an instance of (rdf:type) sco:SensingCapability with
concrete values of its predefined properties. Listing 5.1 presents an example of a temperature sensor capability :TemperatureSensorCapability123 reporting that it is an active
and accessible temperature sensor with a digital display and it does not have a storage
option.
Compared to existing approaches, this capability model presents several advantages.
Mainly, it explicitly captures domain-specific functional properties which describe and
characterise the carried action according to the aspects of interest to end-users and
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1



@prefix sco :

< http :// vocab . deri . ie / sco # >.

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

: T e m p e r a t u r e S e n s o r C a p a b i l i t y 1 2 3 a sco : S e n s i n g C a p a b i l i t y ;
sco : isActive " true "ˆˆ xsd : boolean ;
sco : h a s S t o r a g e O p t i o n " false "ˆˆ xsd : boolean ;
sco : isAccessible " true "ˆˆ xsd : boolean ;
sco : h a s D i g i t a l D i s p l a y " true "ˆˆ xsd : boolean ;
sco : h a s P h e n o m e n o n O b s e r v e d " Temperature "ˆˆ sco : P h e n o m e n o n O b s e r v e d .



Listing 5.1: Snippet of a Temperature Sensor Capability in the sensor capability ontology

targeted applications. Indeed, these properties are defined in domain-specific ontologies
with respect to specific engineering tasks. Moreover, this domain-specific capability
model is easily extensible. If a new property is required for describing a particular sensor
aspect/characteristic, it simply needs to be defined as a new cmm:PropertyDeclaration
with its corresponding domain and range. Finally, this feature-based model enables new
techniques for indexing and discovering services as experimented in this chapter.

5.3.2

Use Case Application

This section illustrates a use case scenario using a set of real world sensors deployed
within the Linked Energy Intelligence (LEI) dataspace. LEI is an ecosystem where
energy related data is made available and interlinked to support decision making and
ultimately energy consumption friendly behaviour [37]. Such data is provided by realtime data sources such as sensors as well as relatively static background knowledge such
as building plan and occupancy. The LEI dataspace has been realized at the INSIGHT
Centre for Data Analytics (previously known as the Digital Enterprise Research Institute
(DERI)) at the National University of Ireland, Galway (NUIG).
INSIGHT @ NUIG is a premier research institute with approximately 130 research
students and staff with a worldwide reputation in its area. It is based in a dedicated
building with 2190 sq. m of space, comprising 22 unit offices, 160 open plan workspaces,
1 large 80-seat conference room with audio visual and video conferencing facilities, 4
meeting rooms, 3 kitchens, 1 air conditioned data centre with backup generator, 1 sensor
network laboratory, a 30 person café, and Ireland’s National Museum of Computing
History.
There are various sources of power consumption in INSIGHT @ NUIG such as Heating,
Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC) systems, lights, and electronic devices. The
building provides a first-class technical infrastructure to its researchers.
The INSIGHT @ NUIG building has been retrofitted with energy sensors to monitor
the consumption of power within the building. In total there are over 50 fixed energy
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7

@prefix
@prefix
@prefix
@prefix
@prefix
@prefix
@prefix

sco : < http :// vocab . deri . ie / sco # >.
cmm : < http :// vocab . deri . ie / cmm # >.
av : < http :// vocab . deri . ie / av # > .
rdf : < http :// www . w3 . org /1999/02/22 - rdf - syntax - ns # > .
rdfs : < http :// www . w3 . org /2000/01/ rdf - schema # > .
xsd : < http :// www . w3 . org /2001/ XMLSchema # > .
owl : < http :// www . w3 . org /2002/07/ owl # >.

8
9

sco : S e n s i n g C a p a b i l i t y rdfs : subClassOf cap : Capability .

10
11
12
13
14

sco : sensing a av : ActionCa tegory ;
rdfs : comment " Measuring a physical quantity and converts
it into a signal which can be read by an observer ."ˆˆ xsd : string ;
rdfs : label " Sensing "ˆˆ xsd : string .

15
16

sco : S e n s i n g C a p a b i l i t y cmm : achieves sco : sensing .

17
18
19
20

sco : isActive a cmm : P r o p e r t y D e c l a r a t i o n ;
rdfs : domain sco : S e n s i n g C a p a b i l i t y ;
rdfs : range xsd : boolean .

21
22
23
24

sco : h a s S t o r a g e O p t i on a cmm : P r o p e r t y D e c l a r a t i o n ;
rdfs : domain sco : S e n s i n g C a p a b i l i t y ;
rdfs : range xsd : boolean .

25
26
27
28

sco : isAccessible a cmm : P r o p e r t y D e c l a r a t i o n ;
rdfs : domain sco : S e n s i n g C a p a b i l i t y ;
rdfs : range xsd : boolean .

29
30
31
32

sco : h a s D i g i t a l D i s p l a y a cmm : P r o p e r t y D e c l a r a t i o n ;
rdfs : domain sco : S e n s i n g C a p a b i l i t y ;
rdfs : range xsd : boolean .

33
34
35
36
37

sco : h a s P h e n o m e n o n O b s e r v e d a cmm : P r o p e r t y D e c l a r a t i o n ;
rdfs : label " h a s P h e n o m e n o n O b s e r v e d ";
rdfs : domain sco : S e n s i n g C a p a b i l i t y ;
rdfs : range sco : P h e n o m e n o n O b s e r v e d .

38
39
40
41
42
43
44



sco : P h e n o m e n o n O b s e r v e d a rdfs : Datatype ;
rdfs : comment " An observed phenomenon can be light ,
motion , temperature , etc ." ;
owl : onDatatype xsd : string ;
owl : w i t h R e s t r i c t i o ns (" Light "ˆˆ xsd : string " Motion "ˆˆ xsd : string
" Temperature "ˆˆ xsd : string " Energy "ˆˆ xsd : string ).

Listing 5.2: Snippet of SCO: Sensor Capability Ontology

consumption sensors covering office space, café, data centre, kitchens, conference and
meeting rooms, computing museum along with over 20 mobile sensors for devices, light
and heaters energy consumption as well as light, temperature and motion detection
sensors. A building-specific aspect of the dataspace has been presented in [38] with a
sensor network-based situation awareness scenario presented in [98]. In total, this work
used a total number of 78 sensors.
These sensors are described via a set of attributes:
• Active: This attribute reports whether the sensor is in operation.
• Observed Phenomenon: we have four observed phenomena which are “energy and
power consumption”, “motion”, “light” and “temperature”. This attribute is a
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multivalued attribute that needs to be scaled using the transformation previously
shown on Table 5.4.
• Protocol: This attribute indicates the protocol used by the sensor. We have in
our selection of sensors two possible protocols: UDP used by electricity and power
consumption sensors and CoAP used by other sensors. This is a multi-valued
attribute that has to be scaled.
• Electricity Phases: This attribute reports on the electricity phases used by the
sensor, we have in our use case two options: 3-phases and 1-phase sensors. Again
this is a multi-valued attribute that has to be scaled.
• Location: even though this attribute is not an intrinsic property of the sensor, we
have used it because it is important information that is required for processing the
data provided by the sensor. This is also a multi-valued attribute that enumerates
the locations of the sensors, e.g., 1st floor: west wing, ground floor: canteen, etc.
that needs to be scaled.
As previously mentioned, the advantage of the capability model of the previous chapter
is that it can easily be extended to add more domain specific attributes. The current
use case requires additional attributes: Protocol, Elasticity Phases and Location that
are added to the domain ontology shown in Listing 5.2. Current changes to this domain
ontology are shown in Listing 5.3. This listing uses geo as a namespace for referring to
an existing RDF vocabulary for representing information about spatially-located things,
using WGS84 as a reference datum [229]. It is also possible to customize further this
attribute for example to the rooms vocabulary [39] if locations of sensors are limited to
predefined rooms.
All the sensor capabilities were automatically generated from an Excel file containing the
original descriptions that were manually checked. Manually checking RDF descriptions
was possible as the number of sensors used was limited. I have not carried out any
evaluation of the developed RDF parser, because it is custom made for the used data set
and conceptual model. The correctness of the algorithm I applied for the RDF parser
is out of the scope of this chapter, however, the data has been manually verified after
parsing and scaling.
The resulting concept lattice from Conexp [202] is depicted in Figure 5.7. The top
concept in this lattice represents the set of all active sensors <{Sensor 1, Sensor 2, ...
Sensor 78}, {Active}>. This formal concept contains in its extent all the sensors of the
dataset because they are all active. One can see in this concept lattice several formal
concepts that represent the set of motion sensors <{Sensor 61,... Sensor 66}, {OP:
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23



@prefix geo : < http :// www . w3 . org /2003/01/ geo / wgs84_pos # >.
sco : hasProtocol a cmm : P r o p e r t y D e c l a r a t i o n ;
rdfs : domain sco : S e n s i n g C a p a b i l i t y ;
rdfs : range sco : Protocol .
sco : Protocol a rdfs : Datatype ;
rdfs : comment " A protocol can be either COAP or UDP " ;
owl : onDatatype xsd : string ;
owl : w i t h R e s t r i c t i o n s (" UDP "ˆˆ xsd : string " COAP "ˆˆ xsd : string ).
sco : h a s E l a s t i c i t y P h a s e s a cmm : P r o p e r t y D e c l a r a t i o n ;
rdfs : domain sco : S e n s i n g C a p a b i l i t y ;
rdfs : range sco : E l a s t i c i t y P h a s e s .
sco : E l a s t i c i t y P h a s e s a rdfs : Datatype ;
rdfs : comment " Elasticity Phases considered are 3 - phaes or 1 - phase " ;
owl : onDatatype xsd : string ;
owl : w i t h R e s t r i c t i o n s ("3 - phases "ˆˆ xsd : string "1 - phase "ˆˆ xsd : string ).
sco : hasLocation cmm : P r o p e r t y D e c l a r a t i o n ;
rdfs : domain sco : S e n s i n g C a p a b i l i t y ;
rdfs : range geo : SpatialThing .





Listing 5.3: Snippet of SCO (Sensor Capability Ontology) with the required
extensions for the LEI Use Case

Motion}>, the formal concept for temperature sensors <{Sensor 67,... Sensor 72},
{OP: Temperature}> and the light sensors <{Sensor 73,... Sensor 78}, {OP: Light}>.
These three formal concepts are all subconcepts of the concept <{Sensor 61, ... Sensor
78}, {1st Floor:East Wing}>. This helps to deduce that all motion, temperature and
light sensors are in the same location, i.e., 1st Floor : East Wing.
Active
PO: Power & Energy Consumption
UDP

1st floor: East Wing

3‐Phase
1‐Phase

Ground Floor: Reception Area
Ground Floor: Canteen

Ground Floor: East Wing

Lift Room
PO: Temperature

Ground Floor: West Wing

Main Incoming Feed

Air Con

2nd Floor: West Wing

1st floor: South Wing

1st floor: West Wing
2nd floor: South Wing
Ground Floor: South Wing

Figure 5.7: Concept Lattice of the LEI use case

PO: Light
PO: Motion
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Evaluation

In order to evaluate the applicability of the proposed approach in highly dynamic environments, I carried out two experiments highlighting mainly the efficiency of using
Formal Concept Analysis in terms of the number of concepts created in a concept lattice given a formal context and the time required to build it. Throughout this evaluation,
I reused an existing implementation of FCA in Java, namely Colibri-Java [93]. ColibriJava is a library that offers the required tools from the preparation of the context to the
creation of a concept lattice that has been experienced in [134].

5.4.1

Experiment 1: Context size vs. Lattice size

The object of this first experiment is to analyse the size of the generated concept lattice
with respect to its original formal context and find out the limits of using FCA in this
domain application.
During this experiment, I wanted to verify the correlation between the context size and
the corresponding lattice size. I randomly created multiple sets of sensor capabilities.
For each set I generated its corresponding concept lattice. In terms of attributes, I
considered a total number of 16 attributes for describing each sensor capability with
three different coverage ratios ranging from 0% to 60%, 50% or 30% (i.e., each sensor
capability has between [0,10], [0,8] or [0,5] attributes respectively).
M axCR = 60%
M axCR = 50%
M axCR = 30%

Lattice size

4,000

2,000

0
0

200

400

600

800

1,000

Context size
Figure 5.8: Context size vs. Lattice size vs. Maximum Coverage Ratio
(Max CR)

Figure 5.8, shows the results of this evaluation. The horizontal axis presents the size
of the original formal context that varies from 0 to 1000 objects and the vertical axis
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presents the size of the corresponding concept lattice. From this figure one can clearly
notice that concept lattices grow considerably in size with respect to their context. This
is recognised as one of the problems of using FCA. Indeed, in the worst case, the size
of the concept lattice is exponential in the size of the formal context [36]. Hence, the
literature proposes methods for restructuring this concept lattice by hiding/aggregating
some of its nodes in order to be able to visualize them [36]. This leads to the conclusion
that if we want to consider applying FCA in an environment with a large number of
sensors, it would not be very easy for an end user to visualize the different concept
classes generated. Thus this is a limitation from a visualization perspective, and even in
related indexing approaches, the visualisation of the indexing structure has never been
a target. On the same figure, we can also notice the impact of the coverage ratio. We
see that the concept lattice gets larger when large contexts have bigger coverage ratio.
This means that when describing sensors, we have to avoid over describing them and
carefully choose the most discriminating attributes.
It is important to notice that a discriminating attribute might generate a big number of
scaled values. If a certain attribute has a big number of possible values that need to be
scaled, each value will generate a new attribute in the considered context. This can be
seen as a problem in increasing the number of attributes and consequently generating
new equivalent classes from the context and requires building the entire lattice again
when a new attribute value is introduced. At the time, in the same context, the new
considered value contributes to reducing the coverage rate of attributes on the description
of objects. This has a direct consequence on the reduced number of the lattice size as it
has been shown in Figure 5.8.

5.4.2

Experiment 2: Lattice size vs. Construction Time

The object of the second experiment is to measure the required time for creating a
concept lattice with respect to its size in order to verify the applicability of the approach
at a large scale (big number of sensor capabilities) and dynamic environments.
Please note that for these experiments, I ignored the required time for creating a context starting from the RDF descriptions of sensor capabilities. It focuses only on the
computation time required for the creation and parsing of a concept lattice. In other
words, these experiments focus on the third step of diagram depicted in Figure 5.5.
I randomly created multiple sets of sensor capabilities with a fixed coverage ratio of the
attributes between 0% and 50% (each object has between 0 and 8 out of a total of 16
attributes). For each set I generated its corresponding concept lattice and measured the
required construction time.
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Figure 5.9 shows the results of this evaluation. The horizontal axis presents the size of the
concept lattice and the vertical axis present the required time for its construction. From
this figure we can clearly see that the required construction time grows exponentially
depending on the size of the concept lattice. However, for a concept lattice with over
5000 concepts, the construction time is still less than 200 milliseconds. This time can
be considered acceptable in small or medium size buildings where decision making can
be postponed until the data has been updated within a few seconds. Nevertheless, in
highly sensitive environments, even a few milliseconds can have a huge impact.

Time in milliseconds

200

150

100
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0
0

1,000 2,000 3,000 4,000 5,000
Lattice Size

Figure 5.9: Lattice size [0-5000] vs. Construction time in Milliseconds
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Figure 5.10: Lattice size [0-1000] vs. Construction time in Milliseconds

The focus of this work is on applying FCA in environments similar to INSIGHT @ NUIG
where the number of concepts does not exceed 1000. In such settings, as we can see
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from Figure 5.10, the maximum construction time can reach only 25 milliseconds. Even
though the main criticism towards using FCA in this case is the fact of reconstructing
the concept lattice for any change in the environment (e.g., a new sensor, change in a
sensor attribute, etc.), this remains acceptable with such low construction time.
Comparing the efficiency of the approach with respect to the approaches analysed in
Section 2.4 of Chapter 2, I refer to Table 5.5. Each line of this table recalls the approach
used, the indexing mechanisms and the time performance as indicated by the authors
in their papers. This table shows clearly that the proposed approach outperforms the
others because it does not use any reasoning for indexing the set of input capabilities.
Table 5.5: Comparing Time Performances of Indexing Approaches
Indexing Mechanism
Inheritance between OWL-S services:
Elenius et al. [71]
Topic extraction and Formal Concept
Analysis: Aznag et al. [9]
Reasoning-based matchmaking: Srinivasan et al. [211]
Numerical encoding of ontological concepts and codes comparison: Mokhtar
et al. [153]
Capabilities Indexing using Formal
Concept Analysis

Time Performance
N/A
size: 1088 services, query response time between 300 and
3000 ms
size: 50 services, index construction + advertisement
time: ∼ 4 s
size: 100 services, index construction + advertisement
time: ∼ 500 ms
size: 1000 capabilities, index construction + parsing
time: ≤ 25 ms

A major concern in using FCA is it application in a context of higher order of magnitude
for the analysis and indexing of big numbers of business capabilities. FCA is known
to be memory and compute heavy technique [5]. In small cases, such as the context
of this thesis, the performance factor can be ignored as the computation time can be
insignificant. However, in a big data context, this approach would completely fail because
the time required to identify the concepts and creating the lattice may take several
hours. Incremental concept lattice creation can help in this direction. Indeed, Godin
et al. [87] propose another concept lattice creation algorithm that has the worst-case
time complexity quadratic in the number of concepts. This algorithm is based on the
use of an efficiently computable hash function f (which is actually the cardinality of an
intent) defined on the set of concepts [87].

5.5

Conclusion

In this chapter, I used Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) for indexing a set of sensor
services that are initially described using the conceptual model of Chapter 3. This
chapter shows the applicability of this approach in indexing a set of 78 sensors used in a
smart building energy management system. The object was to show that by using a set
of capabilities (i.e., decribptions of services, sensors, business processes, etc.) one can
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use existing tools for indexing and discovery. The use of FCA shows that even though
the insertion of a new entry in the set of input capabilities requires the rebuilding of the
entire indexing structure (i.e., concept lattice), the construction time remains less than a
few milliseconds and consequently still possible to use with a relatively small repository
(i.e., around 5000 entries).
The indexing technique used in this chapter does not differentiate between simple or
composite capabilities. Indeed, simple and composite capabilities are modelled similarly
and consequently the use of FCA remains possible. The main difference with composite
capabilities is the use of multiple action categories, this property will be considered as
any other attribute and requires dedicated scaling operations.

Chapter 6

Using Business Capabilities in the
Design of Configurable Business
Process Models
“I saw the angel in the marble and
carved until I set him free.”
Michelangelo

6.1

Introduction

This chapter, explores the idea of early integration of capabilities in business process variants in order to create capability-annotated configurable business process models that can
be tailored by manipulating capability properties. In order to achieve this objective, this
chapter proposes a novel algorithm for merging capability-annotated business process
variants. The algorithm constitutes a contribution towards resolving the challenge of
creating configurable business process models. Furthermore, the resulting configurable
model will capture its configuration options in terms of differences between capabilities
rather than model restrictions. This vision contributes also to challenge of configuration
of configurable business process models as the configuration phase becomes the operation
of manipulating capability properties, concepts that end-users are familiar with.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 6.2 analyses the research
problem. Section 6.3 further describes the concept of configurable business process models and introduced the formal definition of a capability-annotated configurable business
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process model. Section 6.4 introduces a running example that will be used in the rest
of the chapter. Section 6.5 presents the merging algorithm. Section 6.6 reports on the
implementation and validation of the algorithm. Section 6.7 analyzes the related work
and Section 6.8 concludes this chapter.

6.2

Problem Analysis

A configurable business process model is a reference model that can be tailored by
stakeholders in order to meet their requirements and satisfy their business needs [184].
The management of such models, brings two main challenges:
• Creation of configurable business process models: The basis of a configurable
business process model is the integration of multiple behaviors of business processes into a single model. These behaviors are captured in various business process models that are called business process variants [184]. Configurable models
can be created by merging/aggregating these variants [184]. Manual creation of
configurable process models is tedious, time-consuming and error-prone task. It
requires the identification of common process parts, merging them and explicitly
representing differences between models in terms of configuration options. The
literature provides several approaches to overcome this challenge [50, 91, 123], the
main issue with such approaches is that the resulting configurable models capture their configuration options in terms of model restrictions that are difficult to
manipulate by end-users during the configuration phase.
• Configuration of configurable business process models: this phase consists of
enabling/disabling several branches of the model through manipulating configuration options. This phase is difficult and requires advanced modelling skills for
identifying and selecting the configuration options. Furthermore, the users cannot determine the impact (i.e., what functionality are they enabling or disabling
from the configurable model) of each configuration decision they take unless they
manually trace each branch of the configurable node and determine the functionality resulting from each of them. This can be resolved by creating an explicit
link between the model configurations and the domain requirements and lifting
the configuration phase from manipulating model restrictions to domain requirements. La Rosa [116] proposed to model domain requirements as a set of questions
with answers explicitly linked to configuration options. In this case, the configuration phase consists on answering these domain related questions. Even though
this solution helps in guiding the configuration, it requires a lot of manual work
for creating these questions and linking them to the model restrictions.
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The contribution of this chapter is an algorithm that allows merging a pair of business
capability-annotated process variants given as input and delivers a business capabilityannotated configurable process model. Several methods have been proposed to merge
business process variants such as [90, 115, 121, 123], their main weakness resides in the
fact that they do not consider tasks capabilities for matching business process tasks.
They rely exclusively on the task labels for this operation. In contrast to existing
proposals, this chapter uses capabilities for matching similar tasks in different models.
The resulting configurable model is also annotated with capabilities that can be used in
the configuration and individualization steps [89, 116, 184].
In order to evaluate the merging algorithm proposed in this chapter, two main metrics are
considered: time required for merging business process models and the compression
rate gained after the merging operation. These two metrics have been used by La Rosa
et al. [123] for evaluating their business process merging algorithm.
• Time: for organisations, time is important and should not be spent on manual
creation of configurable models. La Rosa et al. [123] mentioned that it took a
team of five analysts and 130 man-hour to merge manually 25% of an end-to-end
process model. Therefore, an automation support for merging business process
variants is needed to help saving time and money.
• Compression rate: the compression of a repository of business process variants
into a single configurable model has multiple benefits: guaranteeing consistency
between business process models, avoiding business process clones [67], etc.

This chapter evaluates also the proposed algorithm with respect to a set of requirements
that have been used previously in the literature:
1. [Behaviour Subsumption] The merged model should allow for the behavior of
all the original models. Traditionally, the merging operation is manually made
by business analysts which comes with the risk that some aspects of the original
models are accidentally neglected [90]. With automation support for merging
process variants, this risk can be minimized considerably.
2. [Traceability] Each element of the merged process model should be easily traced
back to its original model [121, 123]. A business analyst needs to understand
what the process variants share, what are their differences, etc. This can be made
possible if they can trace back to the variant from which an element originates.
3. [Deriving Original Models] Business analysts should be able to derive the input
models from the merged process model [121, 123].
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Capability-annotated Configurable Business Process Model

6.3.1

Configurable Business Process Model

Reference process models describe proven practices for a specific industry. They are often
aligned with emerging industry-specific and cross-industry standards [28, 75]. One of the
scenarios of use for reference process modelling is reference process model customization
[113]. It begins with a reference process model that provides configuration facilities
that can be configured to specific needs of an enterprise e.g., by refining business rules
or enabling/disabling some activities. Such reference models are called configurable
business process models [184].
Configurable process models are constructed via the aggregation of several variants of a
process model [184]. Such models are considered for example when companies become
the subject of acquisitions and mergers, in the case of improvement of existing business
processes, or simply when different business analysts define their customized process
models for achieving the same business goal. These business process models are called
business process variants. Since these models achieve in essence the same business goal,
the variants slightly differ from each other in their structure [133]. Therefore, managing the variants can be made easier by handling the common parts just once and not
independently for each variant separately.
Figure 6.1 shows an example of three business process variants for organizing a trip
using Event-driven Process Chain (EPC) [147, 148] which is one of the widely used
business process modelling languages. The variation between these models is on the
means of transport required. Indeed, the first variant (a) requires booking a flight, this
applies when one needs to take a plane to reach the destination; the second (b) requires
either taking a bus or a train as means of transport to reach the destination; and the
last variant (c) does not require any means of transport, this can be the case when
using the company’s or own means of transport. All these variants share the same first
function (i.e., Make Travel Request) and the last function (i.e., Book Hotel). In the
context of configuration-based modeling, these common parts can be merged together
while capturing explicit variation points among the other parts.
Business Process Management (BPM for short) [238] is an approach that focuses on the
automation of business processes with the use of information technology [73] following
a four phases lifecycle : modelling, implementation, execution and analysis (see Figure
6.2 (a)).
La Rosa [116] proposed an updated version of the classical BPM lifecycle where the
modeling phase becomes split into two phases (see Figure 6.2 (b)). The configurable
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Figure 6.1: Three Business Process Variants for Organizing a Trip
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Figure 6.2: Configurable Business Process Lifecycle [116]

model design phase consists of creating the configurable model. This can be done either via mining techniques [91] or merging business process variants [50]. This chapter
investigates and contributes to the second approach by proposing a novel algorithm
for merging business process models. Figure 6.3 shows a configurable business process
model created by merging the variants shown in Figure 6.1 using C-EPC notation [184].
In this C-EPCs, variation points are denoted by XOR connectors with thick borders.
This is simply a visual indication to differentiate between regular connectors and configurable connectors. In fact, regular connectors represent choices that need to be made
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during the execution of the business process, called run-time choices. However, configurable connectors represent choices that need to be made during the configuration of
the configurable business process model, called configuration choices.
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Figure 6.3: A Merged Configurable Business Process Model for Organizing a Trip
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Figure 6.4: Removing the “Book Flight Ticket” Function from the Configurable Business Process Model for Organizing a Trip
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During the configuration and individualization phase, several branches of the configurable model are enabled or disabled for removing undesired process behaviors. This
can be done by removing/keeping the output or input arcs or the configurable connectors. The example shown in Figure 6.4 removes the “Book Flight Ticket” from the
configurable model (a) in order to generate the individualized model (b). Note that
the individualized model (b) did not exist previously in the set of input business process variants. The use of configurable business process models does not only allow the
extraction of existing models but also the creation of new variants that did not exist
previously.
The implementation and the execution phases result into a set of execution traces of
business processes. Execution traces are captured in business process logs that can
be later analysed during the analysis phase either for the continuous improvements
of business process models [33], the generation of configurable process models [89] or
mining configurable process fragments [6]. In Figure 6.5, execution traces are visualized
as instances of the individualized model.
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Figure 6.5: Instances of the Individualized Model are Generated during the
Execution Phase.

6.3.2

Capability-annotated Configurable Business Process Model

This chapter uses EPC notation for illustrating basic business processes and C-EPCs
[184, 233] for configurable business processes. C-EPC stands for Configurable EPC. It
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is an extended version of EPC where some connectors can be marked as configurable.
A configurable connector can be configured by reducing its incoming branches (in the
case of a join) or its outgoing branches (in the case of a split) [121]. The result will be a
regular connector with a reduced number of incoming or outgoing branches. Functions
and events can also be configured by adjusting their labels. Additionally, functions can
be set to enabled, skipped or conditionally skipped. In this chapter, I add another
configuration dimension to function nodes based on their capabilities. The capability of
a function can be configured by adding, removing or changing any of its properties with
respect to the capability domain ontology.
Recall, this chapter’s contribution is a merging algorithm that takes as input a set
of capability-annotated business process models and generates a capability-annotated
configurable business process model. Input models are formally presented as directed
graphs that were formally described in Definition 6 [Capability-Annotated Business Process Graph] (see Section 4.3 from Chapter 4). On top of this definition, Definition 13
formally describes a capability-annotated configurable business process graph that is
used to formally describe the output of the proposed merging algorithm.
Definition 13 (Capability-Annotated Configurable Business Process Graph). A CapabilityAnnotated Configurable Business Process Graph is a directed graph G=<N, C, A, T,
Cap, CN, CC, Tag>, where N , C, A, T and Cap are as specified in Definition 6: N is
a set of work nodes that are both event and activity nodes; C is a set of graph connectors: i.e., ANDsplit, ANDjoin, ORsplit, ORjoin, XORsplit, and XORjoin; A is a set of
directed arcs for interconnecting all the graph nodes; T is a type function, it associates
to each node its respective type (i.e., a string to indicate: activity, event, XorSplit, etc.);
and Cap is an annotation function that associates to each activity node n a tuple Cap(n)
= (ActionCategory (n), Properties(n)).
CN ⊆ N is the set of configurable nodes. CC ⊆ C is the set of configurable connectors.
T ag is an tagging function that associates for each item in N , C and A the identifier of
the model it originated from.
The tagging function T ag is used in order to be able to trace back the origin of each item
of the configurable business process graph (see Requirement Traceability). La Rosa
et al. [123] use traceability also as a requirement during the creation of configurable process models. Knowing the origin of each item helps end-users, during the configuration
phase, to know in what context (i.e., original model) a particular function/event has
been used.
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Figure 6.6: Two Business Process Variants from SAP Workflow Scenarios
in Travel Management [197]

The running example depicted in Figure 6.6 presents two business process variants that
follow the EPC notation 1 . These process models are taken from SAP Workflow Scenarios in Travel Management [197], they describe two travel request approval processes:
automatically (see Figure 6.6a that is referred as SAP TR A) and manually (see Figure 6.6b that is referred as SAP TR M ). These models involve four functions: “Create
Travel Request”, “CHK Request Automatically”, “CHK Request by Manager” and “Send
Notification”.

• “Create Travel Request” consists of filling a form with the details of the travel
request. This function appears in SAP TR A and SAP TR M and in both variants
it is triggered with the same start event (i.e., “Begin”).
• “CHK Request Automatically” is an automated process for approving a travel
request with respect to the requested budget for the travel. This function appears
only in SAP TR A. It is triggered by the event “Travel Request Created”.
1

Please note that, for presentation purposes, identifiers for arcs and connectors are added which is
not part of the original EPC notation.
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Table 6.1: Listing of the Nodes of SAP TR A with their Types and Business
Capabilities

Node: n
Begin
Create
Travel
Request

Travel
Request
Created
CHK Request
Automatically

Request
Approved
Automatically
Approval
by Manager
CHK Request
by Manager

Type: T(n)
InitialNode
Function

Event
Function

Business Capability: Cap(n)
not applicable
:CreateTravelRequest Cap A
a cmm:Capability ;
cmm:achieves
bt:FillTravelRequestForm ;
bt:name xsd:String ;
bt:destination dbo:City ;
bt:departureDate xsd:Date ;
bt:returnDate xsd:Date ;
bt:budget xsd:Double ;
bt:purposeOfTravel xsd:String .
not applicable
:CHKRequestAutomatically Cap A
a cmm:Capability ;
cmm:achieves
bt:CheckTravelRequestAutomatically ;
bt:budgetLimit xsd:Double .

Event

not applicable

Event

not applicable

Function

Event

:CHKRequestByManager Cap A
a cmm:Capability ;
cmm:achieves
bt:CheckTravelRequestByManager ;
bt:decision bt:accept, bt:reject.
not applicable

Event

not applicable

TR Approved
by Manager
TR Rejected
by Manager
Send Notification

Function

End
C1.1
C1.2
C1.3
C1.4

FinalNode
XORSplit
XORJoin
XORSplit
XORJoin

:SendNotification Cap A
a cmm:Capability ;
cmm:achieves bt:SendNotification ;
bt:notificationMessage xsd:String .
not applicable
not applicable
not applicable
not applicable
not applicable

• “CHK Request by Manager” asks the manager to decide about the travel request,
it is triggered when the “Approval by Manager” is required. In SAP TR A the
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Table 6.2: Listing of the Nodes of SAP TR M with their Types and Business
Capabilities

Node
Begin
Create
Travel
Request

Approval
Required
by Manager
CHK Request
by Manager

Type
InitialNode
Function

Event
Function

Request
Approved
by Manager
Request
Rejected
by Manager
Request
Requires
Changes
Send Notification

Function

End
C2.1
C2.2

FinalNode
XORSplit
XORJoin

Capability
not applicable
:CreateTravelRequest Cap M
cmm:achieves
bt:FillTravelRequestForm ;
bt:name xsd:String ;
bt:destination dbo:City ;
bt:departureDate xsd:Date ;
bt:returnDate xsd:Date ;
bt:budget xsd:Double ;
bt:purposeOfTravel xsd:String .
not applicable
:CHKRequestByManager Cap M
a cmm:Capability ;
cmm:achieves
bt:CheckTravelRequestByManager ;
bt:decision bt:accept, bt:reject, bt:adjust.

Event

not applicable

Event

not applicable

Event

not applicable
:SendNotification Cap M
a cmm:Capability ;
cmm:achieves bt:SendNotification ;
bt:notificationMessage xsd:String ;
bt:meansOfCommunication vcard:Email .
not applicable
not applicable
not applicable

manager can either approve or reject the travel request, this results into two respective events: “TR Approved by Manager” or “TR Rejected by Manager”. In
SAP TR M the manager can also ask for more clarifications or make changes to
the travel request and this is shown via the event “TR Requires Changes”.
• “Send Notification” consists of sending a notification to the requester. This function appears in SAP TR A and SAP TR M and in both variants it terminates the
business process.
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More formally, and with respect to Definition 6 introduced in Chapter 4, both business
process models are defined as follows:
• SAP TR A = < NSAP
CSAP

TR A

T R A , CSAP T R A , ASAP T R A , CapSAP T R A

and CapSAP

TR A

are shown in Table 6.1 and ASAP

>, where NSAP

TR A

T R A,

= {#1.n /

n ∈ [0, 16]} as shown in Figure 6.6a (e.g., #1.1 = (Begin,Create Travel Request)
and #1.4 = (CHK Request Automatically, C1.1)).
• SAP TR M = < NSAP
NSAP

TR M,

CSAP

TR M

T R M , CSAP T R M , ASAP T R M , CapSAP T R M

and CapSAP

TR A

>, where

are shown in Table 6.2 and ASAP

TR M

=

{#2.n / n ∈ [0, 12]} as shown in Figure 6.6b (e.g., #2.1 = (Begin,Create Travel
Request) and #2.4 = (CHK Request by Manager, C2.1)).
It is important to note that the original models [197] were incomplete and not well
structured. They have been manually adapted to ensure that there are no deadlocks,
dead-end paths, incomplete terminations, etc. [191]. Additionally these models were not
annotated with any capability, the capabilities of each function item has been manually
created using the capability meta-model introduced in Chapter 3.

6.5

Merging Business Capability-annotated Process Models: The Merging Algorithm

This section presents a novel algorithm for creating configurable business process models
by merging pairs of business process variants. The input of this algorithm is a pair of
configurable business process models and the output is a configurable business process
model. If the input models are not configurable, it starts by transforming them into
configurable models that mainly assures that the models’ items are annotated with the
identifier of the model they originate from in order to fulfill the traceability requirement
[Traceability] (see Section 6.1).
The assumptions for this algorithm are as follows:

1. For both input models, every function item is annotated with its capability using
the meta-model introduced in Chapter 3.
2. Both models are annotated with concepts from the same ontologies (i.e., same
actions ontology and same capability domain ontology) and use the same language.
In the absence of this requirement, an alignment of the used ontologies [193] or a
cross-lingual comparison of business terms [164] is required.
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3. Both models are well structured: there are no deadlocks, dead-end paths, incomplete terminations, etc. [191].

The Merging algorithm can be split into three steps:

1. Merging both business processes’ items: first, match and merge each event and
function item of a first model with its corresponding item of the second model.
During this step, capabilities of functions are merged for creating configurable
capabilities. This is followed by integrating the rest of the models’ items (i.e.,
connectors and arcs) into the resulting model without any matching step. This
step is detailed in Section 6.5.1.
2. Post-processing the merged business process graph: the previous step provides a
business process graph that does not respect the modelling languages syntactic
rules. The object of this step is to detect modelling problems and correct the
resulting model. This step is detailed in Section 6.5.2.
3. Reduction of the configurable business process graph: when resolving syntactic
problems, the Merging algorithm will create additional routing nodes that generate
several connector chains. This step aims to reduce connector chains for a more
compact configurable business process graph. Details are discussed in Section
6.5.3.

6.5.1

Merging Business Processes’ Items

The Merging algorithm requires as input two configurable business process graphs. If
the input models are not configurable, they need to be transformed to be compliant with
Definition 13. Given the business process graphs depicted in Figure 6.6, this step needs
to transform them into Configurable Business Process Graphs as per Definition 13. This
is a trivial operation because for both models CN = ∅ and CC = ∅. The function T ag
simply consists of tagging of each item in both models with their respective model’s
identifier. Both models become configurable models with single variants and without
any configurable nodes.

6.5.1.1

Merging Events

The following step of the Merging algorithm consists of matching each event and function
from both input models. The object of this operation is to identify similar events and
functions in order to merge them into a single node. A straight forward solution to this
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step can be carried out by imposing the use of common labels for events and functions
in all variants. This is a valid assumption when all business process variants are created
within the same modelling environment with a well defined organizational taxonomy
that defines a controlled vocabulary to design business processes using the concepts of
information entity, business process, organizational unit, actor, business schedule and
business goal [167].
In the absence of an agreement on a common taxonomy in process design, modelers may
agree on some terminology represented in a large corpus of text used within their business
environment. Such corpus can be used to construct distributional models of meaning
to generate semantic similarity and relatedness between the used terms. Semantic similarity between terms is based on the co-occurrence of terms in similar contexts in the
corpus [79]. Two of the most powerful distributional semantic models are the Latent
Semantic Analysis (LSA) [63] and the Explicit Semantic Analysis (ESA) [79]. In both
approaches a large corpus of text documents is indexed to extract statistical properties
about terms. Wikipedia is a good example of corpus initially used by ESA. Upon such
indices, a semantic similarity/relatedness measure is operated. In such context, Freitas et al. [78] proposed an approximate query processing approach for databases based
on distributional semantics and validated it within a natural query scenario over graph
databases. In this chapter, I use an existing tool for computing matching scores between
event labels that uses ESA-based over a domain independent corpus (Wikipedia).
Table 6.3, shows the scores of matching events from GSAP

TR A

to GSAP

TR M.

Each

cell represents the score that is computed as follows: the similarity between two event
labels El1 and El2 is the average of the similarities between each pair of words (W1 ,
W2 ) such that W1 ∈ EL1 and W2 ∈ EL2 . For example, the matching score between
“Approval by Manager” and “Approval Required by Manager” is 0.347. This score is
computed after removing the stop-word “by” and computing the similarity between six
possible pairs of words from these labels (e.g., Similarity(“Approval”, “Approval”) = 1,
Similarity(“Approval”, “Required”) = 0.042, Similarity(“Approval”,“Manager”)=0.005)
2.

Note that for each line in Table 6.3, the two highest matching scores for each pair of

event labels are highlighted. If for a line the score is 1, this means that the labels are
identical, then obviously they merge together without further verifications, otherwise,
the user can be asked to select the most appropriate label ordered with the highest score.
The matching score is used mainly for helping the user to select the best matching
between events. Even though the matching score has been used to fully automate the
merging of events in prior research [121, 123], I prefer giving the user the possibility to
take the final decision. Indeed, in some cases, one can find a better matching of events
2

Please note that scores are computed after stemming.
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Table 6.3: ESA-based Matching Scores Matrix for Events from the Running Example
of the two Business Process Models for Organizing a Trip (see Figure 6.6)

Events from
SAP TR A
Begin
Travel
Request
Created
Request
Approved
Automatically
Approval
by Manager
TR Approved
by Manager
TR Rejected
by Manager
End

Events from SAP TR M
Request
Request
Approved
Requires
by Manager Changes
0.005
0.021

1

Approval
Required
by Manager
0.016

0.010

0.015

0.121

0.179

0.174

0.005

0.005

0.126

0.232

0.186

0.183

0.003

0.005

0.347

0.340

0.026

0.018

0.008

0.005

0.347

0.340

0.028

0.018

0.008

0.004

0.181

0.179

0.018

0.259

0.010

0.046

0.007

0.006

0.005

0.004

1

Begin

Request
Rejected

End

0.003

0.046

according the score while the actual matching is different (see the matching score of
“TR Approved by Manager” and “Approval Required by Manager” in Table 6.3). It is
also possible to find high matching scores while there is no actual correct matching (see
the matching score of “Request Approved Automatically” and “Request Approved by
Manager” in Table 6.3).
After choosing the best matching between pairs of events, each pair of events is merged
into a single one with the most appropriate label that the user can select. For traceability
purposes, it is possible keep both labels in the merged event with additional tagging of
the origin of each of them. However, this work keeps only one of the labels.
Figure 6.7 highlights the matching of events of the input models proposed in the running
example in Figure 6.6. Each event from the first model share the same color with its
corresponding event from the second model. Events kept in white do not have any
corresponding event in the other model.
The matching operation used in this work can be further investigated and contribute to
the currently growing body of research in the area of process model matching [4, 59, 60,
107, 108, 112, 130, 237]. Various solutions were introduced for matching process elements
from different perspectives ranging from structural aspects analysis to the identification
of activity labels.
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Figure 6.7: Matching Events and Functions from both Model Variants

6.5.1.2

Merging Functions

A primary assumption of the Merging algorithm imposes that both input models are
annotated with their capabilities. This makes the matching of function items simpler
than event items. Indeed, similar functions in essence achieve the same action and consequently should have the same action category of their capabilities. The matching of
function items is simply done via comparing their action categories. However, the resulting merged function item should consider all differences between the capabilities from
original models. Consequently, the merging of function items is a two-step operation
that first identifies the corresponding items (see Figure 6.7 as example) then the second
generates their merged capability.
For determining the resulting merged capability, the algorithm covers all possible cases:
• Both function items have the same capability: the resulting merged capability
remain as it is (see Figure 6.8a).
• Both capabilities share the same property but with different values: the resulting
merged capability is a Configurable Capability with a property that has a
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Configurable Value (see Figure 6.8b). In all cases the configurable value is an
Enumeration of both options originating from input capabilities.
• One of the capabilities has one additional property: the merged capability is a
Configurable Capability that has a Configurable Property: i.e., the additional property (see Figure 6.8c).

6.5.1.3

Merged Business Process Graph

Note that the previous matching steps relate only to events and functions. Connectors
from the first model can also be matched to connectors from the second one as it has
been proposed by La Rosa et al. [121, 123]. The matching operation is done via a
context similarity score by considering the connector neighborhood (i.e., incoming and
outgoing nodes). This operation is not necessary and adds more complexity to the
matching operation when connector chains appear in the model (i.e., various consecutive
connectors).
The following step consists of creating the integrated configurable business process graph
denoted CG=< NCG , CCG , ACG , TCG , CapCG , CNCG , CCCG , COCG , T agCG > (see
Definition 13). Let G1=< NG1 , CG1 , AG1 , TG1 , CapG1 , CNG1 , CCG1 , COG1 , T agG1 >
and G2 be two input configurable business process graphs, the resulting CG=< NG2 ,
CG2 , AG2 , TG2 , CapG2 , CNG2 , CCG2 , COG2 , T agG2 > is constructed as follows:

• NCG = NG1 ⊕ NG2 : the set of nodes of the configurable graph is the merger of
nodes of both input models. More specifically, NCG contains the results of merging
events and functions as see in the Section 6.5.1.1 and 6.5.1.2 respectively, as well
as the events and functions that are not common to G1 and G2.
• CCG = CG1 ∪ CG2 : the set of connectors of the configurable graph is the union of
connectors of both input models without any merging.
• ACG = AG1 ∪ AG2 : the set of arcs of the configurable graph is the union of arcs
from both models while considering updating sources and destinations of arcs with
respect to the merged events and functions.
• TCG and CapCG are two functions that report on the type of the node and the
capabilities of the function items respectively.
• CNCG = CNG1 ∪ CNG2 ∪ CNG12 : contains the list of function items that have
configurable capabilities either originally defined in input models (i.e, CNG1 ∪
CNG2 ) or resulting from the merging of function items (i.e, CNG12 ).
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+

Create Travel
Request

:CreateTravelRequest_Cap_A
a cap:Capability ;
cap:ActionCategory
bt:FillTravelRequestForm;
bt:name xsd:String;
bt:destination dbo:City;
bt:departureDate xsd:Date;
bt:returnDate xsd:Date;
bt:budget xsd:Double;
bt:purposeOfTravel xsd:String.

Create Travel
Request

=

:CreateTravelRequest_Cap_M
a cap:Capability ;
cap:ActionCategory
bt:FillTravelRequestForm;
bt:name xsd:String;
bt:destination dbo:City;
bt:departureDate xsd:Date;
bt:returnDate xsd:Date;
bt:budget xsd:Double;
bt:purposeOfTravel xsd:String.
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Create Travel
Request

:CreateTravelRequest_Cap_AM
a cap:Capability ;
cap:ActionCategory
bt:FillTravelRequestForm;
bt:name xsd:String;
bt:destination dbo:City;
bt:departureDate xsd:Date;
bt:returnDate xsd:Date;
bt:budget xsd:Double;
bt:purposeOfTravel xsd:String.

(a) Merging “Create Travel Request” Functions: Regular Capability
CHK Request by
Manager

+

:CHKRequestByManager_Cap_A
a cap:Capability ;
cap:ActionCategory
bt:CHKTravelRequestByManager;
bt:decision bt:accept , bt:reject.

CHK Request by
Manager

=

CHK Request by
Manager

:CHKRequestByManager_Cap_AM
a cap:ConfigurableCapability ;
cap:ActionCategory
bt:CHKTravelRequestByManager;
bt:decision [a
cap:ConfigurableValue ;

:CHKRequestByManager_Cap_M
a cap:Capability ;
cap:ActionCategory
bt:CHKTravelRequestByManager;
bt:decision bt:accept , bt:reject,
bt:adjust.

cap:hasOption :option1 ,
:option2.
:option1 cap:hasValue
bt:accept , bt:reject.
:option2 cap:hasValue bt:accept,
bt:reject, bt:adjust.].

(b) Merging “CHK Request by Manager”: Configurable Capability with Configurable Property Value

Send Notification

+

:SendNotification_Cap_A
a cap:Capability ;
cap:ActionCategory bt:SendNotification;
bt:notificationMessage xsd:String.

Send Notification

=

:SendNotification_Cap_M
a cap:Capability ;
cap:ActionCategory bt:SendNotification;
bt:notificationMessage xsd:String;
bt:meansOfCommunication vcard:Email.

Send Notification

:SendNotification_Cap_AM
a cap:ConfigurableCapability ;
cap:ActionCategory bt:SendNotification;
bt:notificationMessage xsd:String;
bt:meansOfCommunication vcard:Email;
cap:hasConfigurableProperty
bt:meansOfCommunication .

(c) Merging “Send Notification”: Configurable Capability with Configurable
Property
Figure 6.8: Merging Functions and Creating Configurable Capabilities

• CCCG = CCG1 ∪ CCG2 : contains the list of all configurable connectors from the
original models. In the running example there are no configurable connectors,
consequently at this stage CCCG = {}.
• The tagging function T agCG will assign for each element of the graph the identifiers
of the model they originated from (e.g., id(G1) and id(G2)).
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Figure 6.9: Merging Items from both Model Variants

Figure 6.9 illustrates the resulting configurable business process model after the merging operation. Only the tags on the arcs are shown in this Figure. One can easily
notice that this model is not well structured: there are (1) duplicate arcs (e.g., from
“Begin” and “Create Travel Request”), and (2) events/function nodes with multiple
incoming/outgoing arcs. A post-processing step is required to resolve these issues.

6.5.2

Post-processing the Merged Business Process Graph

The resulting configurable graph CG needs some post-processing in order to be well
structured and respect the set of requirements imposed by the modelling notation (EPC
in this case) [147]. After the merging operation two requirements are violated. These
requirements are:
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1. for each n ∈ NCG : | • n| ≤ 1. This requirement means that each event/function
item must have at most one input.
2. for each n ∈ NCG : |n • | ≤ 1. This requirement means that each event/function
item must have at most one output.
To ensure that each event/function item has a single entry, Algorithm 2 operates as
follows: if a work node has more than one input, it creates a configurable connector
(XOR-Join) that becomes the new destination of all input edges of that work node (i.e.,
lines 7 to 12). Finally, it creates a new edge from the new configurable connector to the
work node that previously had more than one entry (i.e., lines 16 to 20).
Algorithm 2: Single Entry: Ensuring that Each Work Node has a Single Entry
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Input: Graph G: A graph that represents a configurable process graph.
begin
foreach n in NG do
T ags ← {};
if | • n| > 1 then
CreateNewCXOR(CXOR);
CXOR.T ype ← XORjoin;
foreach a ∈ AG do
if a.Destination == n then
a.Destination ← CXOR;
T ags.add(a.T ag);
end

11

end
CXOR.T ag ← T ags;
CG .add(CXOR);
CCG .add(CXOR);
CreateNewArc(Arc);
Arc.Source ← CXOR;
Arc.Destination ← n;
Arc.T ag ← T ags;
AG .add(Arc);

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

end

21
22
23

end
end
Figure 6.10a and 6.10c illustrate how this transformation is done. The left hand side of
Figure 6.10a depicts two input arcs for the event “Approval by Manager” which has been
changed in the right hand side of this figure by inserting a configurable XOR connector
and an arc from this connector to “Approval by manager” that is tagged with all tags
of original arcs (i.e., “‘A,M”).
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Figure 6.10: Introducing Configurable Connectors to make Work Nodes
with a Single Entry and a single Exit

A similar algorithm operates to ensure that each event/function item has a single exit.
Figure 6.10b and 6.10d illustrate how this transformation is done. The left hand side
of Figure 6.10b depicts two output arcs for the event “TR Rejected by Manager” which
has been changed in the right hand side of this figure by inserting a configurable XOR
connector and an arc from “TR Rejected by Manager” to this connector that is tagged
with all the tags of the original arcs (i.e., “‘A,M”).
At this level, the merged process model is completely constructed and Figure 6.11 depicts
the resulting model. However, during this post-processing step, several configurable
connectors have been inserted. This may lead to the appearance of several connector
chains that make the model more complex to read. The following section shows how to
reduce these connector chains in order to obtain a reduced configurable process model.

6.5.3

Reduction of the Configurable Business Process Graph

This section presents two rules that help reduce connector chains. These rules should
reduce the business process graph while preserving its behaviour. Reducing a business
process graph consists of deleting some routing nodes which are not mandatory. These
reduction rules are: (i) merging consecutive split/join connectors and (ii) removing
trivial connectors.
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Figure 6.11: Correct Configurable Model after Post-processing Step

6.5.3.1

Merge Consecutive Split/Join Connectors

Algorithm 3 identifies and merges consecutive split/ join connectors into a single connector. It starts by parsing all the arcs of CG. If the source and the destination of
an arc are two connectors of the same type (i.e., join or split) (i.e., line 2), then the
algorithm fetches all the consecutive connectors having that type in order to create a
set of connectors that have to be reduced (i.e., lines 8 to 15). The reduction of this set
of connectors is made by creating a new configurable connector that replaces them. If
one of the connectors that needs to be reduced is either an AND or an OR (i.e., line
17), then the new connector must be a configurable OR that keeps a trace back to the
original operator with the identifier of the process where it originates from (i.e., line 22)
otherwise it is a configurable XOR (i.e., line 3). Then, the algorithm continues to parse
the remaining arcs to detect input/output arcs of the current connectors in order to link
them to the new connector (i.e., lines 23 to 30). At the end of the algorithm, line 33
permits to merge arcs having the same source and destination.
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Algorithm 3: Merge consecutive connectors
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12

13
14

Input: Graph G: A graph that represents a configurable process model.
begin
foreach a in AG do
Operator ← “XOR00 ; T ag ← ∅;
if a.Src ∈ CG and a.Dest ∈ CG then
if a.Src.T ype == a.Dest.T ype then
ToReduce.addAll({a.Src,a.Dest}); T ag.addAll({a.Src.T ag, a.Dest.T ag};
end
foreach a2 in AG do
if a.Src ∈ T oReduce and a2.Dest ∈
/ T oReduce and
a2.Dest.T ype == a.Src.T ype then
ToReduce.add (a2.Dest); T ag ← a2.Dest.T ag;
end
if a.Dest ∈ T oReduce and a2.Src ∈
/ T oReduce and
a2.Src.T ype == a.Src.T ype then
ToReduce.add (a2.Src); T ag ← a2.Src.T ag;
end
end
foreach a2 in AG do
if a2.Src ∈ T oReduce and (a2.Src.Op == “AN D00 or
a.Src.Op == “OR00 ) or a2.Dest ∈ T oReduce and
(a2.Dest.Op == “AN D00 or a.Dest.Op == “OR00 ) then
Operator = “OR”;

15
16
17

18

end

19

29

end
CreateNewConfigurableConnector(CC);
CC.T ype ← a.Src.T ype; CC.Op ← Operator; CC.T ag ← T ag;
foreach a3 ∈ AG do
if a3.Src ∈ T oReduce then
a3.Src ← CC;
end
if a3.Dest ∈ T oReduce then
a3.Dest ← CC;
end

30

end

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

end

31
32
33
34

end
M ergeEdgesW ithSameSourceSameDestination(G);
end

In Figure 6.12a (as it appears in this use case), connectors CG1, C1.3, and C2.1 are
three consecutive split connectors which are merged into CG in Figure 6.12b. In Figure
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6.12b there are two arcs from CG to CG2 with tags “A” and “M” which respectively
originate from (Figure 6.12a) the arc from CG1 to C1.3 and the arc from CG1 to C2.1.
These two arcs are merged into a single one with the tag “A,M” in Figure 6.12c.
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Figure 6.12: Reducing a Business Process Graph by Merging Consecutive
Split Connectors

6.5.3.2

Remove Trivial Connectors

A trivial connector is a connector that has only one input and one output arc. It does
not provide any useful routing information. Thus, it can be removed without altering the
process behaviour. In the running example, Figure 6.12c depicts two trivial connectors
(i.e., CG2 and CG3) that are removed in Figure 6.12d. Figure 6.13b depicts the resulting
optimal configurable process model of the running example of this chapter.

6.5.4

Complexity Analysis

The proposed Merging algorithm in this chapter is linear depending on the size of the
largest input business process graph. The first step of the algorithm consists of transforming both input models into two configurable models is a simple revisit to all the
models’ nodes and thus has the complexity of O(|N |) where |N | represents the number of work nodes of the largest input model. Without using the semantic similarity
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Figure 6.13: Resulting Configurable Models after Post-processing and Reduction steps

between event nodes, their merging starts by matching from both models the corresponding events which is bound to the number of nodes and thus has the complexity of
O(|N |2 ). With respect to matching and merging function items, the matching operation
is similar to the events matching and consequently has the complexity of O(|N |2 ); the
merging step involves the merging of their corresponding capabilities that is bound to
the number of properties p a capability can have which corresponds to the complexity
of O(|P |2 ) where P is the maximum number of properties of a given capability. Consequently the complexity of the function items matching and merging is O(|N ∗ P |2 ). The
merging of arcs is bound to the number of arcs of the largest model which also corresponds to the number of nodes of the model and thus the complexity is O(|N |). The
post-processing steps has the complexity O(|N |) as it is a simple loop over the nodes of
the merged model while the reduction step has the complexity O(|N |2 ) as at each node,
all neighbour are visited.
In the worst-case, the complexity of this merging algorithm is O(|N ∗ P |2 ), where |N |
represents the number of nodes of the largest model and |P | represents the number of
properties of the largest capability used in the input models. This is the complexity
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of the matching and merging of functions that dominates the complexity of the other
steps.

6.6
6.6.1

Tool Support and Evaluation
Overview

As proof of concept, the proposed algorithm has been implemented as an extension of
EPCTools [156], Section 6.6.2 reports on this extension . This tool has been used, in
Section 6.6.3, to carry out further evaluations for measuring the compression rate gained
by using this tool for merging a set of business process models and assess the required
execution time. Furthermore, interviews with domain experts have been carried out in
order to have a feedback on this contributions from practitioners in 6.6.4.

6.6.2

Tool Support

The presented business process merging algorithm has been implemented as an extension
of EPCTools [156]. EPCTools is an open source initiative toward a tool for Event Driven
Process Chains (EPCs) that supports the tool independent EPC interchange format
EPML [148] implemented as an Eclipse Plug-in.
As shown in Figure 6.14, after opening one of the two process models, the user has to
click on the “Merging models” button (see 1 in Figure 6.14), then a new dialog window
is open, the user selects the second process model and clicks on ok, in this step the new
configurable process is created. The user can optionally decide to apply the reduction
step by selecting the “Reduce” button (see 2 in Figure 6.14).
The tool support is a proof of concept that has been implemented to carry out compression rate and execution time evaluations as well as to be used for interviews with
domain experts. No further evaluations regarding the user interface and how the user
interacts with this tool have been carried out. The user experience evaluation might
be influenced by the modelling environment and is not relevant in the context of the
contribution of this research.
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1

2

Figure 6.14: Extended Version of EPCTools that Supports the Creation of
Capability-annotated Configurable Business Process Models

6.6.3
6.6.3.1

Compression Rate and Time Evaluation
Methodology

The objective of the compression rate evaluation is to highlight the benefit of merging
business process variants into a single configurable business process model by avoiding
duplicate process elements in process repositories. Furthermore, as for organisations
time is important and should not be spent on manual creation of configurable models,
this evaluation shows how quick the merging algorithm delivers configurable process
models.
The evaluation of compression rate and execution time has been carried out as follows:
1. A test collection of real-world business process models have been manually created.
2. Each of the input models have been quantified in terms of number of process
elements (i.e., events, functions and connectors).
3. Using the tool support, I have created configurable process models from the input
models.
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4. Each resulting configurable process model have been quantified in terms of number
of process elements.
5. Measuring the compression rate by comparing the sizes of the input models and
the output configurable model.
6. Measuring the execution time of the merging process.
Please note that the execution of the merging steps has not been interrupted with any
manual task. In this regard the following actions have been taken:
• Event matching has been based on exact matching of events (in order to reduce
manual input from te end-user).
• All the model variants are merged at once (instead of merging each pair one by
one manually).
• The reduction step has been carried out automatically after merging (no manual
decision regarding the reduction step).

6.6.3.2

Test Collection

I have manually created a test collection for evaluating the proposed merging algorithm.
The process variants that I used in the experiment are those used by Gottschalk in his
thesis [89]. They were subject of a case study [92] in which techniques for managing
configurable process models were extensively tested in a real-world scenario. The process
models used in this case study are four processes out of the five most executed registration
processes in the civil affairs department of Dutch municipalities [89]:

• P1: Acknowledging an unborn child: This process is executed when a man wants
to register that he is the father of an unborn child in case he is not married to his
pregnant partner.
• P2: Registering a newborn: This process describes the steps for registering a
newborn and get his birth certificate.
• P3: Marriage: This process describes all the steps required before getting married
in a Dutch municipality.
• P4: Decease: This process describes the steps required by relatives to burry the
deceased and get a death certificate.
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The process variants considered in this evaluation are initially available in Protos3 . Each
process has five process variants. Consequently, a total of 5 x 4 = 20 process models
were considered in this work (similar to the case study [92]). I have manually translated
these models into EPC and used the extended version of EPCTools (see Section 6.6) for
merging them in order to create configurable process models for each process.

6.6.3.3

Observations

During the merging steps, two metrics were observed: process models sizes (before, and
after the merging) and the execution time of the merging steps. These metrics are shown
in Table 6.4.
Table 6.4: Results of Merging Registration Processes of Dutch Municipalities

Process
Number
P1
P2
P3
P4

Input size (Number
of Nodes)
190 (29+56+52+29+24)
347 (63+84+73+57+70)
507
(76+127+127+114+63)
355
(56+111+91+67+30)

Output size
before
reduction

Output size
after
reduction

Exec.
Time
(ms)

131 (31%)
276 (20%)

71 (62%)
180 (48%)

157
235

298 (41%)

214 (57%)

407

266 (25%)

160 (54%)

282

Table 6.4 shows the size of the input and output models (size in terms of number of
EPC nodes). Column one states the four processes considered here (P1: Acknowledging
an unborn child, P2: Registering a newborn, P3: Marriage and P4: IDecease). Column
two shows the size of the input models, entries of this column present the sum of the
number of nodes of each variant as it is mentioned between parenthesis. Columns three
and four show the size of the output models before and after the reduction step of
the proposed algorithm which represent the size of the constructed configurable process
model. The percentage value between parenthesis shows the compression rate gained
from the creation of the configurable process models. Column five shows the execution
time in milliseconds needed for merging the input process models.

6.6.3.4

Discussion

The reduction approach can gain around 50% in terms of space for storing several process
variants. Besides this space gain, we can see that in a few milliseconds a set of five process
3

Protos is part of Pallas Athena’s BPM toolset BPM|one.
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variants can be automatically merged which would take much longer for a business
analyst to perform the task manually.
The compression rates are considerably higher after the reduction step. This step removes only connectors that are created for ensuring that events and functions have a
single input and single output (see Section 6.5.2). In fact, generated connector chains
can be reduced into a single connector without losing any routing information as per
the reduction step discussed earlier in Section 6.5.3.
In general, compression rates are high because most of the process models share various
process elements. Indeed, all the used variants, are from various Dutch municipalities
that are initially defined from a high level reference model [92]. Depending on the
population and the available resources of each municipality, few process tasks are either
skipped or replaced by other ones. This keeps most of the process functions sequentially
aligned. Consequently, the merged model observe a big number of common functions
and events.

6.6.4
6.6.4.1

Interviews with Domain Experts
Introduction

In this part of the evaluation, I carried out a second round of semi-structured interviews
with the five domain experts that I interviewed with regard to the business capability
aggregation work of Chapter 4. These experts have strong background and are currently
active in business process management activities. Their profiles include two information
systems architects, one project manager, one IT engineer and one consultant and training
expert. I target these four types of stakeholders as each of them has his own perspective
and usage of business process models.
The objective of this evaluation is to assess the usefulness of the proposed merging
algorithm for designing configurable process models integrating business capabilities of
process activities. In this evaluation a design science methodology was followed [241]
together with formal guidelines for conducting and reporting case study research [187].
The interviews were done after explanation of this thesis objective and details about
configuration-based modelling. The main targeted outcome of these interviews is to
identify if these experts see that the business capability-driven configuration of business
process models is useful and can be adopted in their working environment.
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Participants

This is a reminder about the profiles of the five participants that were recruited for this
semi-structured interview. These five experts were from different levels of expertise in
the area of service computing and information systems design and development. The age
group of these participant is 30-50 years old and their professional background includes
a minimum of 5 years experience and are currently active in their field. Their profiles
include:
• two system architects (P1 and P2): working as designers of information systems
for clients of a multinational company.
• one project manager (P3): leading teams of developers of information systems for
the management of seaports in different countries.
• and one IT engineer (4): working as developer in start-up offering automated post
services.
• one information system consultant (P5): working as a consultant and trainer in
the area of business process management.

6.6.4.3

Approach

The approach used for this evluation follows the case study research process proposed
by Runeson and Höst [187]:

• Case study design: the objective of the evaluation is to assess the usefulness of the
proposed merging algorithm for designing configurable process models integrating
business capabilities. Interviews run individually using online conferencing tool.
Each interview took about 1 hour for each participant.
• Preparation for data collection: The discussions were semi-structured to give the
participants the freedom to give additional comments and get as much feedback
as possible from them. The structure of the interviews was as follows 4 :
1. 5 minutes discussion about the profile of the participant and his knowledge
about reference process modelling and particularly configuration-based business process modelling.
4

Please note that the durations used here are approximative. Some of the interviews run for few
minutes more or less for each section.
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2. 15 minutes presentation of the business capability-driven design and configuration of configurable business process models.
3. 5 minutes for manually merging a pairs of small business process models. The
models used are the two variants of the process of organising a trip depicted
in Figure 6.15
4. 10 minutes for manually merging a pairs of larger business process models.
The models used are the two variants of the process of importation from the
customs clearance procedures as this was their domain of expertise.
5. 10 minutes demo and interaction with the tool support.
6. 15 minutes discussion about the contribution of this chapter.
• Analysis of collected data: A post interview analysis of the collected feedback is
reported in Section 6.6.4.4.
• Reporting: A discussion of the resulting feedback is summarised in Section 6.6.4.5
and shared among the participants.

Begin

Begin

Begin

Make Travel
Request

Make Travel
Request

Make Travel
Request

X
Request Accepted
and no Transport
Required

Request
Accepted and
Flight Required

Book Flight
Ticket

+

Request Accepted
and no Transport
Required

Book Flight
Ticket

Flight
Booked

Book Hotel
Room

Request
Accepted and
Flight Required

Flight
Booked

Book Hotel
Room

End

End

a. Organize a travel with a
ﬂight and a hotel room

B. Organize a travel with
a hotel room only

X
Book Hotel
Room

End

C. Conﬁgurable Model
for Organizing a Trip

Figure 6.15: A Configurable Process Model for Organizing a Trip Created
by Merging two Simple Variants

6.6.4.4

Results

Key results from these interviews are as follows:
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General comments on the experience of the experts in using reference process
modeling approaches
• All of the experts except the IT engineer (P4) are aware of reference process
modelling in general and configuration-based modelling in particular.
“Of course we are familiar with reference process modelling. A lot of our missions
consist of configuring our system to clients needs.” (P5)
• Most of the configuration tools they used were focused on IT configurations, as
stated by P1, P3 and P5.
• The only non-IT related configuration option that P5 encountered was the role
assignment for tasks. For example, a particular task can be achieved by project
managers and can be configured to other roles such as budget holder, director, etc.

Feedback on the business process merging approach
• The manual creation of pairs of small process models by all the experts was quick
for small models and done within the 5 minutes slot given for this task
• The manual creation of pairs of larger process models was not complete within the
10 minutes slots given for this task.

Feedback on the use of the business capabilities in configurable process models
• The use of a single business capability ontology to annotate business process variants was pointed as weak point of this research by P5. Using multiple ontologies
is more likely a common practice for these experts.

Feedback on the use of the tool support
• Using the tool support to merge the models that they have manually created was
highly accepted.
• Fully automated merging is not always useful (P2 and P3), it is better to consider
human intervention to validate some merging decisions.
“The tool is useful for guaranteeing a rapid merging of models. However, it is good
to give the user the possibility to take some of the merging decisions.” (P3)
• Manual changes of the resulting configurable model are also pointed as needed by
P2, P3 and P4.
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Discussion

Most of the current solutions that these experts use are configuration-driven but not from
a business capability perspective. Configurations consist of setting the communication
protocols, the form fields that need to be available in the process tasks, the monitoring
indicators, etc. This confirms the fact that current information systems are mainly
focused on the IT engineering part of business processes and not targeting other aspects
such as the business capability. The consultant and training expert (P5) finds that this
is a major issue with customers that adopt for the first time their information system.
For this reason an extensive training period is required in order to make business experts
more familiar with the vocabulary used by the solution provided. These solutions are
not flexible enough to integrate changes that customers want to integrate. It is the
customer that has to adapt his work to the solution rather than the other way round.
All the interviewed experts positively perceive the usefulness of the configuration-base
modelling approach in order to design business process models, however, they see that
the major problem is how to create these models and make them easy to manage by
end-users. After showing the proposed solutions of this research, the experts agree that
this is one possible solution but remains limited in terms of using business capabilityannotations using a unique ontology. This work can be further extended to include
multiple ontologies for annotating business process models.
The automatic merging was a valuable addition from these experts point of view. Some
of them (P1, P2 and P5) had to create manual merging of business process models
in other context and they recognise that manual creation is time consuming and does
not necessarily guarantee a correct result. Those that did not experience this in their
working environment (P3 and P4) also adhere to this point views after trying the manual
merge of the large models during the interview.
Testing the tool reveals that it is simple to use but very EPC focused. Applying the
same approach to other languages can be a good addition.
The experts pointed the need to have human interventions during the merging operation.
Validating the merging of functions or events for some cases might need the expert’s
decision. Even after the completion of the merging process, some manual changes can
be required for more flexible and tailored configurable model. Indeed, the creation of
configurable process models is not exclusively done by merging process variants, other
techniques such as mining process logs can be used [7, 91]. It is important to point
that the resulting configurable model after merging the process variants can be tailored
to include other configuration options and execution paths. A future direction to look
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at, in the context of this research, is a hybrid solution that uses both process merging
techniques together with process mining for the design of configurable process models.
The major challenge for business capability-driven configuration modelling to join industry is the fact that current industrial solutions are mature enough and hard to replace.
Current solutions have been built over years of analysis, engineering and research that
are proven to be effective. Replacing these solutions has never been taken as a serious
option. However, features such as those proposed in this thesis (i.e., process annotations
with capabilities and configuration of processes using their business capabilities) can
be seen as additional options to the current systems but a lot of adaptation work is
required.

6.7

Comparative Analysis with Related Approaches

6.7.1

Units of Analysis

This evaluation aims to compare the merging algorithm proposed in this chapter with
other related business process merging approaches. As units of Analysis, I am using the
requirements introduced in Section 6.2. The following is a recall of these requirements:
1. [Behaviour Subsumption] The merged model should allow for the behavior of
all the original models [90].
2. [Traceability] Each element of the merged process model should be easily traced
back to its original model [121, 123].
3. [Deriving Original Models] Business analysts should be able to derive the input
models (as well as new ones) from the merged process model [121, 123].
The comparative analysis carried out in this Section focuses exclusively on business
process modelling approaches. Other contributions for merging multiple perspectives of
process models [149] or merging database schemas [175] and Object and Class Diagrams
[162] are not considered in this analysis.

6.7.2

Related Approaches

Process Merging for Version Control
In a collaborative business process modelling environment, multiple stakeholders can be
involved in the design of business process models. Starting from a common version of
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a certain model, different users can adapt it to meet their needs resulting into multiple
versions of the same model. At some point, when each of the stakeholders want to
commit his version to a common repository, each of the new versions needs to be merged
in order to generate a new common version of a certain model. This is the research
context that motivates the work carried out by Gerth and Luckey [84]. In their previous
works [85, 86, 114, 115], the authors propose a formalism to detect equivalent business
process models based on the detection of equivalent fragments contained in these models.
The objective it to detect and resolve version conflicts during the merging of process
variants. Authors here refer to their existing tool support for model merging in IBM
WebSphere Business Modeler [115]. The merge procedure defined is not intended to
be fully automated, it is rather developed for reducing the number of false-positive
differences and conflicts in models management. The resulting model is obtained after
selecting a set of change operations and applying them on the current model. This new
model is called the merged model that becomes the new common version of the process
model.

Critique
Authors did not give attention to the first requirement of behaviour subsumption. Indeed, the resulting model can exclude the behaviours of input models in the resulting
model after a stakeholder validation. Given the motivation of this work, i.e., consolidating multiple process version into a single common reference model, this approach
does not satisfy neither the second requirement of keeping track on the origin of the
element of the reference model nor the third requirement of derining input mdoels from
the merged one.

Merging Event Driven Process Chains
Gottschalk et al. [90] define an approach exclusively intended for merging models following the EPC notation. This approach consists first of transforming EPCs into a so
called abstraction of EPCs, namely function graphs. The second step is the combination
of these function graphs by means of set union operations. Finally, they transform back
the combined function graph into an EPC. The object in their approach is not to create
a configurable EPC, there are no configurable connectors introduced which would allow
for extracting one of the original models.
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Critique
Gottschalk et al. [90] use behaviour preserving set union operations over function graphs
in order to satisfy the first requirement of behaviours subsumption. However, this approach does not allow for the second (i.e., Traceability) or the third (i.e., Deriving Original Models) requirements introduced in Section 6.7.1. Indeed, the generated merged
models do not allow to trace back where an element of the model originates from. As
well as they do not provide any possibility to configure the obtained model in order to
derive one of the input models.

Merging Process Graphs to create Configurable Models
La Rosa et al. [121, 123] propose a technique that satisfies the three requirements. Their
technique starts by computing a similarity measure between nodes of pairs of process
models. Then, given a mapping between different elements of the original models, they
propose a merge operator that computes the Maximum Common Regions (MCR) and
then links elements of the second models, which are not in the MCR, to the MCR of
the first model. Similar to the approach presented, they use arc annotations to allow
for tracking the origin of an element.

Critique
In this work, the mapping between function items exclusively relies on their labels using
approximate semantic matching between them, while the approach presented in this
chapter considers capabilities and domain ontologies. Furthermore, the proposed algorithm has a complexity of O(|N |3 ) for merging only one pair of process models [123]
where |N | is the number of nodes of the largest model. However, the merging algorithm
proposed in this chapter has a reduced complexity of O(|N ∗ P |2 ), where |N | represents
the number of nodes of the largest model and |P | represents the number of properties
of the largest capability that is much less than the size of an average process model.

Summary
A summary of the discussed approaches is show in Table 6.5. The first three lines of this
table list the details of previously reviewed approaches while the last line concerns the
proposed Merging Algorithm of this chapter. The proposed Merging Algorithm satisfies
the three pre-mentioned requirements as follows:
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1. [Behaviour Subsumption] All the operations of the merging algorithm do not
remove any work node (i.e., events and function items). Furthermore, the order
between these work nodes is preserved along the merging steps. The only removal
is carried out during the reduction step when removing trivial connectors. Trivial
connectors do not introduce any routing information and consequently they can
be removed without altering the behaviour of the model.
2. [Traceability] The initial step of the algorithm starts by tagging each element of
the input process models with the identifier of their corresponding model. This is
maintained via the function T ag that returns the identifier of the model where an
item originates from.
3. [Deriving Original Models] The main target of the merging model is to provide
models that can be tailored for generating either input model or new ones. The
concept of configurable models fulfils this requirement and more precisely via the
use of configurable connectors and function items. A possible way to assist users
in deriving one of the input models is to keep from the merged model only items
tagged with the original model that the user wants to extract.
Table 6.5: Comparative Analysis of Business Process Merging Approaches
Deriving
Models

Original

Approach

Behavous
Supsumption

Traceability

Process Merging
for Version Control [84–86, 114,
115]

(-) The merged model
does not necessarily include the behaviours of
all input models.

(-) The output model allows to roll back to the
immediate previous version of the model and not
to other ones.

(-) The output model is
not configurable.

(-) The is not traceability to to any of the input
models.

(-) The output model is
not configurable.

Merging Event
Driven Process
Chains [90]
Merging
Process Graphs to
create
Configurable
Models
[121, 123]
The Merging Algorithm

6.7.3

(+) The combination of
function graphs does not
alter the bahaviour on
input models.
(+) The fusion of maximum common regions
and applied reduction
operations are behaviour
preserving.
(+) All the operations
of the merging algorithm
are are behaviour preserving.

(+) The process arcs are
tagged with input models identifiers.

(+) All the process elements are tagged with
input models identifiers.

(+)
The
generated
model is configurable
and allows to generate
either original or new
models.
(+)
The
generated
model is configurable
and allows to generate
either original or new
models.

Discussion

From these related approaches, we can distinguish other units of analysis that help
further distinguish the merging algorithm of this chapter:
• [Target modelling language] All of the reviewed approaches including the proposed
merging algorithm of this chapter except [90] make use of abstraction into business
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process graphs so that minor changes can be applied to the proposed approaches
to be applicable on other modelling languages.
• [Matching of process elements] Gerth et al. [84–86, 114, 115] focus on matching
change operations using exact matching of labels of model elements. Gottschalk
et al. [90] relies on exact matching of process elements. Only La Rosa et al.
[121, 123] and the proposed merging algorithm use approximate semantic matching
of labels of events. Furthermore, the proposed merging algorithm uses ontologies
and capabilities for matching functions of process models.
• [Complexity] It is only discussed by La Rosa et al. [123], they mention that their
algorithm has a complexity of O(|N |3 ) for merging only one pair of process models
where |N | is the number of nodes of the largest model. The algorithm proposed
in this chapter has a complexity of O(|N ∗ P |2 ), where |N | represents the number
of nodes of the largest model and |P | represents the number of properties of the
largest capability used in the input models.

6.8

Summary

This chapter discussed the early integration of capabilities in business process models in order to use them to create capability-annotated configurable business process
models. The chapter proposes an algorithm that takes as input a set of capabilityannotated business process models and outputs the corresponding capability-annotated
configurable model. The resulting model should subsume the behaviour of the input
models and allow to derive either of them or other new models. This feature is fulfilled
by the concept of a configurable model that has been extended in this chapter with configurable capabilities. The resulting capabilities can be used at a later step for driving
the configuration of such models.
The Merging algorithm has been evaluated using real world business process variants
that have been manually created and annotated. Two main dimensions were considered
for the evaluation: time and compression rate. These two metrics were used by previous
researchers to evaluate similar contributions. Results show that the Merging algorithm
insures a compression rate of 50% within a short execution time in the order of a few
milliseconds.
Furthermore, capability descriptions in configurable process models can also be seen
as a rich (and explicit) description of business processes by their properties and more
specifically enriched properties at the structural configuration options. This could be
considered a significant step forward and certainly supports the configuration step, i.e.
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one can achieve incremental improvement of business processes and continued adaptation
to demands.

Chapter 7

Conclusions
“The important thing is not to stop
questioning.”
Albert Einstein

7.1

Thesis Summary

With the advent of Industry 4.0, more and more companies are actively working on
digitising their assets (i.e., services, processes, etc.) for better control, collaboration,
modularity, analysis, etc. By 2020 more than 80% of companies will have digitised their
business processes and value chains. This creates more services and processes, making
their indexing, discovery, configuration, etc. more challenging. Thus, properly digitising
those assets needs a proper data model to describe them, and proper algorithms for indexing, discovering and configuring them. In this context, this thesis proposes a concept
model for describing the business capability of services and business processes from a
functional perspective in terms of what do they achieve together with related business
properties. Furthermore, this work proposes the aggregation, indexing, discovery and
configuration of services and business processes using the concept of business capability.
Therefore, the first objective of this thesis was to propose a conceptual model for describing Business Capabilities. The proposed model is implemented as a set of ontologies that
can be used for creating semantic annotations of business process models or services. In
this work, I consider a business capability as standalone entity that can exist outside the
scope of service descriptions or invocation interfaces. A service, a computer program, a
business process or even a manual task can be described using the business capability
concept where an explicit link can be created between them. In a very simple definition,
191
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I consider a business capability as a set of actions enriched with zero or many properties.
Properties allow to refine further the action that is taken for a domain related ontology.
The model was validated via Bunge’s theory of ontology [30] and via interviews with
domain experts.
The modelling of capabilities as a set of actions and properties is inspired by the framebased modelling approaches that have been proven to be effective in practice with languages such as JSON. It is simple, relies mainly on a shared agreements on the semantics
of the used actions and properties that are defined in common ontologies. The other
advantage of using frame-based modelling is the possibility of indexing, searching and
aggregating capabilities without heavily relying on reasoning which is the major issue
with current approaches. Detailed analysis of current modelling approaches was carried
out Section 2.2 of Chapter 2 and the details of the capability meta-model were discussed
in Chapter 3.
The second objective of this thesis was to propose an abstraction technique that allows
moving from an entire process model to its functional description by aggregating the
business capabilities of the process elements into a single one. This feature is necessary
when a user wants to have an overview of the capability of an entire business process
model rather than a single activity. Various approaches reviewed in Section 2.3 of Chapter 4 looked into this problem from different perspecives such are removing unwanted
process elements, abstraction and aggregation of activities or propagation of capabilities.
These contributions either fail in proposing a complete capability description or trigger
information loss or result in a complicated capabilities. The approach that I proposed in
Chapter 4 relies on the same capability meta-model of Chapter 3. An aggregated capability results also in a set of actions and properties that domain experts are familiar with.
The proposed aggregation algorithm is based on the token propagation game similar to
Petri-Nets which gives a clear formal background of each propagation operation.
The third objective of this thesis was to explore the use of Formal Concept Analysis
for providing efficient indexing and discovery of business capabilities that are described
using the proposed model. Rather than inventing new a set of indexing and discovery
algorithms, I reused Formal Concept Analysis (FCA for short) as a mathematical classification tool. Using FCA has the advantage of benefiting from already well established
indexing and search algorithms that I have adopted for discovering a set of service descriptions (i.e., capabilities). In the evaluation of this work, I was observing the time
required to create an index of synthetic capabilities with different configurations. Results of the evaluations show that the approach is effective and performs better than the
related approaches. Details about reviewed related indexing and discovery approaches
is given in Section 2.4 of Chapter 2.
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The fourth objective of this thesis was to reduce the business process modelling effort
when using configurable process models by proposing an algorithm for creating business
capability-annotated configurable business process models that capture configuration
options in terms of business capability features. First of all, in Section 2.5 of Chapter
2 I analyzed reuse-oriented business process modelling techniques in order to find how
capabilities were used and how can the business capability model contribute to this area.
Configuration-based modelling was a suitable starting point. The idea is to start from
a reference process model (called a configurable model) and tailor this model to meet
the end-user needs by enabling or disabling several branches of the model. The current
state of configurable model requires an extensive process modelling techniques to carry
out proper configurations (captured in terms of model restrictions and parameters) that
reflect the business needs of the end-user. I suggest in Chapter 6 the early integration of
business capability descriptions of activities in process models and create configurable
models that capture configuration options from a functional perspective (capabilities
parameters) in order to shift the configuration from manipulating the model directly to
manipulating the parameters of its capabilities. My proposed solution has been tested
on real world business process models from municipalities.

7.2

Contributions

The core contributions of this thesis are summarized as follows:

• A capability meta-model for defining domain capability ontologies (see Chapter 3):
the thesis presented a meta-model for creating domain specific capabilities. This
model has been serialized as a set of RDF vocabularies in order to guarantee its
openness and portability. The approach has been subject to various publications
[10, 21, 22, 51, 52, 82].
• An algorithm to automatically generate the aggregated capability of an entire capabilityannotated business process model (see Chapter 4): I presented a propagation algorithm that starts from a capability-annotated business process model and delivers
its entire capability. The algorithm is formally verified with formal semantics using
Petri Nets [170] and implemented in a tool to support the validation by interviewing domain experts.The algorithm has been subject to one publication [53].
• The validation of applicability of formal concept analysis for indexing and discovering efficiently capabilities (see Chapter 5): I applied Formal Concept Analysis
as a mechanism for indexing a set of capabilities. I validated this approach on a
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real world Linked Energy Intelligence scenario to evaluate its applicability. Additionally, I carried out efficiency evaluation by measuring the size of the generated
concept lattice for 5000 capabilities and its construction and navigation time (i.e.,
time required to create a concept lattice and discover a capability by visiting all
the nodes of the lattice). The results of the evaluations showed that the approach
outperformed related works in terms of time performance (creating the indexing
structure in less than 200 ms) as it does not rely on any reasoning. The approach
has been subject to various publications [56, 57].
• An algorithm for automatically creating a capability-annotated configurable process model by merging a set of capability-annotated business process variants (see
Chapter 6): Using the proposed capability model. I designed an algorithm that
can merge a set of capability-annotated business process models and create a
capability-annotated configurable business process model. The generated model
captures the configuration options in terms of capability properties that domain
experts find easy to manage. The algorithm has been tested on real world business
process models. In terms of quantitative analysis of this work, the time required
to merge the input models is few milliseconds and the compression rate gained to
is around 50%. Interviews with domain experts helped also validate this contribution and critically analyse it. The experts confirm that current configuration
options are focused on technical parameters, the use of business capabilities can
be added as another dimension to target business users and used for training and
documentation purposes. The approach has been subject to various publications
[49, 50, 55].

Other contributions of this thesis in terms of research, tools, vocabularies and test
collections include:

• Literature review and Gap analysis (see Chapter 2): a related work analysis of
contributions that are either directly or indirectly targeting capability-based service and business process research. More specifically it targeted contributions
that focused primarily on modelling capabilities then indexing, discovering and
aggregating them. An analysis of related work for the problem of reuse in business
process modelling was performed, specifically the use of capabilities in those works.
• A new version of EPCTools

1

that includes the implementation of: (i) an anno-

tation tool for integrating capability descriptions in business process models with
1
Original version of EPCTools: http://www2.cs.uni-paderborn.de/cs/kindler/Forschung/EPCTools/
as accessed on the 03/10/2013.
New version of EPCTools available at: http://wassimderguech.org/phd/
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respect to the proposed meta-model in Chapter 3, (ii) the capabilities aggregation algorithm proposed in Chapter 4 and (iii) the merging algorithm proposed in
Chapter 6 for creating configurable process models.
• A set of RDF vocabularies 2 used in defining the capability meta-model introduced
in Chapter 3.
• A test collection of business process models for municipalities, available in Appendix E.
• A test collection of business process models from the customs clearance domain,
available in Appendix A.

7.3
7.3.1

Critique and Limitations
Capability Meta-Model

In Chapter 3, I defined a meta model for describing Capabilities using the frame-based
paradigm by featuring domain specific actions and properties. This Model permits the
description of capabilities independently from their actual implementations by highlighting the actions being performed with a set of related properties. This idea focused on
describing what can be done rather than on the change of the world in terms of Input,
Output, Precondition and Effect (IOPE for short).
The main advantages of modelling capabilities as such are:
First, contrary to the IOPE paradigm it features the functional (business) and nonfunctional characteristics which end-users are mostly interested in and which are specified in their requests. This constitutes a natural way on how users describe their needs,
for example, users need a service that ships packages from an address to another. This
is expressed in my model via the action category “ship” and the properties “package”,
“from” and “to”.
Second, the meta model defines semantic links between Capabilities in terms of specifications and extensions. By using these relations Capability owners/providers can rapidly
and easily define new Capabilities by reusing previous definitions. In addition, these
relations define a cloud of Capabilities where navigation techniques can be developed as
an alternative to goal based discovery techniques.
A cloud of capabilities description can be easily queried using SPARQL. I use RDF as a
lightweight language for describing and linking capabilities descriptions whereas one can
2

These vocabularies are made publicly available and will be introduced in Chapter 3
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use SPARQL for advanced querying including the usage of SPARQL as a rule language
[171].
Furthermore, in the proposed model, I introduced the concept of an action category for
describing the actual action being performed by a capability using a natural language
indication. Indeed, I did not want to tie the use of this concept to a simple literal or a
verb. This concept is not the actual label that a capability can achieve, it is a concept
from a domain ontology that might be accompanied by a label which is an expression
describing the actual service action in a natural language. It is also possible to enrich
this label by other related terms such as synonyms. Natural Language Processing [215]
can be applied together with WordNet verb synsets for generating possible synonyms to
generate a particular label for the action category concept of the capability description.
Finally, since the meta model is RDF based it can be easily extended, while preserving
the property-featured principle, by considering other types of properties (such as optional
and mandatory properties) and other types of property values.
However, I provide with this model a coarse-grained semantics of the capability effect
or changes on the state of the world. While this coarse-grain semantics is adequate for
conducting discovery, it is insufficient when automated chaining is required such as in
composition and planning scenarios. By coarse grain semantics I mean defining shared
agreement on coarse grain entities such as capability in my case. Automated chaining
requires finer-grained semantics. For that purpose, I consider a domain related ontology
that defines a detailed (i.e., fine grained) semantics of the abstract capabilities. This
domain related ontology taken together with some relations between attributes can help
to determine the fine grained semantics of a capability description. This particular idea
of generating fine-grained semantics from a detailed domain ontology is part of future
investigations.

7.3.2

Capabilities Aggregation

Chapter 4 presented one possible technique that allows to derive a high level process
description in terms of a capability from a detailed model. I assumed for this work that
each activity of the input model is annotated with its capability using the conceptual
model proposed in Chapter 3. At some point this assumption might be questionable.
Actually, it is very hard to find process models that semantically annotated with the
required information (e.g., capabilities in my case). This is a common problem for any
work that requires semantically annotated process models. Even though I provided the
required tools to perform such annotations, manual effort remains high.
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Capability Indexing and Discovery

I proposed in Chapter 3 to model capabilities as property-featured entities where each
property reports on a particular characteristic of a described capability. The conceptual
model is flexible enough to consider even non-functional properties to include for instance
quality of service properties. In Chapter 5, I applied this approach for modelling sensor
capabilities, from a real world dataspace, featuring both functional and non-functional
properties. On top of these sensor capabilities descriptions, I used Formal Concept
Analysis (FCA) for indexing them. The resulting indexing structure is called concept
lattice that can serve for several use cases for example the discovery of a replacement
sensor. Using FCA in such use case is recommended only if the number of objects
(i.e., sensors) is not very big. Actually, this constitutes the major disadvantage of my
approach.
The experiments show that reconstruction of the entire concept lattice with 5000 sensors
does not exceed a few milliseconds. I conclude that it is acceptable to reconstruct the
entire concept lattice when dealing with dynamic environments when a change in the
environment has been detected. This method can be efficient but it is very costly and
could not be very useful in highly dynamic environments when several sensors could
be added and removed frequently or where the values of properties might change after
a short period. A future research direction can investigate the required algorithms for
updating this indexing structure (i.e., removing or adding a sensor description) in order
to deal with dynamic changes in the environment.
The current version supports only primitive types of properties (e.g., boolean, integer,
float and string). However, in Chapter 3 the conceptual model supports other complex
property types such as conditional values, enumeration values, dynamic values, etc.
Currently I am simply transforming any property entry by a substitute property of type
boolean to report if a capability has a property or not. This method can be useful for
a rapid construction of the concept lattice with less effort in the scaling operation but
this comes along with information loss in terms of expressiveness of the concept lattice.

7.3.4

Capability-driven Customization of Configurable Business Process Models

Chapter 6 presented a novel algorithm that allows for merging a collection of capabilityannotated business process models in order to create a capability-annotated configurable
process model. Even though it used EPC to illustrate the running example and the
results of the steps of this algorithm, the approach is not exclusively made for EPCs.
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Indeed, I represent a process variant as a business process graph which has been used
throughout the steps of the merging algorithm.
The algorithm ensures that the resulting capability-annotated configurable model includes the behaviours of the original business process variants by considering nodes with
identical action categories and preserving the status of routing nodes.

7.4

Future Research Directions

The work carried out in this thesis opens various research questions that can be part of
future works. These research directions include:

On the business capability meta-model:

In my research I explored some of

the foundations and methodologies required to describe business capabilities. Some of
the design and implementation choices were driven by the context of my work. For
example the specification and extension relations that I identified in Chapter 3 are
mostly influenced by the indexing technique explored in Chapter 5. Further research
can dig deeper into the conceptual mode itself by considering the following directions:

• In the current state, specification and extension relations define coarse-grained
relations between business capabilities. They simply report whether a capability
has more properties than another and whether some of the shared properties have
more specific values. They do not indicate what are these properties. This information can speed up the discovery process and decision making if one needs
to replace a service by another by simply looking at the relations between their
capabilities without necessarily referring the actual capabilities or their respective
documentation. This can be done by extending current specification and extension
relations to what I call extended or fine-grained relations. An extended relation
specifies which attribute the basic relation, it derives from.
• Rather than using only specification and extension relations, one can investigate
other relations that might be useful for creating the business capabilities hierachy/cloud such as: share, shareSame, shareDifferent, differMore and differLess.
While some of these relations do not bring much information on themselves, they
can be used to compute other relations. This moves the current vision of indexing
entities in a graph with simple relations between entities to more refined relations
that can be interpreted with various aspects of interest. This can help connecting various data sets of business capabilities across multiple authorities without
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necessarily having a centralised management. This vision can be aligned with the
Linked Open Data Cloud (LOD Cloud) [40] to be become LOD Cloud of Business
Capabilities.

On the transition From/To Documentation to/from business capabilities:
While carrying out interviews with domain experts, one of the suggestions was the automatic generation of the documentation of processes and services using the business
capability description. This idea can be further explored in both ways: (1) generating
documentation from business capabilities as well as (2) generating capabilities from textual documentation or IT specifications (e.g., WSDL files). Thus, two research directions
can be explored:

• The business capability as implemented in this thesis is well structured. It explicitly lists for its properties various types of values: conditional, range, enumeration,
etc. Each of these types has a clear definition on its semantics. In this regard,
Natural Language Generation (NLG) techniques can be used to provide a textual
description of each of these values. This can be extended to the entire capability description and generate a textual description that serves as a documentation
of services and processes. This can also explore another dimension of human
understanding by providing customised summary of the capability using natural
language.
• It is also possible to use Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques for providing suggestions of business capabilities. This can be used either to fully automate the annotations of services and processes with their capabilities or propose
autocompletions during their manual annotations. For example, a business capability can be linked to the so called “case frames” in linguistics as it is offered
by FrameNet project [11]. In linguistic study, the capability of an action is defined by an action verb that is quite similar to the action category in my proposed
model. Then several dimensions may extend that verb by giving more details
about the carried work and related aspects. While in FrameNet these dimensions
are predefined such as: agentive, dative, objective, etc. in my case I do not impose
any predefined dimensions. However, it is possible to establish links between both
models to generate structured business capabilities from textual descriptions using
linguistic case frames. Such idea has been discussed by Leopold et al. [131], Rahm
and Bernstein [175] and Mendling and Simon [149] for automatically annotating
process activities with their action verbs derived from the textual documentation.
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One step further, Gao and Bhiri [81] explore the idea of mapping case frame dimensions to capability properties to generate a full structured capability using the
model proposed in this thesis.

On the aggregation of business capabilities:

During the evaluation of the ca-

pability aggregation approach, it has been pointed that one of the weaknesses of the
approach is that it relies on using a single capability ontology for the entire process. A
solution to this issue can take part of future research directions:
• The work proposed provides the intended results under the assumption of using
the same capability ontology for annotating the entire process. Beyond this assumption, a revision of how the action categories as well as the related properties
are aggregated. It is common that each company creates its own ontology of actions when conceptualizing its own capabilities models. When these models are
shared within other partners, they should subsequently consider the original ontology of actions and capabilities and not only the one they have. For example,
several ontologies of actions can be proposed for the same domain which imposes
defining a more advanced method for finding the right action categories of the entire model. Furthermore, the propagation approach for identifying the properties
of an aggregated capability also needs to be refined.

On the indexing and discovery of business capabilities:

Besides looking into

other techniques for indexing repositories of capabilities, improving the current approach
can be further explored by investigating the following issues:
• In formal concept analysis, a formal context considers only single-valued attributes.
In case of multi-values attributes, a scaling operation is required for transforming
them into multiple single-valued attributes. In this thesis I used only simple types
of service capabilities that can be easily scaled from multi-valued to single-valued
attributes. However, the model permits the modelling of complex values such range
and conditional values. Investigating scaling operations for covering these complex
attribute types is required in order to consider them in the indexing approach using
Formal Concept Analysis.
• One of the major issues with using Formal Concept Analysis is the need to rebuild
the entire concept lattice when a new entry is considered in the formal context.
Even though my experiments show that the time required to build the entire
structure is in the order of milliseconds with 5000 entities, this might be a problem
when we move to higher order of magnitude such a web-scale level. Strategies that
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can be explored in future works include either (1) building multiple lattices and
interlink them: lattice of lattices; or (2) providing the necessary algorithms for
maintaining the capabilities lattice through incremental built of the lattice [87].

On the use of business capabilities in process configuration:

The use of

capabilities in the configuration of reference process models as discussed in Chapter 6
is intended towards the design of configurable models that capture variation options in
terms of capabilities properties. Future work in the configuration phase is needed and
ideas of explorations are as follow:
• The configuration-based modelling introduces two steps in the modeling phase of
business process management: (1) design of configurable models and (2) configuration and individualisation. The work in this thesis contributes to the first step,
while the second step has not been tackled. Future works should include (1) formally defining of the configuration and individualisation phase, (2) identifying the
configuration dependencies in order to direct the user to a starting configuration
point and take subsequent configuration decisions, (3) controlling the configuration
steps to ensure correct results, (4) enhancing the user experience during the configuration, (5) recommending possible configurations via process mining techniques,
etc.
• The entire thesis focused on the modelling of business capabilities using a well
structured model. The model can be further extended to model other aspect of
the information systems: roles, resources, costs, etc. These aspects can also be
used for driving the configuration of business processes and identify the impact
of configuration decision when for example changing roles, substituting available
resources, changing a certain supplyer, etc.

Appendix A

Business Process Models for
Import Procedures
This appendix contains the business process models used in the evaluation of Chapter 4.
These models have been manually created from online resources. Originally, the models
were presented using non standard flowcharts describing steps that need to be taken

EPC model Import TRADE-VAN

followed by a detailed textual descriptions.

BEGIN

Processing Import
Permit

Register Customs
Declaration and
Supporting
Documents

Permit ready

Documents
registered

Document
Checking

Document
Checked

Payment
Instructions

Payment OK

Cargo Release
Notice

Release Goods

END

Figure A.1: Import Procedure by TRADE VAN
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EPC model CAMBODIA
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Begin

Register Customs
Declaration and
Supporting
Documents

Registration
ok

Calculation and
Paymentof Duties
and taxes

Payment OK

Deciding if physical
inspection is
required

Physical
Inspection
Required

Detailed
Examination of
Goods

Physical
Inspection
not required

No
Discrepacy
Found

Discrepacy
Found

Detain Goods for
Investigation

Release Goods

End

Figure A.2: Import Procedure in Cambodia
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EPC model Import TILC - China
Begin

Register Import
Documents

Documents
registered

Document
Checking

Document
Checked

Calculation of
Duties and taxes

Calculation
done

Payment of Duties
and Taxes

Payment OK

Make Inspection
Decision

Inspection
required
Inspection
not required

Inspection of
Goods

No problems
found

Release Goods

End

Figure A.3: Import Procedure by TILC in China
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EPC model Import Tereshia
Begin

Obtaining Import
License

Permit ready

Preparing Import
Documents

Documents
ready

Register Customs
Declaration and
Supporting
Documents

Documents
registered

Inspection of
Documents

Document
Checked

Checking Content

Payment of Duties
and Taxes
Inspection
not required

Inspection
required

Payment OK
Inspection of
Goods

No problems
found
Release Goods

End

Figure A.4: Import Procedure in Tereshia
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EPC model Import Port Klang (DRY)
Begin

Deciding if import
permit is required

Import
permit
required

Import
Permit not
required

Issuing Import
Permit

Permit ready

Register Import
Documents

Registration
ok

Document
Checking

Document
Checked

Calculation and
Paymentof Duties
and taxes

Payment OK

Make Inspection
Decision

Inspection
required

Inspection of
Goods

No problems
found

Inspection
not required

Release Goods

End

Figure A.5: Import Procedure in Port Klang
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EPC
model
Import
Philippines
Appendix
A. Business
Process
Models for Import Procedures
Begin

Register Customs
Declaration and
Supporting
Documents

Payment of Duties
and Taxes

Registration
ok

Document
Checking

Payment OK

Document
Checked

Content Checking
Decision

Physical
Inspection
Required

Selectivity
Processing

Red Check

Advanced Goods
Inspection

Green Check

No problems
found

Scan X-Ray
Examination

Priority
Channel

Physical
Inspection
not required

No problems
found

Release Goods

End

Figure A.6: Import Procedure in Philippines
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EPC model Import Moldova
Begin

Customs
declaration fill out,
server registration
and print out

Registration
ok

Receiving Customs
Declaration and
Supporting
Documents

Document
Check
Required

Document Control

Document
Check not
Required

Document
Checked

Check Up of
Payments or
availability of
guarantees
regarding customs
duties

Payment OK

Make Inspection
Decision

Inspection
required

Physical Control

Physical
Inspection
not required

No problems
found

Declaration
Validation and
Release Goods

End

Figure A.7: Import Procedure in Moldova
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EPC model Import China Sihanoukville
seaport in Shanghai
Begin

Register Customs
Declaration and
Supporting
Documents

Registration
ok

Document
Checking

Document
Checked

Payment of Duties
and Taxes

Payment OK

Make Inspection
Decision

Inspection
required

Cargo check

No problems
found

Inspection
not required

Release Goods

End

Figure A.8: Import Procedure in Sihanoukville seaport inShanghai, China
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EPC model Import Bangladesh
Begin

Register Customs
Declaration and
Supporting
Documents

Processing Import
Permit

Documents
registered

Document
Checking

No
exemption of
Duties and
Taxes

Calculation of
Duties and taxes

Calculation
done

Exemption of
Duties and
Taxes

Undertake Bank
Payment

Payment OK

Examination and
clearance

Examination
done

Release Goods

End

Figure A.9: Import Procedure in Bangladesh
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EPC model Import ASYCUDA
Begin

Filling of Import
Entries

Import
Entries ok

Risk Evaluation
Decision

Inspection
required

Container X-Ray
Inspection

Detailed
Examination
Required

Detailed
Examination

No problems
found

Inspection
not required

Problems
found

Stop for
Investigation

Release Container

End

Figure A.10: Import Procedure by ASYCUDA

Appendix B

Capability Meta Model
This appendix contains RDF/N3 listing (Listing B.1) of the Capability Meta-Model
(CMM). CMM permits describing capabilities as an action category and a set of properties. Additionally, this schema defines the possible property value types that can be
considered when modelling capabilities: ConditionalValue, ConstrainedValue, EnumerationValue, DynamicValue and RangeValue.




1

@prefix rdf : < http :// www . w3 . org /1999/02/22 - rdf - syntax - ns # > .

2

@prefix owl : < http :// www . w3 . org /2002/07/ owl # > .

3

@prefix xsd : < http :// www . w3 . org /2001/ XMLSchema # > .

4

@prefix foaf : < http :// xmlns . com / foaf /0.1/ > .

5

@prefix dc : < http :// purl . org / dc / elements /1.1/ > .

6

@prefix cmm : < http :// vocab . deri . ie / cmm # > .

7

@prefix rdfs : < http :// www . w3 . org /2000/01/ rdf - schema # > .

8
9
10
11

cmm : Capability a rdfs : Class , owl : Class ;
rdfs : label " Capability " .

12
13
14

cmm : Constraint a rdfs : Class , owl : Class ;
rdfs : label " Constraint " .

15
16

cmm : PropertyValue a rdfs : Class , owl : Class ;

17

rdfs : label " PropertyValue ";

18

rdfs : comment " This concepts defines the possible

19

values a particular property can have ." .

20
21

cmm : C o n d i t i o n a l V a l u e a rdfs : Class , owl : Class ;

22

rdfs : label " C o n d i t i o na l V a l u e ";

23

rdfs : subClassOf cmm : PropertyValue .

24
25

cmm : E n u m e r a t i o n V a l u e a rdfs : Class , owl : Class ;

26

rdfs : label " E n u m e r a t io n V a l u e ";

27

rdfs : subClassOf cmm : PropertyValue .
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28
29
30

cmm : Expression a rdfs : Class , owl : Class ;
rdfs : label " Expression " .

31
32

cmm : C o n s t r a i n e d V a l u e a rdfs : Class , owl : Class ;

33

rdfs : label " C o n s t r a i ne d V a l u e ";

34

rdfs : subClassOf cmm : PropertyValue .

35
36

cmm : DynamicValue a rdfs : Class , owl : Class ;

37

rdfs : label " DynamicValue ";

38

rdfs : subClassOf cmm : PropertyValue .

39
40

cmm : RangeValue a rdfs : Class , owl : Class ;

41

rdfs : label " RangeValue ";

42

rdfs : subClassOf cmm : PropertyValue .

43
44

cmm : hasExpression a rdf : Property ;

45

rdfs : label " hasExpression ";

46

rdfs : domain cmm : Constraint ;

47

rdfs : range cmm : Expression .

48
49

cmm : achieves a rdf : Property ;

50

rdfs : label " achieves ";

51

rdfs : domain cmm : Capability .

52
53

cmm : hasMax a rdf : Property ;

54

rdfs : label " hasMax ";

55

rdfs : domain cmm : RangeValue ;

56

rdfs : range cmm : PropertyValue .

57
58

cmm : property a rdf : Property ;

59

rdfs : label " property ";

60

rdfs : domain cmm : Capability ;

61

rdfs : range cmm : PropertyValue .

62
63

cmm : hasMin a rdf : Property ;

64

rdfs : label " hasMin ";

65

rdfs : domain cmm : RangeValue ;

66

rdfs : range cmm : PropertyValue .

67
68

cmm : constrainedBy a rdf : Property ;

69

rdfs : label " constrainedBy ";

70

rdfs : domain cmm : C o n st r a i n e d V a l u e ;

71

rdfs : range cmm : Constraint .

72
73

cmm : specifies a rdf : Property ;

74

rdfs : label " specifies ";

75

rdfs : domain cmm : Capability ;

76

rdfs : range cmm : Capability .

77
78

cmm : exprValue a rdf : Property , owl : D a t a t y p e P r o p e r t y ;

79

rdfs : label " exprValue ";

80

rdfs : domain cmm : Expression ;

81

rdfs : range xsd : string .

82
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cmm : hasEvaluator a rdf : Property ;

84

rdfs : label " hasEvaluator ";

85

rdfs : domain

86

cmm : ConditionalValue ,

87

cmm : DynamicValue ;

88

rdfs : range cmm : Expression .

89
90

cmm : hasElement a rdf : Property ;

91

rdfs : label " hasElement ";

92

rdfs : domain cmm : E n u me r a t i o n V a l u e ;

93

rdfs : range cmm : PropertyValue .

94
95

cmm : hasCondition a rdf : Property ;

96

rdfs : label " hasCondition ";

97

rdfs : domain cmm : C o n di t i o n a l V a l u e ;

98

rdfs : range cmm : Constraint .

99
100

cmm : extends a rdf : Property ;

101

rdfs : label " extends ";

102

rdfs : domain cmm : Capability ;

103

rdfs : range cmm : Capability .

104
105

cmm : exprType a rdf : Property , owl : D a t a t y p e P r o p e rt y ;

106

rdfs : label " exprType ";

107

rdfs : domain cmm : Expression ;

108



rdfs : range xsd : string .

Listing B.1: RDF N3 representation of the Capability Meta-Model



Appendix C

Import Actions Ontology
This appendix contains RDF/N3 listing (Listing C.1) of the Import Actions Ontology
(IMP) depicted in Figure C.1.
Import

Level 0

Create Period
Entry Import
Report

Examination &
Release
Decision

Caclulation &
Payment of
Duties & Taxes

Level 1
Register Customs
Declaration &
Supporting Docs

Prepare
Documents

Calculation of
Duties & Taxes

Checking
Documents

Submit Documents

Processing
Import Permit

Detain for
Investigation

Payment

Release &
Notification

Examination of
Cargo

Level 2
Checking
Content

Scan X-Ray

Detailed
Examination

Level 3

Selectivity
Processing

Release

Notification

Figure C.1: Actions Ontology of the import domain





1

@prefix imp : < http :// vocab . deri . ie / Imp # > .

2

@prefix rdf : < http :// www . w3 . org /1999/02/22 - rdf - syntax - ns # > .

3

@prefix rdfs : < http :// www . w3 . org /2000/01/ rdf - schema # > .

4

@prefix skos : < http :// www . w3 . org /2004/02/ skos / core # > .

5

@prefix xsd : < http :// www . w3 . org /2001/ XMLSchema # > .

6

@prefix av : < http :// vocab . deri . ie / av # > .

7
8

imp : Importation

9

rdf : type av : ActionVerb ;

10

rdfs : comment " The importation consists of transactions in goods ( cargo ) from a
foreign country "ˆˆ xsd : string ;
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11

av : hasLevel 0 ;

12

av : hasPart imp : C r e a t e I m p o r t R e p o r t , imp : C a l c u l a t i o n A n d P a y m e n t O f D u t i e s A n d T a x e s ,

13

skos : prefLabel " Import "ˆˆ xsd : string .

imp : E x a m i n a t i o n A n d R e l e a s e D e c i s i o n ;
14
15

imp : C r e a t e I m p o r t R e p o r t

16

rdf : type av : ActionVerb ;

17

rdfs : comment " Creating an Import report summarizes information about imports This
task includes processing the import permit , registering import declaration ,
preparation , submission and checking of import documents ."ˆˆ xsd : string ;

18

av : hasLevel 1 ;

19

av : hasPart imp : R e g i s t e r C u s t o m D e c l a r a t i o n A n d S u p p o r t i n g D o c s , imp : CheckingDocs ;

20

av : h as O pt io na l Pa rt imp : P r o c e s s i n g I m p o r t P e r m i t , imp : PrepareDocs , imp : SubmitDocs

21

skos : prefLabel " Create import report "ˆˆ xsd : string .

;
22
23

imp : P r o c e s s i n g I m p o r t P e r m i t

24

rdf : type av : ActionVerb ;

25

rdfs : comment " Processing Import Permit consists of obtaining the required license
for being able to import goods . If an organization posses already an import
permit , there is not need to apply for it again . Government agencies do not
need to process an import permit ."ˆˆ xsd : string ;

26

av : hasLevel 2 ;

27

skos : prefLabel " Processing import permit "ˆˆ xsd : string .

28
29

imp : PrepareDocs

30

rdf : type av : ActionVerb ;

31

rdfs : comment " Preparing the required documents for importing a cargo ( Forms ,

32

av : hasLevel 2 ;

33

skos : prefLabel " Prepare documents "ˆˆ xsd : string .

licenses , etc .) ."ˆˆ xsd : string ;

34
35

imp : SubmitDocs

36

rdf : type av : ActionVerb ;

37

rdfs : comment " Submitting import documents either online or in person depending on

38

av : hasLevel 2 ;

39

skos : prefLabel " Submit documents "ˆˆ xsd : string .

the available means ."ˆˆ xsd : string ;

40
41

imp : R e g i s t e r C u s t o m D e c l a r a t i o n A n d S u p p o r t i n g D o c s

42

rdf : type av : ActionVerb ;

43

rdfs : comment " Registration of the customs declaration and the supporting

44

av : hasLevel 2 ;

45

skos : prefLabel " Register customs declaration and supporting documents "ˆˆ xsd :

documents ."ˆˆ xsd : string ;

string .
46
47

imp : CheckingDocs

48

rdf : type av : ActionVerb ;

49

rdfs : comment " Checking the validity and completeness of import documents ."ˆˆ xsd :

50

av : hasLevel 2 ;

51

skos : prefLabel " Checking Documents "ˆˆ xsd : string .

string ;

52
53

imp : C a l c u l a t i o n A n d P a y m e n t O f D u t i e s A n d T a x e s
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54

rdf : type av : ActionVerb ;

55

rdfs : comment " The calculation is dependent upon commodity and duty regimes
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allowable by country and location of import . The payment is dependent upon
the available means ."ˆˆ xsd : string ;
56

av : hasLevel 1 ;

57

av : hasPart imp : C a l c u l a t i o n O f D u t i e s A n d T a x e s , imp : Payment ;

58

skos : prefLabel " Calculation and payment of duties and taxes "ˆˆ xsd : string .

59
60

imp : C a l c u l a t i o n O f D u t i e s A n d T a x e s

61

rdf : type av : ActionVerb ;

62

rdfs : comment " The calculation is dependent upon commodity and duty regimes

63

av : hasLevel 2 ;

64

skos : prefLabel " Calculation of duties and taxes "ˆˆ xsd : string .

allowable by country and location of import ."ˆˆ xsd : string ;

65
66

imp : Payment

67

rdf : type av : ActionVerb ;

68

rdfs : comment " The payment is dependent upon the available means ( i . e . , cash ,

69

av : hasLevel 2 ;

70

skos : prefLabel " Payment "ˆˆ xsd : string .

cheques , money transfer , etc ...) ."ˆˆ xsd : string ;

71
72

imp : E x a m i n a t i o n A n d R e l e a s e D e c i s i o n

73

rdf : type av : ActionVerb ;

74

rdfs : comment " Examination of the cargo and deciding if it is going to be released

75

av : hasLevel 1 ;

76

av : hasPart imp : R e l e a s e A n d N o t i f i c a t i o n ;

77

av : h as O pt io na l Pa rt imp : E x a m i n a t i o n O f C a r g o , imp : D e t a i n F o r I n v e s t i g a t i o n ;

78

skos : prefLabel " Examination and release decision "ˆˆ xsd : string .

or detained for investigation "ˆˆ xsd : string ;

79
80

imp : E x a m i n a t i o n O f C a r g o

81

rdf : type av : ActionVerb ;

82

rdfs : comment " The examination of the cargo is dependent upon the nature of the
goods being imported . By the change the content , a decision is made to select
the type of required examination ."ˆˆ xsd : string ;

83

av : hasLevel 2 ;

84

av : hasPart imp : CHKContent , imp : D e t a i l e d E x a m i n a t i o n ;

85

av : h as O pt io na l Pa rt imp : S e l e c t i v i t y P r o c e s s i n g , imp : ScanXRay ;

86

skos : prefLabel " Examination of Cargo "ˆˆ xsd : string .

87
88

imp : CHKContent

89

rdf : type av : ActionVerb ;

90

rdfs : comment " Checking the the content consists of verifying the list of goods
being imported , the nature of the importer , etc . in order to decide wether an
examination is necessary ."ˆˆ xsd : string ;

91

av : hasLevel 3 ;

92

skos : prefLabel " Checking Content "ˆˆ xsd : string .

93
94

imp : S e l e c t i v i t y P r o c e s s i n g

95

rdf : type av : ActionVerb ;

96

rdfs : comment " Selectivity processing consists of deciding what type ( i . e . ,
detailed , lab analysis , x - ray scan , etc .) of examination is required ."ˆˆ xsd :
string ;

97

av : hasLevel 3 ;
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skos : prefLabel " Selectivity processing "ˆˆ xsd : string .

99
100

imp : D e t a i l e d E x a m i n a t i o n

101

rdf : type av : ActionVerb ;

102

rdfs : comment " A detailed examination may include a lab analysis , opening the

103

av : hasLevel 3 ;

104

skos : prefLabel " Detailed examination "ˆˆ xsd : string .

cargo , etc ."ˆˆ xsd : string ;

105
106

imp : ScanXRay

107

rdf : type av : ActionVerb ;

108

rdfs : comment " A detailed examination may include a lab analysis , opening the
cargo , etc ."ˆˆ xsd : string ;

109

av : hasLevel 3 ;

110

skos : prefLabel " Scan XRay "ˆˆ xsd : string .

111
112

imp : D e t a i n F o r I n v e s t i g a t i o n

113

rdf : type av : ActionVerb ;

114

rdfs : comment " In case of a problem the cargo might be detained for investigation

115

av : hasLevel 2 ;

116

skos : prefLabel " Detain for investigation "ˆˆ xsd : string .

."ˆˆ xsd : string ;

117
118

imp : R e l e a s e A n d N o t i f i c a t i o n

119

rdf : type av : ActionVerb ;

120

rdfs : comment " Releasing the cargo and sending a notification to the importer ."ˆˆ
xsd : string ;

121

av : hasLevel 2 ;

122

av : hasPart imp : Release ;

123

av : h as O pt io na l Pa rt imp : Notification ;

124

skos : prefLabel " Release and notification "ˆˆ xsd : string .

125
126

imp : Release

127

rdf : type av : ActionVerb ;

128

rdfs : comment " Releasing the cargo ."ˆˆ xsd : string ;

129

av : hasLevel 3 ;

130

skos : prefLabel " Release "ˆˆ xsd : string .

131
132

imp : Notification

133

rdf : type av : ActionVerb ;

134

rdfs : comment " Sending a release notification to the importer ."ˆˆ xsd : string ;

135

av : hasLevel 3 ;

136

skos : prefLabel " Notification of Release "ˆˆ xsd : string .
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Import Capabilities Domain
Ontology
This appendix contains RDF/N3 listing (Listing D.1) of the Import Capabilities Domain
Ontology (IMPC).




1

@prefix impc : < http :// vocab . deri . ie / I m p o r t C a p a b i l it y # > .

2

@prefix cap : < http :// vocab . deri . ie / cap # >.

3

@prefix imp : < http :// vocab . deri . ie / Imp # >.

4

@prefix rdf : < http :// www . w3 . org /1999/02/22 - rdf - syntax - ns # > .

5

@prefix rdfs : < http :// www . w3 . org /2000/01/ rdf - schema # > .

6

@prefix skos : < http :// www . w3 . org /2004/02/ skos / core # > .

7

@prefix xsd : < http :// www . w3 . org /2001/ XMLSchema # > .

8

@prefix av : < http :// vocab . deri . ie / av # > .

9

@prefix owl : < http :// www . w3 . org /2002/07/ owl # >.

10
11

impc : P r o c e s s i n g I m p o r t P e r m i t a cap : Capability ;

12

cap : hasActionVerb imp : P r o c e s s i n g I m p o r t P e r m i t ;

13

impc : ha sI m po rt Pe r mi t impc : ImportPermit .

14
15

impc : ImportPermit a impc : Document ;

16

rdfs : label " Import Permit " ;

17

rdfs : comment " This document is required for the release for free circulation of
the good . Also referred as Import License .".

18
19

impc : Document a rdfs : Class ;

20

rdfs : label " Document ";

21

rdfs : comment " This class refers to any kind of document .".

22
23

impc : P r e p a r e D o c u m e n ts a cap : Capability ;

24

cap : hasActionVerb imp : PrepareDocs ;

25

impc : hasDocuments impc : Documents .

26
27

impc : Documents a cap : E n u m e r a t i o n V al u e ;
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cap : hasElement impc : BillOfLading , impc : ImportPermit , impc : Invoice , impc :
DeclarationForm , impc : TradeAgreement , impc : DeliveryOrder , imp : Othe rDocumen ts .

29
30

impc : BillOfLading a impc : Document ;

31

rdfs : label " Bill of Lading ";

32

rdfs : comment " A document issued by a carrier which details a shipment of
merchandise and gives title of that shipment to a specified party .".

33
34

impc : Invoice a impc : Document ;

35

rdfs : label " Invoice ";

36

rdfs : comment " The invoice on which the Customs value of the goods is declared .".

37
38

impc : De cl a ra ti on Fo r m a impc : Document ;

39

rdfs : Label " Declaration Form ";

40

rdfs : comment " Customs declaration form for import .".

41
42

impc : Tr adeAgreem ent a impc : Document ;

43

rdfs : Label " Trade Agreement ";

44

rdfs : comment " Preferential trade agreements or other reliefs from duty including
for example bills of lading .".

45
46

impc : DeliveryOrder a impc : Document ;

47

rdfs : label " Delivery Order ";

48

rdfs : comment " A document from a consignor , a shipper , or an owner of freight
which orders the release of the tran sportati on of cargo to another party ( i . e
. , the importer ) .".

49
50

imp : Ot herDocum ents a impc : Document ;

51

rdfs : label " Other Documents ";

52

rdfs : comment " Any other document that can be useful for the importation ( e . g . ,
Priority Statement ) .".

53
54

impc : PackingList a impc : Document ;

55

rdfs : label " Packing List ";

56

rdfs : comment " A document contains the list of imported items .".

57
58

impc : Su bm i tD oc um en t s a cap : Capability ;

59

cap : hasActionVerb imp : SubmitDocs ;

60

impc : hasDocuments impc : Documents .

61
62

impc : R e g C u st o m s D e c l a t i o n a cap : Capability ;

63

cap : hasActionVerb imp : R e g i s t e r C u s t o m D e c l a r a t i o n A n d S u p p o r t i n g D o c s ;

64

impc : hasDocuments impc : Documents .

65
66

impc : CHKDocs a cap : Capability ;

67

cap : hasActionVerb imp : CheckingDocs ;

68

impc : hasDocuments impc : Documents .

69
70

impc : Cr ea t eI MP Re po r t a cap : Capability ;

71

cap : hasActionVerb imp : C r e a t e I m p o r t R e p o r t ;

72

impc : hasDocuments impc : Documents .

73
74

impc : Ca lc u la ti on Of D T a cap : Capability ;

75

cap : hasActionVerb imp : C a l c u l a t i o n O f D u t i e s A n d T a x e s ;

76

impc : hasFee impc : Fees .
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78

impc : Fees a rdf : Class ;

79

impc : hasAmount impc : Amount ;

80

impc : hasCurrency impc : Currency .

81
82

impc : Amount a rdf : Class ;

83

rdfs : label " Amount ";

84

rdfs : comment " This represents the amount of Duties and Taxes .".

85
86

impc : Currency a xsd : string ;

87

rdfs : label " Currency ";

88

rdfs : comment " The currency used for the fees .".

89
90

impc : PaymentOfDT a cap : Capability ;

91

cap : hasActionVerb imp : Payment ;

92

impc : hasFee impc : Fees .

93
94

impc : C a l c u l a t i o n A n d P a y m e n t O f D T a cap : Capability ;

95

cap : hasActionVerb imp : C a l c u l a t i o n A n d P a y m e n t O f D u t i e s A n d T a x e s ;

96

impc : hasFee impc : Fees .

97
98

impc : CHKContent a cap : Capability ;

99

cap : hasActionVerb imp : Ch ec k in gC on t en t ;

100

impc : hasCargo impc : Cargo ;

101

impc : hasDecision impc : ExamDecision .

102
103

impc : Cargo a rdf : Class .

104
105

impc : Goods a rdf : Class .

106
107

impc : contains a rdf : Property ;

108

rdfs : label " contains ";

109

rdfs : domain impc : Cargo ;

110

rdfs : range impc : Goods .

111
112

impc : hasCategory a rdf : Property ;

113

rdfs : label " hasCategory ";

114

rdfs : domain impc : Goods ;

115

rdfs : range xsd : string .

116
117

impc : ExamDecision a cap : E n u m e r a t i o n V a l u e ;

118

cap : hasElement impc : P h y s i c a l I n s p e c t i o n R e q u i r e d ;

119

cap : hasElement impc : P h y s i c a l I n s p e c t i o n N o t R e q u i r e d ;

120

cap : hasElement impc : P r io ri ty Ch a nn el .

121
122

impc : P h y s i c a l I n s p e c t i o n R e q u i r e d a rdf : Class ;

123

rdfs : label " Physical Inspection Required ".

124
125

impc : P h y s i c a l I n s p e c t i o n N o t R e q u i r e d a rdf : Class ;

126

rdfs : label " Physical Inspection Not Required ".

127
128

impc : Pr io ri t yC ha nn e l a rdf : Class ;

129

rdfs : label " Priority Channel ".

130
131

impc : Selectivity a cap : Capability ;
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132

cap : hasActionVerb imp : S e l e c t i v i t y P r o c e s s i n g ;

133

impc : hasCargo impc : Cargo ;

134

impc : hasCHKType impc : TypeOfCheck .
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135
136

impc : TypeOfCheck a cap : E n u m e r a t i o n V a l u e ;

137

cap : hasElement impc : RedCheck ;

138

cap : hasElement impc : GreenCheck .

139
140

impc : RedCheck a rdf : Class ;

141

rdfs : label " Red Check ";

142

rdfs : comment " This type of check means that a detailed examination of cargo is
necessary .".

143
144

impc : GreenCheck a rdf : Class ;

145

rdfs : label " GreenCheck ";

146

rdfs : comment " This type of check means that a simple examination of cargo needs
to be performed . By simple emanation we mean for example an X - Ray scan of the
cargo .".

147
148

impc : De tExaminat ion a cap : Capability ;

149

cap : hasActionVerb imp : D e t a i l e d E x a m i n a t i o n ;

150

impc : hasCargo impc : Cargo ;

151

impc : hasExamType impc : DetailedExam .

152
153

impc : DetailedExam a rdf : Class ;

154

rdfs : label " Detailed Examination ";

155

rdfs : comment " This indicates that the examination type is detailed which include
physical inspection , lab analysis etc .".

156
157

impc : Sc an E xa mi na t io n a cap : Capability ;

158

cap : hasActionVerb imp : ScanXRay ;

159

impc : hasCargo impc : Cargo ;

160

impc : hasExamType impc : ScanExam .

161
162

impc : ScanExam a rdf : Class ;

163

rdfs : label " Scan X - Ray Examination ";

164

rdfs : comment " This indicates that the examination type is scan X - Ray inspection
.".

165
166

impc : ExamOfCargo a cap : Capability ;

167

cap : hasActionVerb imp : E x a m i n a t i o n O f C a r g o ;

168

impc : hasCargo impc : Cargo ;

169

impc : hasDecision impc : ExamDecision ;

170

impc : hasCHKType impc : TypeOfCheck ;

171

impc : hasExamType impc : TypeOfExam .

172
173

impc : TypeOfExam a cap : E n u m e r a t i o n V a l u e ;

174

cap : hasElement impc : DetailedExam ;

175

cap : hasElement impc : ScanExam .

176
177

impc : Investigation a cap : capability ;

178

cap : hasActionVerb imp : D e t a i n F o r I n v e s t i g a t i o n ;

179

impc : hasCargo impc : Cargo .

180
181

impc : ReleaseCargo a cap : Capability ;
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182

cap : hasActionVerb imp : Release ;

183

impc : hasCargo impc : Cargo .
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184
185

impc : Not ifyImport er a cap : Capability ;

186

cap : hasActionVerb imp : Notification ;

187

impc : hasMsg xsd : string .

188
189

impc : R e l e a s e A n d N ot i f y a cap : Capability ;

190

cap : hasActionVerb imp : R e l e a s e A n d N o t i f i c a t i o n ;

191

impc : hasCargo impc : Cargo ;

192

impc : hasMsg xsd : string .

193
194

impc : Exa mAndRelea se a cap : Capability ;

195

cap : hasActionVerb imp : E x a m i n a t i o n A n d R e l e a s e D e c i s i o n ;

196

impc : hasCargo impc : Cargo ;

197

impc : hasDecision impc : ExamDecision ;

198

impc : hasCHKType impc : TypeOfCheck ;

199

impc : hasExamType impc : TypeOfExam ;

200

impc : hasMsg xsd : string .

201
202

impc : Import a cap : Capability ;

203

cap : hasActionVerb imp : Importation ;

204

impc : hasDocuments impc : Documents ;

205

impc : hasCargo impc : Cargo ;

206

impc : hasFee impc : Fees ;

207

impc : hasDecision impc : ExamDecision ;

208

impc : hasCHKType impc : TypeOfCheck ;

209

impc : hasExamType impc : TypeOfExam ;

210

impc : hasMsg xsd : string .





Listing D.1: RDF N3 representation of the Import Capability Domain
Ontology: IMPC

Appendix E

Business Process Models for
Municipalities
This appendix contains the business process models used in the evaluation of Chapter
6. These models have been manually created from those used by Gottschalk in his
thesis [89]. They were subject of a case study [92] in which techniques for managing
configurable process models were extensively tested in a real-world scenario. The process
models used in this case study are four processes out of the five most executed registration
processes in the civil affairs department of Dutch municipalities [89]:

• P1: Acknowledging an unborn child: This process is executed when a man wants
to register that he is the father of an unborn child in case he is not married to his
pregnant partner.
• P2: Registering a newborn: This process describes the steps for registering a
newborn and get his birth certificate.
• P3: Marriage: This process describes all the steps required before getting married
in a Dutch municipality.
• P4: Decease: This process describes the steps required by relatives to burry the
deceased and get a death certificate.

The process variants listed here were initially available in Protos1 . Each process has five
process variants. Consequently, a total of 5 x 4 = 20 process models were considered in
this work (similar to the case study [92]). These models have been manually translated
into EPC.
1

Protos is part of Pallas Athena’s BPM toolset BPM|one.
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E.1

Acknowledging an Unborn Child
(a) Acknowledging an Unborn Child - Variant 1 - Part 1/2
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(b) Acknowledging an Unborn Child - Variant 1 - Part 2/2

Figure E.1: Acknowledging an Unborn Child - Variant 1
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(a) Acknowledging an Unborn Child - Variant 2 - Part 1/2
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(b) Acknowledging an Unborn Child - Variant 2 - Part 2/2

Figure E.2: Acknowledging an Unborn Child - Variant 2
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(a) Acknowledging an Unborn Child - Variant 3 - Part 1/2
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(b) Acknowledging an Unborn Child - Variant 3 - Part 2/2

Figure E.3: Acknowledging an Unborn Child - Variant 3
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Figure E.4: Acknowledging an Unborn Child - Variant 4
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Figure E.5: Acknowledging an Unborn Child - Variant 5
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E.2

Registering a Newborn
(a) Registering a Newborn - Variant 1 - Part 1/2
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(b) Registering a Newborn - Variant 1 - Part 2/2

Figure E.6: Registering a Newborn - Variant 1
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(a) Registering a Newborn - Variant 2 - Part 1/3
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(b) Registering a Newborn - Variant 2 - Part 2/3
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(c) Registering a Newborn - Variant 2 - Part 3/3

Figure E.7: Registering a Newborn - Variant 2
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(a) Registering a Newborn - Variant 3 - Part 1/3
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(b) Registering a Newborn - Variant 3 - Part 2/3
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(c) Registering a Newborn - Variant 3 - Part 3/3

Figure E.8: Registering a Newborn - Variant 3
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(a) Registering a Newborn - Variant 4 - Part 1/2
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(b) Registering a Newborn - Variant 4 - Part 2/2

Figure E.9: Registering a Newborn - Variant 4
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(a) Registering a Newborn - Variant 5 - Part 1/2
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(b) Registering a Newborn - Variant 5 - Part 2/2

Figure E.10: Registering a Newborn - Variant 5
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E.3

Mariage
(a) Mariage- Variant 1 - Part 1/4
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(b) Mariage- Variant 1 - Part 2/4
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(c) Mariage- Variant 1 - Part 3/4
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(d) Mariage- Variant 1 - Part 4/4

Figure E.11: Marriage - Variant 1
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(a) Mariage- Variant 2 - Part 1/4
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(b) Mariage- Variant 2 - Part 2/4
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(c) Mariage- Variant 2 - Part 3/4
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(d) Mariage- Variant 2 - Part 4/4

Figure E.12: Marriage - Variant 2
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(a) Mariage- Variant 3 - Part 1/3
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(b) Mariage- Variant 3 - Part 2/3
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(c) Mariage- Variant 3 - Part 3/3

Figure E.13: Marriage - Variant 3
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(a) Mariage- Variant 4 - Part 1/3
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(b) Mariage- Variant 4 - Part 2/3
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(c) Mariage- Variant 4 - Part 3/3

Figure E.14: Marriage - Variant 4
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(a) Mariage- Variant 5 - Part 1/3
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(b) Mariage- Variant 5 - Part 2/3
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(c) Mariage- Variant 5 - Part 3/3

Figure E.15: Marriage - Variant 5
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E.4

Issuing Death Certificate
(a) Issuing a Death Certificate - Variant 1 - Part 1/3
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(b) Issuing a Death Certificate - Variant 1 - Part 2/3
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(c) Issuing a Death Certificate - Variant 1 - Part 3/3

Figure E.16: Issuing a Death Certificate - Variant 1
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Appendix E. Business Process Models for Municipalities
(a) Issuing a Death Certificate - Variant 2 - Part 1/3
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(b) Issuing a Death Certificate - Variant 2 - Part 2/3
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(c) Issuing a Death Certificate - Variant 2 - Part 3/3

Figure E.17: Issuing a Death Certificate - Variant 2
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Appendix E. Business Process Models for Municipalities
(a) Issuing a Death Certificate - Variant 3 - Part 1/3
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(b) Issuing a Death Certificate - Variant 3 - Part 2/3
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(c) Issuing a Death Certificate - Variant 3 - Part 3/3

Figure E.18: Issuing a Death Certificate - Variant 3
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(a) Issuing a Death Certificate - Variant 4 - Part 1/2
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(b) Issuing a Death Certificate - Variant 4 - Part 2/2

Figure E.19: Issuing a Death Certificate - Variant 4
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(a) Issuing a Death Certificate - Variant 5 Part 1/2
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(b) Issuing a Death Certificate - Variant 5 - Part 2/2

Figure E.20: Issuing a Death Certificate - Variant 5
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